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HOLLAND, MICH., SATUBDAY, AUGUST
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ous of late.

Dr. A. C. V. R.

Dentist

Gilmore,

i—

1

VAUPELL BLOCK.

t

The Y. M. C. A. fjospG meeting on
Sunday will be led by Mr. P. Gunst.
The steamer Deer brought a party
Spring Lake resorters to Macatawa
Park on Thursday.

of

__

Sunday’s rain has put the corn on
and made potatoes open their

its ear
eyes.

HI

Dry Goods!

of

_

NO. 28

Umbrella menders are quite numer-

TRY

AUCTION

1,

s

Potts, the well

known Ottawa

county journalist, Is doing special
work for the Detroit Journal.
Wednesday the steamer Music gave

South Haven. The
numbered 110, and was accompanied by Thomas’ Band.

POWDER

an excursion to

STEVENSON,

W. R
a:

a;

Optician, a:

party

a;

Absolutely Pure;

cream of tartar baking powder. High Ml
James P., the blind son of Rev.
all In leavening strength. -Lolof Untkt
James Hamilton, Grand Rapids, of
StatesGovernment Food Report.
reached homo last week after an ab- Both, Baking Powdbr Oo., 106 WaU Si.N.T.
sence of a year abroad.
"
..... ....... ...
a

7

As advertised

Strong & Son

C. L

Close their business

Holland City News.
Publtihed every Saturday. TermsflM pcryear,

August
But

still

with a diecount of SO eenti

1.

payiriff in

to

thoie

advance.

CITY AND VICINITY.

$3,000 TO $4,000
to

be disposed of, so offer their

entire line of Dress Goods, Flannels, Silks,
Velvets, etc.

Lace Curtains, Mackintoshes

Table Spreads, Underwear and

I

Auction
Commencing Saturday
Every afternoon from 2 until 5 and evenings from

must
.

positively

Now

is the

If

k

time to

buy School Dresses

for the girls,

New

nomination at the Republicanconvention in Grand Rapids next week
hassettleddown to Pingree against
the field and the race will be close
Among the opponents of Mr. Pingree,
Col, Bliss is far In the lead. Kent
cuBity sends a Bliss delegation.
The paradingof a cross decorated
of thorns through the
hall at the Populist convention during
the attempt to stampede the delegates
for Bryan, is perhaps the most revoltwith a crown

and Dry

copventionsIt should bring the
blood to the cheeks of the man in
whose interest the shameful spectacle
was devised. —N. Y. Sun.

*

-

Architect Price was called to Alle-

Goods

of all descriptions for Fall

men

the this

ing incident in the history of political

prices.

know

is

town

there such a tendency

.
uV

w

-

We8t

expect to ship 75 tons of grapis Dcp’t.
Dcp of Michigan, was

in the city
York, will open
Thursday, and called upon his old
campaign for the Republicans in NeThe criminal calendar for the Au- cararad P, Gunst. They served to»
braska, the home of Mr. Bryan, on gust term of the circuit court, which gether in the 2nd Mich. Tnfy.
Wednesday, Aug. 5.
will open on Monday next and be adThe Lady Maccabees of this city
journed
till Monday, August 10, has
Railroad commissioner Billings, acwill hold an ico cream social on the
companied by the officials of the C. & been made up and Includes the follow- lawn of Mrs. Frances Anderson, Wesfr
W. M., made his annual inspection ing criminal cases:
Ninth street,on Tuesday, August 4*
The People vs—
tour over the line of the road this week
William E. George, trespass to real A musical program Is arrangedfor the
and passed through this city Tuesday. estate
evening, and a cordial invitation l#t
Stephen
Arleth
et
al,
assault and extended to all.
There are 1.087 papers in the United
battery.
States in the German language. Of
Daniel McDufTee, bastardy.
The old saying, proverbialof mai^
this number there are only forty-seven
Frank Bean, assault and battery.
velous growth, that pumpkins are
Henry. Alderink.larceny.
not advocating the maintenanceof
growing so thrifty that the vines wear
William Valkema, bastardy.
the existing |f)ld standard,no matter
out the pumpkins in dragging them,
Peter Wilms, assault and battery.
what their party affiliations.
Raymond Coates and Alice Law- over the ground. Is nearly verified In
rence, murder.
the garden of Aid. J. A. Kooyers, wha
The gubernatorialcontest for the

Public

dispose of this stock regardless of

that I

-

but now of

We

_

G. II. Tribune: “In no other

Mrs. B. Mulder, mother of Mrs. L.
Mulder of this city, died at Zeeland
among the citizens to go in and kill on Saturday,aged nearly 78 years. She
Corn Is earing and potatoes are dooff all who have opinions contrary to
is survived by two sons and two daughing fine.
their own, as Grand Haven, "said a citi- ters.
The new steeple of the Marketstreet zen the other night.
We Invite the attentionof our reachurch is plainly visible at Zeeland.
U. S. Senator Stewart, one of the
ders to the program of exercises at the
The prospects for another national bolting silver Republicans, smarting
Macatawa Assembly, In another
Democratic convention and ticket are from the effects of his discourteous
column. Prof. Taylor will lecture this
growing.
treatment by the Populist convention evening.
last week, says the Jig Is up, McKinMr. Bryan’s indorsement by the PoThe beautiful yaont Sentinel of
pulist convention will secure Mr. Mc- ley and the “gold bugs" have a walkChicago
is an-occaslonal visitor at the
Kinley thousands of additional Demo- over, and he speaks of the convention
Holland
resorts. She is owned by
of the People’s party as nothing but a
cratic votes.
President Wachtman of the Chicago
mob without sense or decency.
The copious rains on Sunday have
yacht club and Is valupd at $100,000.
The Hamilton News
ews informs
m.
restored the meadows and never bethat J. Fisher & Son , fruit raisers in i Tbc
Laundry dellvfore has the country looked more ininned this
that village, have shipped
this season pV wagon being In charge of a new
viting at this season of the year.
a total of 3,118 crates of small fruit, as iriver, the company requests its ptTuesday was an excessively hot day. follows: Blaca raspberries, 644; red
errors or

B. G. Horr, formerly of this state

r
mar

_

,

at

7:30 until 9, until further notice.

Supply.

fall.

______

and

^

gaq last week to Inquire into the faul- case a 10 foot channel could he cleared m., reaching Holland at 7:30. Fare tor
ty roof of the school house. He sub- for 20 miles, as far as Lament.
round trip only 50 cents.
mitted a report of his findings to the
board and at a meeting of the district
his recommendations were adopted.
The building is to have a new roof,
the walls are to be raised two feet, and
other repairs made wherever necessary. The meeting without a dissenting vote raised $2,500, or so much
fail
thereof as may be needed.

Be sure

STRENG

4 SON.

don't

We have received from the Home

Every Lady

'
in

attendance will be given a ticket on

a beautiful Silk Waist Pattern, displayed

I
•j

come soon

Music Co., Logansport,Ind., a copy of

in window.

-

Private Sale Conducted Mornings.

glil

their “McKinley Songster,”containing twenty-fiverousing campaign
songs for McKinley, Protection and
Sound Money- The words are stirring
and humorous and have points sharp
as needles. They are set to easy, attractive music, arranged for male
voices; hut many of the songs may he
sung by mixed voices with fine effect.
The price is 15 cents per copy, or tl 50

per dozen.

We

advise Republican
campaign clubs to arm themselves
with a supply of this book.

,

was

Grand Rapids has a vine 36 feet In length.
met the local Grand
John Carver, the Laketown farmer,
River improvement committee relawho had the run-away Friday aftirtive to the best method of expending
noon, survived the accident but a few
the $50,003governm *nt appropriation
hours. He was conveyed to the City
for the deepening of the river. Col.
Hot el, where he died in the evening.
Lydecker advised that $30,000 be inHis remains were taken to his home
veste I in a hydraulic dredge, the balby undertaker Alberti and the funerance to he used for operating expen•al took place on Sunday.
ses. No final conclusionwas reached,
however,as Col. Lydecker will he sucThe steamer City of Holland will
ceeded in about a week by Capt. make an excursion to Grand Haven
Townsend. The Colonel seem d to next Monday, to enable our people to
favor a five-foot channel for a starter, attend the Uepuhl lean conventionand
as he thought the appropriationwould witness the nomination of Prosecuting
not hold out, while others thoughl Attorney Vlsscher and Sheriff Van
that it was the better plan to start Ry. The boat will leave Holland at 8
from Grand Haven and work up the a. m.. reaching Grand Haven at 10:15;
river toward Grand Rapids. In that returning, leave Grand Haven at 5 p.
Col. Lydecker

this week

=5

U

.

Lastyeardurlng July the earth was
Althongh the season at Macatawa
parched
and vegetationsufTered from
Park is not so active as last year, the
drougth.
new hotel Is generally filled with
guests from all parts of the country.
The Ladies Guild of Grace Episc, church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
The Sundayschool of Grace Eplsc.
P. Brown, Ninth street, on Wednes*
church had its annual picnic on
day, Aug. 5.
Thursday of this week. Children,
narents and friends spent a pleasant Mrs. J. Van Putten Sr. and Miss
day at the resorts.
JeanetteVan Putten of this city re-

lellus De Weerd, the flagman at .raspberries,
61; gooseberries 67; cber_________
packages*!
thjBtiver street railroadcrosslmr, was ries 46(i; currents 1,890. Total amount
uni hat might be occasioned thereby.
overcome by heat and had to be taken paid out for picking, $633.60,and a big ( Gi
Gen. Wm. Sdakespeare of Kalaraihoijle Id a conveyance.
profit was realized . The same gentle,
tie/ zoo,
k>, Commander of the G. A. B.,

Hosiery, Kid Gloves, Laces,
etc., etc.,

..

A stone was thrown through a win- turned Thursday from a visit with G.
Nyland and family. Grand Haven.
MULDER BROS., Publishers.
, dow In a C. & W. M. passenger train
Sunday night, near Watervllct,strikDutch exchanges report that Dr. A.
Bates of advertising made known on application.
ing F. J. Stuck, a passengerfrom Hol- Kuyperof Amsterdam, Netherlands,
HolundCity Nkws Printing House. Boot land. Several ladles were cut by will not make his contemplated visit
* Kramer Bldg., Eighth St.. Holland.Mich.
glass.
to the United States this year.)

they have some

Worth of Dry Goods

.

..

and look over

60SMAN
BROS.
LINE OF CLOTHING, BICYCLE SUITS, GOLF

HOSE AND CAPS,

olland City News.
SATURDAY, August

1,

1896.

Mich

Hollana,

Republican County Convention.

.

p

l
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A delegate convention of the RepubMeans of Ottawa county will be held

lows:
Allendale......

Wright ...............6
..4 Zeeland ............. 16
.
Grand Haven city—
...7 First Ward ...........4
...7 B<JcondWard ........ fl
Third Ward .........10
.11 Fourth Ward .........4

.2

..7

9
2
9
.7

.

|

;
!

J
V

G

.

«

IP
f,

First Ward ...........7
Second Ward ........ 3
Third Ward ..........b
Fourth Ward .........6
Fifth Ward ..........2

.14
.. ..

Hollandcity—

............

Spring Lake .........
Cii —

Local committees will please see
that caucusses are called in compliance with section 9 act 175 of the public acts of 1893, which requires at least
five days’ notice to be given by publication in one or more daily newspapers
in places where such papers are pubMsned and in other cases by posting up
notices in at least three public places
in the precinct for which the caucus is
9,

1896.

Geohoe D. Tvknkr,
Ch'm Rep. Co. Com.

m
I

John V.

B.

Goodrich, Sec.

m?;

mr:

our neighbors!

TpJL

..

......... _

Ottawa County.

C

;

V
r

•

E

Bi-

ty of assault, In which be tried to
Order.
brain E. A. Hoi ford n neigbvor. with
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN.
JM
a club. The whole affair wa* started
COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
by a quarrel over a cat by the wives of
At a sessionof the i-r> but* court for the counthe two iuei». Leach was sentenced
ty of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Oflloe In the
to len day** on “Stratton's stone pile.”
City of Grrtt d H iven. In "aid county , on MonThe fruit shippers do not, seem in- day. the tweudsth day of July In th-? ye*!
clined lo quietly suhuit to the die uae Ihuuaaud eight hundred and Linely alx.
tales of the fruit package combine,
Present, JOHN V. B. GOODRICH. Judge ol
and if they ire forced to pay $30 a Probate.
thousand for their packages it will not In tbe matter of the estate of Peter Kruytbe until thev have exhausted all their hof deceased.
effortsin the matter. Boxes have fre
O 1 reading and filingtbe p*tltion.dulyv^rlft**:
quently been talked of as a substitute
of JttUH-aBram. t. a fmlniairator with the will
fur baskets and so a number of the
growers visited Chicago the first of annexed of said eati.te,praying for thi examination and allowance of his final account, that
the week to see what would be the
he may bo discharged from hla trust, have hla

Probate

prospect for their use. They found
that a number of southern shippers
were U'ing the “two peck box,” with
the best (if results. Tneir expense Is
not

-

known ya,

but they

would cost

Real Estate Transfers.

much

than the baskets.— Herald.

less

F A Gill and wife to

W Brown ptaec35 Wilght

123)

H '-prinz to C F R-*oJ It? Ill, 116 and 117 West
Mien Purk (8t0.

000.

The meeting Saturday evening in
the interest of a free bridge was noi
very large. As the project was can-

G Meeboerand wife to A d Kraker
sec 16 Holland Jir,0.

C M Scott to E W
tawu Grove #3 0

Ever* It

li

aw

ae

^

-.

following prominent life-long
C t Ilsley to M Bak-r pt It 1S5 and l.c6 Grand
democrats will bolt the Chicago plat
form and candidates for the reason Haven tlfrO.
J Junaet a to M Baron pt aec 31 Zeeland 87C0.
that they are in favor of sound money:
S. H. Boyce, William H. Loutit. John
J S uita to A B Bosnianw 4 It 11 bk 36 HtlA. Pfaff, Byron Parks, Dr. A. Vandei lar.d 51000.
Veen, James Barns, C. I. Pagelson
H \nderaon to U Sbank Ita U and 15 Lakeside

-

Colonel Duryea, William N. Angel.
Philip Rosbach, James Avery.

-Hamilton.

C K Spencer

The C. & W. M. railway fence buil
dors are doing a good job of rost set
ting between Fillmore and Hamilton
The Sons of Veterans who attended
the encampment at Holland, expressed themselves as being well pleased
with the kind treatment and respect
shown them by the citizens: also ti
the Sons of that city in making every
thing comfortableand pleasant during
their four days stay.

to

A Erickson

ne

ested in aald estate, are required to appear at a
sessionof said Court, then to be holden st the

aec 31

Polkton flOO
A Uort ami wife to I Boy
.

1

bk 16 M A H

a.1.

1

1

1

k and wife a 4 lot

Grd Haven -ot’O

Marriage Licenses
L* oi .>rd F

Mrs

Kalya

ilaiule

wp

T

2t

Haven

in*
'•
Mich
wn
Berlin
and
'•

2fl

•

WilliamJ Smith. West O

40

F..n

30

Kelley '

Edward Wait Olive

Emma

Goodin

it

Cm

Ottawa for three successive weeks proviour
day of hearing.

27—

3w

GOODRICH,

B.

Judge of Probate

IS
•-’6

$4.00 from stations north of

Fennville.

Chance to visit
the north country.

DkHAYEN,

sons.

Wednesday night

of last

week Benj.

Veneklasen Jr.'s bicycle was stolen
from the barn. Sheriff Kenpel was
notified and started out in pursuit.
Saturday morning Benj. Kamps was
in Grand Rapids, and found John Eding riding the bicycle he was looking
for, and it was delivered to Kamps
without any serious resistance. The
latter reported the criminal as being
Gerrit Eding, who was arrestedand
brought before Justice C. Van Loo,
and upon identificationwas found not
to be the thief. Mr. Kamps admitted
having made a mistake, saying “he
knew it was an Eding but could not
tell them apart,” and supposed him
to he Gerrit. In the meantime John
has made lively tracks.— News.
J.

Saugatuck.
Quite a large party of studentsfrom
the Agricultural college at Lansing,
will camp on the park grounds next

month.
At a meeting of the school board it
was voted to employ Prof. Earl II.
Calhoun of Nunda. III., as principal
of the schools at a salary of $700.

Upon

a

thorough examination there

appears to be no reason to doubt that
the strange disease spoken of last
week as affecting the peach trees of
this section, is the peach rosette, and

it is equally certain that dread
scourge has obtained a strong foothold

among

the peach orchards of this
township. In its ravages the peach
rosette is considered three times as
damaging as the yellows.

1

for a ten-days outing.

county of Ottawa and state of Michigan.partin*

from Chi
cago. Milwaukee and other cit^

of the firstpart, to Jacob Van dor Ven, of the

where he has been looking up new ma
chlnery, preparatoryto rebuilding hi?
factory here in the near future.
H. Bird of Saugatuck, representing

the IndependentTelenhone Co.,

Castorim”and

Imitatethem Is a state prison offensef

its formula, and that to
that

one of the reasons for granting this governmentprotectionwas

because Castorlahad been proven to be absolutely

Do Yon

Know

that 35

average doses

^

harmless?
of Castorla are furnishedfor

35

oents, or one cent a dose r

public suctiou. to tbe bKheet bidder, on Mon
day. the seventh day of September, A. D.D90, at

Do Yon Know

t«n o'clock In tbe forenoon, at th® front .loor

the

tie

splintedup"D the premise?here-

when possessedof

that

this

perfectpreparation,your childrenmay

kept well, and that you may have unbroken rest t

described in the city of Holland, In the

Well, these things

county of Ottawa, state of Michigan,
pursuantto licenae and autborf'vjramed
to mo on the arcond day of March, A. 0. Rgf..
by 'he Probtt 0 curt of Ottawa county, Mulligan, all the rifcht. title, intenat or estate of

are worth knowing. They are facta.

The fac-almlle

Is

on erery

wrapper.

signatureof

Children Cry

or to tboBO certain pieces or parcels of
land situate,and being in the courty of OUa-

son, in

Grand Rapids, county of Kent and stkle
of Michigan, party of the second part, dated
on the 25th day of January, A. D. 1892, and recorded In theofficeof the Register of Deede of
Ottawa county, Michigan, on the first day of
city of

February. A. D. 1892, In liber 44 of Mortgages,

for

Pitcher’s Castorla.

*“• itJ the state of Michigan,known and described as follow?,to wit:
.»

I,

Fight

i<>

iu

Block Thi'

tv Eight (SH) lu the city of llol nud. O-mvii
county, Michigan ;alao

Ail Honest Man’s Story.
Attend the Grand Rapids
Th* West Half, except the South Ninety (Of)
U. KEEN village, Pa., Jan. 23, '96.
feet of the East Thirty-One(31 1 feet of the West
Dear Sir:— Thank God there i* a
Forty-One4H fret if l/t Elevt-n (11; In Block medicine hat will cure catarrh Mr.
Thirty E gbt i38) iu the city of Hollaed. Coul- 1’icizii.^ii 1 u.-ed youi >auipi iu.x uf
ty of Ottawa and St.te of Michigan
•atanli which \..ii sent me. The lirst
Shorthand,Typewriting and Practical
Dal. (I July 22nd. A. D 1896.
niirhi 1 iKcdii it helped me. May God
27
Dikkkiu. Guardian
b r>s oil f.,r \ u kindness. [ used Training School,
the little o x vii . '' fit me and about
RAPIDS, MICH.
The Tower Clock shoe store is hav- half of a 50 cent j.ir. i nev keep it in
And
prepare yourself to fill more reChambersbiitf.
I
have
told
a
great
ing a nood trade. Tbe people are find
many people aimut >our medicine sponsible and better paying positions.
inir out that thev are doinif as thev ad-

Business college,

i

6w

W

\

GRAND

and sell at prices to suit' the
poor mao’s pocketbook.
vertise,

Hon. Squire Britton, brother-in-law

to me, is using it; he says it is helping
him very much: he has catarrh very
had. Mrs. C. D. Ludwig, daughter of
Bure blood is the secret of health me is using your medicine. I use It in
Burdock Blood Bitters insures pure the evening before retiring to bed and
blood.
am feeling better now than I have
for the last five year'. My head is
clear and 1 have wore energy for work

and my business. Before I

Grand Haven

&

Milwaukee Line

Send

Catalogue.
A. S. Parish,
Pearl Str., Grand Rapids, Mich.
for

Address:
72

used

your medicine I felt mat y a time that
I did not care whether 1 was living or
John Rerear. Prop,
dead: I had no energy: I didn’t care for
C. Blom, Sr., Clerk.
anything. 1 had cattarrh oyer sixtyseven vears; mother had catarrh and
it turned into consumption: she died
in her sixty fonrihyear.1 haven farm
up ;it St nishu rg. seven mio-s from
Green village. ()n nice da.\< I drive
upthefarm and work. Mr. Pn-tzingerl
think it would pay you to have itput
in all Franklin County papers as I am
a rellaVe. honest man. so the people
say, middling well acquaintedover the Finley Toledo and Holland Beer alYours truly.
ways on tap.
Geo. K. Zollinger.
No. 17 River St
HOLLAND.
A small sample con tie obtained by
sending a 2c. stamp to Pretzinger
Bros., Chemists, Dayton, O.
Piles! Piles!

Fine Wines,

Liquors,

Cigars.

County.

CROSBY TRANSPORTATION
One
COMPANY.

,

Dr William s' Indian Pi 6 0intm®nt will oar®
bl®®ding.ulcerated and Itching pllei. It
adsorbs the turners,allays the itching at one®,
the right spot. It ai.vi t'.uches it at acta aa a poultice,uivts instant relief.Dr. Wllthe right lime if von take it when von PBi'a Indian Pile oft tmett is prepared only -for
have a cough or cold. See tbe point? Piles ami Itchingon the private parte, and nothStnirp.
ing else. Ev-ty box la guaranteed. Bold by
Then don’t cough.
iirngglats. lent by mall, for 11.00 per box Willlnma M’f'gCo . Propr'i. Cl-vHand,O.
Leave Grand Haven every ni^hl.
Sold on a guarantee by J. O. Dueiburg.Hoiexcept Sunday, at 11:15 p. m.,‘and ar

Minute Cough Cure touches

blind.

Nyack and Wisconsin.

Lawrence Kramer.

rive every
5:00 a. 111.

woruioK, except Sunday

4nd

ai

The Only

m

Connectionsfrom Holland via
C. X W. M.. at Grand Haven.

One EAT HEARTY!

th<

To Stand the Test.

At the

new

Rev. William Copp, whose father
C
was a physician for over fifty years,
in New Jersey, and who himself
spent many years preparing for the
practice of medicine, but subse- (Food and Substantia) meals
lunches at
quently entered the mimatry of the always.
M. E. Church, writes: “I am glad
reasonableprices.

antral

.

E. B. Born has returned

£

^

Notice la hereby given, that I shall aillat

6:00 a.

G. P. A.
28 2\v

Otsego’s municipal electric llghi
plant is expected to be ready for busi
Mortgage Sale.
ness by Sept.
T'kEFAULT HAVING BEEN MADE IN THE
operatedby P. Elen baas & Co.
The families of Dr. W. E. Rowe and J-'' conditionsof payment of a certain mortgage
J. P. De Pree will engage in the F. I. Chichester, and Mr. and Mis. A
made and executedby Martin G. Caswell and
farm implement business with his W. Sherwood, are at Macatawa Park George W. Caswell, of the township of Holland,

The work has been commenced on
the factory which is to be owned and

that the Patent OfficeDepartmentof the United States,and of

other countries,have Issued exclusiveright to Dr. Pitcherand his assigns to use the word

Guardian’s Sale.
In the matter of the estate of Isaac Kramer,
a mentally incompetent person.

£

CactorlaIs the prescriptionof the famous Dr. Samuel Pitcher. $3j

other remedies for childrencombined f

Do Yon Know

Leave Milwaukee everv night, ex
cept Saturday,at 9:00 p. m.,and ar
rive every morninkf except Monday at

DON’T MISS THIS.
GEO.

that

of

all

composed?

has been In use for nearly thirty years, and that more Castorla is now sold than *4

It

“

2

There were nineteenbidders for th(
job of building a school house at Way
I. Ver Lee has been appointed li- land . The highest bid was $S,700 and
brarian for the ensuing year, and the the lowest $5,104.
school library has been removed from
The county poor farm of Allegat
A. Lahuls' office to Mr. I. Ver Lee s county is valued at $22,000.
book and stationery store.

it Is

that Castorla Is a purely vegetable preparation,and that a list of

Do Yon Know
V.

^

that you should not permit any medicine to be given your ctqid I!

That

A true copy, (Attest)

JOHN

most countriesdruggistsare not permitted to sell narcotics

publishedwith every bottle T

Do Yon Know

Nfw*

to said

The West llilf of
'-’7

There were 909 births and 384 deaths
Joseph Michels JameaU
Capt. Geo. E. Judd of Grand Rap Mary Champion
reported in this county for last year.
lb
ids, has traded his logs and timber at
Old Cornelius Nietering attempted
Fred Te Vrte Hoi,
27
our sawmill and the standing timbei
to escape from the county farm the
Nellie \V<.8Urhof
19
on his land, up the Rabbitt river, to
other day, but was caught before goJ. C. Dunton, of Graud Rapids. Tht
ing far.
SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
logs will be sawed here at John Kol
More gold was found at Bass River, vord’s sawmill and the timber shipped
AUGUST 9th,
in Robinson, last week. A man dig- to Holland,where Mr. Dunton owns a
MUSKEGON,
SYLVAN BEACH,
ging in the sand found a nugget worth large tract of land on the north side ot
OCEANA
BEACH.
•4. This is the second piece this same
the bay. On a portion of this tn»ct
man has found, near the Hyma farm. several houses will be built.— News.
The C. & W. M. R’y will run an exAfter the harvest and farm season has
cursion train to Pentwater on abow
ended the farmers of the township indate and sell tickets at very low rate>
Port Sheldon.
tend prospecting.
to Muskegon, Whitehall and PentwaThe other day a female teamster o'
Dennis Murphy, aged sixty- seven this section had taken a load of bark ter.
Train will leave Holland at 9:10 a.
vears, a resident of Talmage, bad two to Holland,and on her return trip, as
bottles of similar appe
earance.onecon she arrived near the bridge, Mrs. L; m.. and leave Pentwater at 6:00 p. m.
taining medicine an
the other car Parle the mall carrier came from th* Rate $1.00. Whitehall7.00 p. m.. rate
75 cents. Muskegon 7.45 p. m., rate 50
bollc acid. Monday afternoonhe connorth and they met just off the bridge
cents. Bicycles carrid free. Steamer?fused them and took a large dose of
The dunp was not wide enough foi
the acid. He died at 4 o’clock before them to pass and both got interlocked will meet train at Whitehall for Sylvan Beach and at Pentwater for Ocemedical aid could reach him.
so that they had to be helped out ol
While James Merrick and Enos their dilemma, before they could pro ana Beach. All pleasant places to
spend a Sunday.
Knowlton, of Cooptrsville were pick ceed.
GEO. DkIIAVEN, G. P. A.
ing blackberriesSaturday near Bass
The rising generationhere is prog
28- 2 w
river they heard one calling for help
ressive. Within a space of two milefand concluded that some oie was from t he bridge the other day couid bAUGUST 9th,
really wanting aid. After passing seen Miss Jane Ten Hagen, about li
through the woods they found Wil- years of age, with two horses plough E X C U RS ION TO GRANDRAPI DS.
liam Thirkettle. of Berlin, pale as a Ing a 20 acre field, In a manner that
The C. & W. M. R'y will sell tickets
ghost. In his rieht hand he held the would put many of our young men t« at usual low rates on above date fur
neck of a large blacksnake which was shame. In another field was Mis* train leaving Holland at 9:10 a. m..
toiled around bis left arm, extending
Riemersma with her horse, cultlvat rale 50 cents. Return trains leave
from his hand to bis shoulder. After ing; and another female was helping Grand Rapids at 6:30 and 11:..0 p. m.
the snake was removed from Mr. stack grain.
GEO. DeHAYEN.G. P. A.
Tbirkettle’sarm and killed it was
28 w
VicOsburn
was
around
here
with
measured and found to be Just five
a
new
separator
last week, and af- $4.00
feet in length. Mr. Thirkettle stated
nng at the farms of Messrs. Petoskey
that he stood near a tree picking ber- ter trashing
ries and felt something against his Schrader, Klyne, Anys, and Cook, had Excursion
to pull up to Riemersma’s corner and via
arm, hut thought nothing of it till at
C. & W. M. B y
once a snake’s bead appeared in his wait until more jobs are ready.
Sept. 1st, 1896.
face. He quickly seized him by the
Allegan County.
Tickets
neck when the snake tightened his
grip on his arm, and Mr. Thirkettle The voters of Otsego voted in favoi Good 10 days.
could not get him off, for the harder of bonding the school district for $15, $5.00 from all stations south
he pulled on the snake the closer the 000 to build a new school house and of and including Benton Harbor.
snake gripped his arm and held it as repair extensively the present bull $4.50 from stations between
Cabma and Bravo and
ding.
if in a vice.

Zeeland.

its Ingijxlienta Is

newspaper printed and circulatedIn said o*mn

ty of

that in

Do Yon Know

give notice to the persons interc"'*1.

said estate, of the pendency of said petttion
and the hearing thereofby causing a copy of tbii
in

a

Do Yon Know

f

opium and morphine are stupefyingnarcoticpoisons ?

unlessyou or your physicianknow of what

la furtherOrdered, That auid

order to be published in the Holland

that

aald Isaac Kramer. a mentally Incompetent poi-

Robinson

Sheldon Grd

: And

granted

Do Yon Know

Do Yon Know

prayer of the petitionershould imi o«

the

r^c.

tu,

without labeling them poisonsf

Probate Office In tbe City of Graud Havei., it
aald coutty, and show cauae, if any thcr - l>e

why

Do You Know

Bateman’sDrops, Godfrey’s Cordial,many eo-c&lledSoothingBynips, and
most remedies for childrenare composed of opium or morphine

hearing of said petition, and that the betia at
law of a ild deceased and all other persons Inter-

tie

inafter

aw q

MOTHERS,

ITI

o'clock In the forenoon.beassigned fnt

at ten

Infants and Children.

for

Twenty-Sixth day of Auguit next,

of

Park Holland 1113

i

Thorenponit is ordered,That Wedneaiuj.tbr

sec 16 Blendou $60‘.

The

castor a

bond canceled, and said estate closed.

petitioner

2« Scotta Maca-

vassed the conclusion was reached
T Mxon to J Nixon e ^ n 4 uw >4 aec 15 Folkthat the only way the matter could be
brought about was by city or county ton *400
purchaseof the bridge, thus placing
C Kunat ml wife to C Tam!:se aw !4 ne Vi Bia
the cost upon all alike. Let the plan 1! Uleadon #9.0
be what It may, one thing is sure, we
H E Hudson and wife to H A Warner land In
should certainly have a free bridge
GeorgetownS1C0
There should be no stopping until
M N Corwin md wife to M E!z'.u?aaw ti te 4
this end is accomplished.—News.

to be held.

Dated Grand Haven. Mich., July

|.

years ago he was commandingthe
schooner Wm. Treat which foundered
in Lake Huron. The Treat was lum
ber laden and the crew remained on
board of her for five days without a
morsel to eat. They were finally compelled to leave the vessel as she was
going to pieces and a passing steamer
picked them up.— Commercial.

at the court house in the city of Grand
3, 1896, at 10
o’clock a. m., for the purpose of nomiDating candidates for the various
county offices and members of the legJohn Houtkamp of Milwaukee is
islature from the first and second re- spending a few weeks outing here.
presentativedistricts: also to elect
There is talk of starting a bicycle
twelve delegates to the Republican factory In Saugatuck.
state convention, to be held in Grand
Bapids, August 5th, 1896: also to elect
Grand Haven.
twelve delegates to attend the senaMiss Maud E. Squler is visting in
torial convention to be hereafter
called, and for the transaction of such Oberlin, Ohio.
other business as may come up before
Monroe, Boyce & Co.’s sawmill and
the convention.
a large quantityof lumber at CheboyBased on the Republicanvote for gan, Mich., burned Saturday,at a loss
governorat the general election held of $50,000. The insurance was $40,

Haven, on Monday, Aug.

in 1894 the several townships and
wards are entitled to delegates as fol-

—
£>

the barge Little Wissahickon in Lake
Erie recently. He was employed on
the Lady Elgin which was lost nearly
forty years ago tff Grosse Point, with
300 human beings. In this catastrophe he saved himself by clinging to
wreckage and floating ashore. A few

Restaurants

Dr. A. B. Lee,
SCIENTIFIC OPTICIAN.

Also

to testify that I

over Vaapell'a Harnen Store. Flttlm
glasses for the cure of heaJachea and all dim

have

Office

had analyze^ all the

cult GSS«'8.

sarsaparillapreparations known in the

a
Office days Monday and Tuesday. at Dollau
new organization formea for the buil on Page 169; on which mortgage there Wednesday and Thunday at the Cutler House
trade, hut
fa claimed to be due at the time of this noGrand Haven. Mich. I will refer my work t<
ding of a telephoneline from Allegat
tice the sum of One Hundred 8lxty-flve Dollars the Physic-ana of this place or to any Oca in, u
to Pearl, was in Allegan last week
Grand Rapids.
solicitingsubscriptions for the enter- and Fifty Cents, bi-aldes an attorney fee of FifEXAMINATION FREE.
prise. At Pearl connection will b« teen Dollars,providedfor by law ; and no
I call at your home only when requested
us the only one of
suit or proceedingshaving been Instituted at
made with the telephone system
[
them that I could
which embraces Fennville,Douglas. law or In equity to recoverthe debt secured by Hrs.
recommend as a
Saugatuck, South Haven and ail said mortgage, or any part of It:
blood-purifier. I have
points between the latter two places. Netlce la thereforehereby given, that by vir
Hettie
This will put Allegan in communica- tue «.f the power of sale In sMd mortgage
given away hundreds of bottles of
tion with the whole lake shore coun contalLed.and the statute in such case madtit, as I consider it the safest as well
try, a matter which will he of the ut- a»d providod.saldmortgage will be foreclosedbj
as the best to be had.”— Wm. Copp,
sale
at
public
vendue
ofthe
mortgaged
promise?,
most convenienceand importance.
Is the Rifted artist of Pastor M. E. Church, Jackson, Minn!
or so much thereof as may be necessary to pay
Bennett Sehowsky, the man wanted
Grand Rapids, Mich..
the amount due on said mortgage with
for selling “medicated” glasses in the
who nalnts your por
<>
northwesternpart of the county Iasi interestand costs of foreclosure and sale. Intrait and tills it full of
cluding an attorney fee of Fifteen Dollars, said
spring, was arretted in Detroit last
Monday, brought to Allegan, and ar- sale to take place at the north enter door of
raigned next day in Justice Day’s the Ottawa County Court House, at the eUy of LIFE,
court. He pleaded not guilty and his Gmnd Haven, Otr wa County. Mlchlgm (rpht
1‘elugthd place ulure tbo circuit court t Uiltrial was set for July 30. He is charged
county ,.f Ottawa Is hol.ien) on
wit falsely representinghimself and
and
of obtaining money under false pre- Monday, the Twelfth day of October. A. D. lt>%.
When in doubt, ask for Ayer’* Pills
tenses. He claimed to be a doctor. at 10 o'clockin the forenoonof said day. The
connected with tie University of said mortgagedpremises to be sold being deMichigan;that he was the professor scribed in said mortgage as all that certain
under whom Dr. Bos of Fillmore grad piece or parcel of land situated In the town/
uated, and that he was going to es- ship of Holland, County of Ottawa and State of
I.
tsblish a medical institute at Holland Michigan, known and describedas follows Will be in Holland again Sept. 12 to 15
One of Schow8ky*8 victims in Fillmore The south half of the. north half of the southanyone wishing one of MRS
made the complaint against him.
west quarter of acctlon numbered ten (W), In
The services of a tlr^cbiss
HARROUN’S Lovely Portraits.
The apple crop in Lee township is township numbers! five (5) north of range alxDENTIST
the largest known in vears. Farmers teen (lowest, containing ar cordingto United
are thinning the fruit to prevent the States survey, forty (46) tores of land, more or
'll
"Anauuis win Call on
r
limbs from breaking under the strain.
call and see you with samples on
!

Vandnilaar llldg., tiglilliStmt-

NOVELTY BARREL

AYER’S

-Spray Pumps.

H

Harroun

1

HEALTH

f

The persistencewith which some
men defy fate is shown in the career
Dated Hol’and, July 15th, A. D. 18M.
of Capt. George McKay, who in his
Fennville.
younger days sailed many a lumberJacob Vax deb Vex, Mortgagee
laden schooner out of this harbor, and
In Justice Stedman’s court, Monday
G. J. riEKBMA, Attorney for Mortgagee.
who was drowned by the sinking of Albert Leach of P> arl was found guil- B6-8w

BEAUTY,

MR.

W. HARROUN

If You Seed

—

c

next trip.
.

86 MONROE’ STREET, Dr.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

ofty

—

4

A.

StaUBwt

Lambert, J.
r

StS''

ab°Ve

Vail

^

laildegeiUl.

Holland

-

WpWP
W,"

..JUIli

SWEPT STORM.

BIQ FIRE AT CHEBOYGAN.

Wlnd.ndIWn^^».,.to Pro,- fir. MUHoo Fe.t Timber

^..royed-

Michigan Sunday night show that while
the damage to property
great, aggregating somethinglike $275,000. there
was no loss of life. A number of persons were severely injured by -lying
timbers and broken glass, but none fa-

000 feet of the finest lumber in northerk
Michigan that was piled on the Whiteball dock here Saturday morning. Fire
from the smokestack of the mill set
fire the lath pile at noon, and in a
few moments the docks were in flames.
The mill is beyond the water works,
The most damage was done in the vi- ond the mill pumps and fire tugs were
cinity of Homer in Calhoun county, all there was to fight the fire. The
Half a dozen houses were blown away mill was sa^d, but the docks burned to
and fully 20 barns were toppled over, the water’s edge. The tug Major Dana
The wind broke in the windows of a had a narrow escape, getting aground In
large number of businesshouses and the slips between the piles, and wna
rain did extensive damage to stocks, only saved by heroic exertions.The
The tornado passed northeast of the lumber Is owned by Monroe, Boyce &
town, travelingin a southeasterly direc- Co. and Ward Brothers, Grand Haven;
tion. Its path was one-half to a mile Theodore Hine, Bay City, and Swift
wide. Thomas Cook’s house and bams Brothers. Monroe, Boyce & Co 's loss
were wrecked with a loss of *5,000. will be fully $110,000, on which tliere is
The home of Anson Richey, in Eckford between $60,000 and $70,000 insurance,
township, was blown from over the
occupants’head, but no one was seHEAVY FAILURE.
riously injured. Fine orchards were
Lumberman Horn, of Detroit, Files Trnst
uprooted or blown down, wheat and
Deoils for 0614,000.

™

on

ta“y-

We

are making the dull season lively
by selling

Dry Goods, Notions

and Groceries.
So cheap that people cannot afford to do without them.
are closing out our stock of Parasols,

and made special prices in
Ladies' White Mus-

corn fields lie flat, and onts for a radius
of 12 miles cannot be cut with a binder.
The damage about Homer will aggregate $150,000. Near Battle Creek R.
Markham was caught in the wreck of
his house and fatally hurt. Near Northville a half-dozen dams in the River
Rouge gave way, flooding the cellars of
manufacturing concernsand doing extensive damage. Scores of people living on the low lands were driven from
their homes by the flood.
Damage to dams, crops and orchards
are reportedfrom Hillsdale,Macomb,
Washtenaw, Monroe and St. Clair coun-

NOTIER

M.

,

STOVES.

G.VAN PUTTEN

ties.

summer
a few

burner stove at
2 burner stove at $3.00. |
3 burner stove at $3.50.

1

Onlv a limited quantity left. I

A

Detroit,July 24. —
sensation was
created Thursday afternoon when it became known that James T. Burst, the
lumberman and vice president of the
Wyandotte bank, supposed to be worth
$1.000, 000, had filed trust deeds to the
extent of $514,000.The failure was
caused by the inabilityto sell lumber
accumulated, and the trust deeds cover
nil the property in Wayne county. The
largest creditor outside of the state is
Nelson Holland,of Buffalo, N. Y., to
whom Hurst is indebted to the extent of
$1 12,000, The other large creditorsare:
Bponoer O. Fisher and James Turner
ami Joseph Turner, of Bay City, for a
total of $264,000;Saginaw Bay Towing
association,$50,000; Ben Boutelle,$22,500; Spencer O. Fisher alone, $*.0,000;
H. M. Gillet,$30,000; C. H. Campbell,
$13,000; A. L. Nowlin, $10,000; Delta

RANTERS BROS.

.

Dealers in

.

Furniture^eCaspets!
Bargains in

LACE

TAINS, Window

and

Shades,

CHENILLE CUR-

Baby Cabs Wall Paper

Easy Chairs, Writing Desks, Upholstered Rockera,
Parlor Suits, Hanging Lamps, Water Colors, Land-

.

scapes, Easels, Etc., Etc.

RINCK

&l

CO.,

HOLLAND,
Established1865.

TUB

bonded indebtedness,$10,022. The
Concord, July 28. — Heavy rain Sun- specifictax receipts of the year were
day night swelled the Kalamazoo river as follows:
so it overflowed its banks in many
From railroads. 1537.040.74;Ore Insuranc*
places. By hard work during the night companies. $121,113.47,life Insurance commade by the
men saved the dam and flumes of the panies. $8O,S28.90; guarantee InsurancecomS3.fi€1.67 : plate glass Insurancecom11
,wt’' »ui Concord roller mills, but a large |>ortion panies.
panies. $200.05;steam boiler Inspection
— ----i omaio )
of the mill foundation was washed out. companies, $576.23; telephone companies, Oliver Chilled Plow Works,
ever oifered u : .„u.
The heavy water gates were raised and $23,450.36;telegraph companies, $19,036.75,
ccpcciullj
SOUTH BEND, IND.
--------------- ,J0 cd to air.i-riccl Lc.Cj-; the water rushed through, covering express companies, $2,742.34;plank and
gravel
road
companies,
$1,102;
river
Im'•Ask for DB. MOTT’3 PEITKYZQTAL FILLS c^d take ro o*h
many acres of land below. In romeoat provement companies, $2,134.55.Total, $1.'Ecr Send for clronlar.Price *1.00
O boiee lor $.'•
Are
Best
Earth.
fields nothing but the tops of the 006, 549.05.
UR. MOTT’S
CO., - Cleveland, O'
For Sale by J. O. DOESBURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines, shocks can be seen peeping through
ARRESTED AFTER 12 YEARS.
Trusses. Shoulder Braces, Spectacles, Paints and Oils. Brushes,Fine Cigars two feet of water.
and choice lot of Perfumeries.
Thomas Gary In Custody for a Murder
YELLOWS ALMOST EXTINCT.
Committed Long Ago.
Danville, July 27.— Thomas Gar),
CommUaloDers Find Slight Traces of the
Disease in the Peach licit.
who killed Patrick Keefe at Alvau, 14
Decatur, July 27. — Commissioners miles north of Danville, 12 years ago,
Among them are the Nos. 98 and 99,
are now making their annual inspec- was arrested by PolicemanFrank
tion of orchards in the lake shore fruit Smith Saturday evening. Smith waa Wood and Steel Beam Plows, fitted with
belt and are finding but few traces of taking four vagrantsto the calaboose.I "on',^rea^ahlesteel Standard*, Also
the dreaded peach yellow pest. The The features of one of his prisonersthBcelebratedNo- 4® and similar patterns.
strict enforcement of the rigid state looked strangely familiar and* the offi~ 1 Look out for imitationsand
laws regarding infected peach trees cer soon came to the conclusion it was Buy Only Of The Regular OLIVER Agent*,
has nearly succeeded in eradicating the Im old childhood playmate, Thomas
yellows, and the peach crop of Mich- Gary. Jle has since the murder gone
igan this season will be the largest ever under the name of C. W. Burns.
Entire stock of-*gathered. The commissioners order
Tenting the Contract System.
all suspectedtrees to be dug up and
Lansing, July 28. — A case involving
burned, but so dangerous is this disease that healthy trees have been infect- the legality of the contract labor sysed by the mere brushing of diseased tem in \ogue in Michigan prisons was
foliage against the limbs while being taken under advisement in the circuit
carried from the orchard. At South court Monday. Warden Chamberlain
rj|j Hats, Caps and Furnishing Hoods, regardless
'jj£|
Haven the commissionersfound but 11 of the state prison has n contract with
F
cost. Come for
infected trees among 03,000 trees ex a bicyclecompany of Chicago for the laOn Lumber, Lath, .shingles,Sash,
bor of K»0 convicts. The National Metal
mined.
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings, call
Polishers'union contendsthat the prisMet a Stnldrn Dent It.
upon
on law of HM repealed the right to
Escanabn.July 27.— Axel Johnson, a
make
any
contracts whatever and
farmer of Danforth, was killed Saturbrought the present case to determine
day afternoonin a runaway accident.
that question.
N. Ill YE It ST.
He drove to the city with a load of
produce. His horse became frightened
Hushing Corn to Market.
A’-n Paints, Oils, Brushes,Y.-.t
by the electric cars and started on a
Topeka, Kan.. July 27.— Thousands of
Lime, Cement. Hair, ucrun, throwing the driver violently carloads of last year's corn are piled up
and I’.midersHard war..
against a telephonepole, causing im- at railroad stations in central Kansas
mediate death. Johnson was 56 years awaitingshipment. The railroads are Gontractor and Builder.
old, and has lived in this localityfor unable to supply o^rs to ship the corn
Plans and Estimates giver.
over 30 years, and was widely known. out. The recent reduction of rates by
He leaves a widow and three children. the Kansas railroads and the certainty
of an enormous crop have caused the
Ovrutso Lady Goes Insana.
Owosso, July 27.— Mrs. James Colby, farmers to ru&h their corn to market.
of this city, who, it is said, has been
Cnrt*'» Tlantn and Animals.
Handsome pattern*, new styles $10 00 and up. Very heavy carved,
so persecuted by some of her neighbors
Kalamazoo,July 29.— Mrs. Agues
24x30 plate, solid oak for only 815.00.
that it worked upon her mind, was
Chester, the Christian scientistof this ’ Pi. Orr
found Friday evening in a demented
city, claims hat she has recently cured
CalcilllillL'.
THE FINEST SELECTIONS OF
state. She had been missed for several
anumb-r
of horses of ailments. She
_ n • f
hours and in the evening Mr. Colby disIngrain, Tapestry, Brussels and Moquettes
— 1 -------also treated plants and trees and flowtlOllFP
clllltlll^,
covered smoke in the rooms of their
ers in order that they might live and
Inside
FinishiugJ
JL,
EVER EXHIBITED IN THE ( ITY.
elegant home, and on investigation
grow healthy She claims that the
found an upper room on fire and the
*• at a remarkable
healing power of Christian science is I also sell wall
doors locked. On breaking in Mrs. Collow figure. S
Bicycles sold cheaper tlnui any oilier place.
' submitted and
not limited alone to human life.
by was found nearly dead.
estimates giv<
a. 1 Jobs.
outing flannels ginghams, percales, laces and embroideries at prices that can compete with any firm in this city.

PLOWS

SQOSS/m‘ j

CHASE’S
barley malt
WHISKY.

>

Absolutely Pure

a>’

Recommbndud and unrskd BY THE LKADINO
Physicians a Chemists
AS THE FINEST STIMULANT AND TONIC FOB
do

fENNYRQYSL P-IH
-

--

ncr

CHEMICAL

Glosino

on

The

Sale

On

MEDICINAL * FAMILY
USB.

For

MALARIA, DYS-

PEPSIA and WEAK
IT IS UNEQUA&BD
For Sale By
Blom & Nichols, HollandMlob

LUNGS

......

FOR CASH.

Clothing

H

of

For Right

Bargains.

rices

jj

| Jonkman & Dykema. |

Evart Takkeii,
--

- GO

TO

1

-

ReiMia,

5.

Eitii st

CHEAP BEDROOM SUITS.

FOR

lert
J
has
' p

t

'

SI3QH,
—

CALL

ON

-

Paul A, Siekelee.

REVIV0
"SSratr4 RESTORES’

{-j y

VITALITY

1

_____
dsj.

1

1

WALL PAPER, LACE CURTAINS. WINDOW SHADES. ETC
IN GREAT QUANTITIES. EXAMINE MY STOCK BEFORE-

To T**at the Teach Banket Law.
Holland, July 25.— In order to test thu
constitutionality of the new law the
agent at Fennville for C. L. King &. Co.,
basket manufacturers here, wai sued
for selling peach baskets of siz-s conDR. MOTTS trary to its provisions. The suit went
KEBTEBINE
against the agent, and it has been appealed to the circuitcourt of Allegan
county.

Made a

_

Mfldical Society In He*nlon.

Man

— The Fox River
ist
Well
Cor. (’ollfgf a: I Tliirtwnlh SI.
BUYING ELSEWHERE.
Medical society held its annual session
of Me.
in this city Tuesday. Some 60 physiTHE GREAT 30th
“Givi
iiv r ngulator and I
cians were in attendance from Milwaukee. Green Bay, Oshkosh, Depere, Nee- can ret ula <• Hu-w nd.’ said a gennah, Mennsha, Oconto and Marinette. ius Tne in uggi-it biii.d-'dhimabottU of !>• W in * LU'le Karl/ Risers, Producesthe above results in 30 LAYS. It acts
A banquet was given in the evening at the famous lit Cc pills
powerfully and quickly. Cures when all others
the Stephensonhotel.
La WHENCE K HAM'EU. (ail. Young men and old men will recover their
tel thin
EpidemicAmong Hbeep.
youthful vigor by using REVIVO. It quickly
Don’t Invite disappointmentby and surely restoresfrom effects of self-abuseor
Boycotted by Colored People.
Decatur, July 24.—A mysterious
1 Bumpilon 27 insMlw^Wlth ertry
Decatur, July 28.— Because two of the sheep
__ r _____
disease haa
__ broken
____
out in St. expcrlmenili'g. Depend upon One excess and indiscretionsLost Manhood, Lost
Minute Cough Cure and you have Imsons of Martin Stegeman, a merchant at ' Joseph county by which many farmers
Vitality,Impotency,Nightly Emissions, Lost
_______
1BURG. Also a foil line of Patent Medicines, Trus- Allegan, in a public debate favored the have lost nearly their entire flocks. Lo- mediate itdlef. li cures croup. The
Power of either sex. Failing Memory. Wasting
cnly
harmless
remedy
tout
produces
ses, Shoulder Braces, Spectacles, Painta and Oils, Brashes, Fine Cigars, and
colonizatlon of negroes, the colored ' oal veterinary surgeons are unable to
Diseases, Insomnia, Nervousness,which unfits
n: mediate results.
choice lot of Perfumeries.
residents of that region have declared a combat the epidemic and an expert
one
for study, business or marriage.It not only
Lawrence Kramer.
boycott on his place of business. | from the state agriculturalcollege has
cures by startingat the seat of diswse, hut b a
been sent for.
Fortan* for an Invalid.
Great Nerve Tonic and Biood-BnUder
J. W. Pierce. Republic, la., says:
EXCURSION
St Joseph, July 24.— Mrs. A. Adams,
Died nt the Ag» of 119 Yean.
T have used One Minute Cough Cure and restores both vitality and strength to the
of Coloma, haa fallen heir to $50,000 Homer, July 24.— Mrs. Diana Smith in my family and for mvself, with reSTAYING
grand rapids.
muscular and nervous system, bringing back
from an uncle who died in Europe a «year . (colored)died at the home of Mrs. Good- sults so entirely satisfactorythat I
the
ptak glew to pels chesks and restoringthe
^
. Will be run via C. & W. M. R’y on
ego. She received a check on the First win, south of Homer, aged 117 years, can half 1y find words to express myfire of youth. It wards off Insanity and ConSuuday.
May
31st.
Train
will
leave
HOME.
national bank for the amount She is Dr. Hart brought her from Connecticut, self, as to its merit. I will never fail
sumption.Accept no substitute.Insist on havHolland at 10:80 a. m.. and arrive at
an invalid and almost destitute.
where she was born a alave in August, to recommend it to others, on every ing REVIVO, no other. It can be carriedin vest
Will be almost a fact for tthose who Grand Rapids at 11:80.
occasion that present* Itself.”
1770. Dr. Hart left records which prove
take advantage of the very low rate special trains will leave at 7:00 p.
Kicked to Death hr Hone*.
Lawrence Kramer. pocket By mail, $i.ee per package, in plain
excursion to Grand Rapids via C.
and 11:30 p.m. Round trip 50c. BI-! Holland,July 24. — John Carver, of her age beyond a doubt
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The loss of fruit blown from the trees
In the western Michigan fruit belt is
calls the attention of the public to bis
line of dry immense, and many frame buildings in
goods.
following are only
of the bargains that part of the state were destroyed.
Heavy damages from lightning are rewhich he offers:
ported from several towns.
Lumber company, $1,500,
At Three Rivers trees were torn np
Fine line of Ladles Shirt Waists from ........................... 50c to $1.00
FUNDS IN
CONDITION.
Shirt Waist Sets frrm ..............................................
10c to 35c by the roots. A house in the Fourth
Belt Pins and Belt Buckles from ................................... 5c to 25c ward was blown over and a barn was
Mlchlgan’iiTreRuurcr’* Report Shunt a
Latest Styles in Ladles Neck Wear.
shaken from its foundations. LightLargo Sum In Hand.
Ladies Hose from .....................................
5c to 50c a pair. ning struck another house and set it
Lansing, July 25.— The report of
Gents’ Half Hose from ................. ................
,5c to 50c a pair. on Are. Signs were torn from their
State Treasurer Wilkinsonfor the fiscal
Children’s Hose a Specially.
hangings and windows broken in. Thu year ending June 30. 1806, shows that
Ladies Vests with and without Sleeves, from .......................5c to 75c tin roof of the Methodist Episcopal
the cash on hand in the state treasury
Gents’ Colored Merino and Fine Gauze Underwear at .....................25c
church was torn off and otherwise con- on the date given was $012,422.43.The
Boys’ Silver Gray Ribbed Underwear at ................................. 25c
siderably damaged. Orchards were general fund, which now has a balance
Children's Gauze Underwear at all prices.
torn up, corn is flattenedto the ground,
of $470,537.21, was last year overdrawn
and other damage is done. No lives are
$128,000. The trust fund indebtedness
Besides these bargains we can show you prints, cottons, lost, although several are badly in- of the state is $5,766,702.72, and the
jured.

The

^

WE OFFER —

:

Goods. Remember our special sale on
Underwear every Monday.

Press
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,

GASOLINE

DeHAVEN, G.P. A.
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(

or si* 'for $5.00, with a

kicked to death by his

I

Nominated for CongreM.
It not only is so, it muat bpgo, One
ho"'* iUrln!r ‘ runeway Friday lifter- Decatur, Juy 24.— The prohibitionist* Minute Co’ gh Cure acts quickly, and
noon- HU jaw. W|re broken .irf skull the Thlrd Michigan dUtrict have list’s what makes it go.
crashed. Charles Clifford, who waa n„minlted A. A. Knappen, of Albion,
Lawbbkce Kramer. For
With him, was seriously injured. j for congress.

positivewrit*

to care or refund tl* money to

„

For free circularaddress

MEDICINE C0^ CHICAGO, ILL
MtrUio A Hulxlnga.

sale by

Jl*:

I

George P. Hummer attended the
meeting of the Democratic state committee at Detroit on Tuesday. The
absorbingfeature of the session was
whether or not Mr. Stevenson, a sound
money Democrat, was to retire as

Holland City News.

m
ipf
9,

SATURDAY. August
0. I/AN

SCHELVEN,

1.

Editor.

chairman of the committee. The

Republican Nominations. gentleman offered his resignation, but
For President

WILLIAM McKINLEY,
of Obio.

fh
:r

For Vice President

GARRET

A.

of New

HOBART,

Jeney

For Member of CoDfireii. Fifth Diitiict-

WILLIAM
If

1

^

of

A. SMITH,
Grand Rapide.

POLITICAL GLEANINGS.

to reason

then and they refuse to

lis-

money are essential to ten to moderate counsels now. The
the comfort and happiness of the spirit of rule or ruin is being manifesAmerican laborer and bis wife and ted. It is 1861 over again. The first
children, and he will be unfaithful to mistake which the administration
when

it virtually

upon the adoption ani maintenance of such a policy as will most certainly preserve the value and stability of all our currency and promote the
regular and profitable conduct of all
our industrial enterprises.He cannot
prosper when the country Is In distress, when its industriesare prostrated, its commerce paralyzed,its
credit broken down, or its social order
disturbed; nor can he prosper when
the fluctuations of the currency are
such that he cannot rely upon the dollar in which his wages are paid, or estimate in advance the cost of the ne

yielded to the populistic

demand for

cessaries of life.

but

himself and to

them

sist

if

he does not in-

made was in

1894,

Democratictariff bill. This was a
serious, if not a fatal blunder. The
Democrat!?party has not yet recovered from that blow. These dangerous demands should have been resisted and defeatedthen, and there
would be less difficultynow. There is
no law against a politicalparty comm itting suicide”

-

vamis’

Jonn

an income tax to be incorporatedin a

*~

Drew

the crowd during the past week and it will draw
crowds during the coming week as the people are
beginning to find out what BARGAINS they can get.

er

Our present

an honbuy all it

silver dollar Is

est dollar, because it will

any nation of the world;
the United
Holland have, In an informal way,
States had not backed it by a gold dolbeen consulting with one another, and
It is not the history of the Old lar it would be worth but 53 cents anyconcluded to organize, with a view of
World alone that furnishesexamples where in the world. Here is the Mextaking such action at an early date,
of the fatality involved in the “new ican dollar, with more silver than ours.
as will best enable them to signify
gospel” of national flnanceering, pro- Is it an honest dollar? No. This
their disapproval of the manner in
mulgated at Chicago. For an object dollar from Mexico is worth more than
which they and their party have been
lesson in this school of “flat value’' we ours intrinsically; bat because they
betrayed at Chicago. Those that have
can refer to one of our South Ameri- have flooded their countiy with unas yet not been so approached, can
can sister republics.Rev. Charles W. limited coinage of sliver they have reof a state ticket.
leave their names with L. De Groot.
Drees, representing the missionary duced it so that our piece of silver
Says
the
Detroit
Free
Press:
board of the Methodist Church in with the American eagle on it will go
The naked propositioninvolved in
Stripped
of all the glamour and sop- South America for nine years, in an anywhere in the world and buy two
this proposedfree coinage of all the
silver in the world by the United histry which have been thrown around interview at Springfield, Ohio last Mexican dollars.
States alone, is that this government the free silver movement it means re- week, gave the following: “The exSays Mr. Herbert of Alabama, secre
shall coin, at the public expense, for pudiation; and when that exceedingly perience of South American countries
the exclusive benctltof the individuals ugly name is given to it we do not be- with depreciatedcurrency has aroused tary of the navy: During the days of
and corporations owning the bullion, lieve the Democracy of Michigan will a desire among all classes for stable the Southern Confederacy, our Conall the silver that may be presented at put the seal of their approvalupon it. money. This is especially the case in federate money soon drove both gold
the mints into dollars containing3711 One of the most sacred traditions of the Argentine Republic, which years and silver out of circulation, because
grains of pure silver, (or 4121 grains of the Democracy is the steadfast sup- ago had a paper currency, which de- C)n federate money was cheaper. For
standard silver,)worth intrinsically port it has given sound money; and preciated until what originally repre- a little while this money passed at
about 51 or 52 cents, deliver the coins the party cannot lend Its sanction to sented the standard of 100 cents was p ir, but very soon— just as soon as it
to the depositorsof the bullion and anything which has the appearance worth but 4 cents. 1 have heard ser- became abundant— it began to cheapcompel all the other people in the even of unsoundness without trailing vants ask if they should take $2 worth en. This depreciationwas not at first
of milk; that the people were accus- the result of any want of confidence in
country to receive these fifty cent the party standard in the dust.
tomed to pay just as much for a street the success of the Confederate army,
coins at a valuation of 100 cents each
Under the provisions of the Chicago
car ride: and that it cost $3 to send a for you all remember that at that
In the payment of debts due them for
platform the New Democracy proletter to Europe. A metallic currency time, when we had won the great
property sold, for labor and serviceof
poses to legislate500,000 savings bank
was then substituted with paper rep- battles around Richmond and were
all kinds, for pensions, for losses susdepositors out of half their deposits, or
resenting a gold basis. As long as the winning at Fredericksburgand Cham*
tained under policies issued by life and
$405,000,000. They want to legislate
paper was redeemed Its value was Cillorsvllle, everybody was jubilant at
other insurance companies, for deall members of loan societies, all memmaintained,but doubt arose as to the the prospects of the Confederacy. At
posits in savings banks, balding assobers of mutual benefit and benevolent
government’s ability to redeem it: that time we in the South had no
ciations, and other institutions, for
societies, all holders of life insurance,
gold went to a premium, the currency doubt of its success, no doubt that it
debts due to orphans by guardians,
all holders of fire insurance policies,
depreciated, and the gold and silver would honorably make good all its
and, In short, for every kind of obligaall aged people whose little savings are
disappearedfrom circulation and fin- pledges and redeem all its money.
tion recognized by the hws of the
invested in American securities, out
ally the callap^e came, ruining hun- Neverthelesseven at that very time
land, except only in cases where the pruof half their just due. They want to
dreds. The necessities of life com- it took $2 and $3 to buy a dollar in
dent capitalist has taken the precaution in
legislatefifty cents out of every dollar
manded three or four prices while specie. The cheap dollar had comadvance to contract for payment in gold tr
owed as wages to working men and
wages were less than doubled.
pletely driven all other money out of
Hi equivalent
women in the United States.
circulation, and as it became more
The immediate effect of the free
The following sentiments are re- plentiful,it became cheaper.
Our national credit has thus far recoinage of all the silver by the United
sisted every assault upon it, and in the freshing. They come from Gen. DanStates alone would be to contract our
The Sewerage Meeting.
present emergency it must again be iel E. Sickles, the hero of Gettysburg,
currency to the extent of about 1620,upheld and strengthened If sufficient a Tammany Congressmanin the last
Pursuant to call a joint session of
000,000, by stopping the use of gold as
revenuesare provided for the support House, and a life-long Democrat. In the common council and the board of
money and putting a premium upon
of the government there will be no a letter to Major L. E. Dudley he says: public works was held in Lyceum
~ihe coins of that metal equal, or about
necessity for borrowing money and in- “It is fortunate that one of the ^reat Opera House on Wednesday evening
equal, to the differencebetween the
creasing the public debt. The com- political parties has named- a candi- to give explanations and hear objecIntrinsic value of the gold dollar and
plaint of the people is not against the date for the presidency whose admir- tions to the sewerage system laid out
the intrinsic value of the silver doladministrationfor borrowing money able millitaryrecord every soldier and recommended by Messrs. Alvord
lar. Gold coins would at o ce become
and issuing bonds to preserve the looks upon with admi ration and pride, & Shields, engineers. The attendance
a commodity and would be bought and
credit of the country, but against the and for whom he may cast his vote was fair, though not in proportionto
sold by speculators in the market just
policy which has made this necessary. without hesitation, assured that in the Importanceof the subject to be
as they were during the war when we
The Inevitable effect of such a policy doing so he is promoting the best in- considered.
had a depreciated paper currency,
is seen in the deficiency of the United terests of the republic.I know Major
Mayor De Young presided, and afthus affording an opportunity to bullStates treasury, except as it is replen- McKinley very well. He is a man of ter the report, publishedIn the News
ion brokers and speculators to buy and
ished by loans. Here is the funda- rectitude and honor. Upon the prac- of July 11, was read by the clerk. Mr.
sell it at a profit. It would cease to
mental trouble, the remedy for which tical and pressing issues of the day he Alvord, who was present, proceeded in
be used as money, because no man
is our opportunityand duty.— McKin- stands for all that Americans must answer to numerous guestions. to elawould pay his debt in gold dollars, or
uphold. While 1 do not agree with borate on those features of the plan
ly.
in paper redeemable In gold dollars,
some of his political views, lam far which stood In need of further explaworth 100 cents, when the law perSilver is the base of the money sys- more widely separatedfrom the ruinnation. On tha whole but few new
mitted him to pay it in silver dollars, tem of Persia, the “kran” being the ous platform of his adversaries.As
features were brought out.
worth only 51 or 52 cents each. The unit of value. There is not enough President, chosen as he will be by the
The main contentionon the part of
flDdden withdrawal of $620,000,000 silver In Persia to supply the demand votes of men "f all parties, his elecsome of our citizens was as to the ex
in gold from the currency in the for money, but copper being abundant tion will not i,f a partisan triumph.
pediency of emptying Into Black
country would undoubtedly produce a the Shah decreed that it should be His administration will guarantee
Lake. Mr. Alvord justified the profinancial and industrial disturbance coined into money at an arbitrarily public credit a1 d public decorum and
posed plan much along the lines laid
far more disastrous to the interestsof fixed ratio, regardless of its market- order, now threatened by a conspiracy
down in his report. Black Lake will
labor than has ever been experienced able value, in order that the demand of anarchists, populists and socialists
never be used as a water supply. The
in our history, and no man who has a for money might be met. Thereupon ...... You and I and our comrades are
land Alteration system is by far the
particle of sympathy foj; workingmen the Shah's mint was set in motion and not accustomed to use blank cartridmost expensive,not only in construe
and working women can contemplate copper coin was turned out by the ges in the presence of an enemy; theretlon but in annual operating Still,
the possibility of such a calamity camel’s load, until there was more fore I don't propose to throw away my if at any time hereafter it should be
without feeling that it is his duty, copper money in Persia than the Shah vote on any third candidate. Nor are preferred It can be done by extending
whether he occupies a public or a pri- knew what to do with. The copper we in the habit of withholding our
the discharge pipe in Black Lake to
vate station, to -employ every honor- producers rolled in wealth. The effire when assailed; thereforeI don’t some point on the north side. Dilution
able means at his command to avert fect of this free coinage of copper on mean to stay at home and not vote at
In Black Lake is by far the most pracit, and to vote accordingly.
an arbitrarily fixed ratio to silver was all. I shall give a patriotic vote for ticable, under the present circumstanto enhance the price of everything ex- my comrade. Major McKinley, believces. Nearly, If not all the towns on
it is not possible the people of the
cept labor. It opened no new avenues ing that In so doing I am repeating Lake Michigan dispose of their sew
United States will vote their own loss
of industries, and all it did was to what I did in ’64, when, as a war dem- age in this wav. The proposed sysand degradationby giving a triumph
make dearer everythingthe poor sub- ocrat, I voted for Lincoln and the tem is a combinationof the “comto the free silver mania. There have
jects of the Shah had to buy, and to Union.”
bined” and the “separate” systems
teen times when it was a real question
make richer the copper mine owners.
It was stated in opposition to the
grave and momentous, whether we
This is what Senator Hill of New proposed plan that it was too elaborThe former had to pay more for everypconld and should restore silver, and
thing they bought to eat and wear, York said in June, three weeks before ate; that we did not need It; that
keep the precious metals out of which
while their wages remained pretty the assemblingof the Chicago conven- those that wanted sewerage might
American “coin” had been minted for
near at the old schedule. The Persians tion, where he practically repeated get it, but that the burden was too
a century, on a parity by conceding
finally rebelledagainst this debase- the same sentiment: “I am not with- much for the people. It was then exthem equal rights at the government
ment of their currency, but the Shah, out hope and confidence in the future. plained that the idea Is not to conmints. We have coined over 400,000,with Bland like persistency,continued While It is difficult to predict the out- struct these sewers at once, but sim000 silver dollars in the effort to hold
to avow that the secret of prosperity come of the Chicago convention.I am ply to lay down a system to which the
up the metal, and even while we were
laid in coining copper into money re- Inclined to believe that conservative city as it grows and expands can acdoing it, silver has been all the time
gardless of its commodity value. The counsels will prevail. If. in addition commodate itself. This same course
falling In-' the [markets. We must
people could get no redress.The de- to other extreme demands, the South was pursued in our street grading.
therefore be joined by the other gold
spotic Shah drove them to starvation and West shall compel the convention Thirty years ago a system of grades
nations before we can elevate silver to
and desperation, and one of their num- to declare in opposition to all bonds includingall the streets of the city
its old place. There is no bimetallic
ber killed him. What the Shah did for the preservation of the public cred- was established and then the streets
nation that has not stopped the coinfor his subjects the sllverites want to it, and in favor of the maintenance of were improved as we went, as fast as
’ age of silver. If we attempt the task
a paper currency without any ade- the people desired it— but It was done
do for this government.
alone, we take our place among the
quate meant of redemption being proupon a system. We must have a plan,
•liver countries. We go to the second
The question io the campaign this vided, they might as well go further so as to avoid breaks. This explanarank of nations. We have paid for
year is, what Is best for the country. and recommend a populistic income tion seemed to satisfythe small landthe high credit, and high standard,
We all want a restoration of business. tax, the absorption of official owner- holders, away from the business and
and must not throw It away by MexiLet us pass on this question not as ship of railroads by the government more populated parts of the city.
canizing our money, and subjecting
partisans but as men who love their and adopt every other measure of paWhile the proposed plan may not
our people to tremendouslosses— to
country. It is not from a lack of mon- ternalism and socialism which the meet with the approval of all, it might
commercial and industrial calamities
ey we are suffering,but from a lack of Populists favor, and prepare to en- as well be understood that If it is to
of incalculable proportions.
confidence. Our first duty is to restore counter a great national defeat equal become a question of “unanimous conEvery other issue should be subor- confidence; to call back the money we to that of 1860. These extreme de- sent,” Holland will never see the day
mands come substantiallyfrom the it has sewers.
dinated to sound money. The exist- have driven away. Let us show our
same
sources and states as those which
ing gold standard” should be the cry creditors,in this country and in Europe,
that
we
intei.d
to pay our debts demanded a reduction of the tariff so
of the campaign. An honest dollar
Delegates to the Republican County',
low as to prevent adequate revenues
for the merchant, the laborer, the me- in honest money. Let us by an honConventionshould remember that their
chanic, and the farmer. An honest est financial policy and legislation being realized,and the result Is an antrain
leaves Holland at 6:10 in the mornnual deficiency which is embarrassing
dollar President and an honest dollar force the money out of the banks and
ing.
the treasury.# They would not listen
into business. ^ i~ t*.
Congress!
Leading sound-money Democrats of

u

was refused, and he will stick. Says
a dispatch from (here: “The silver
men really thought they would control the committee, and received quite
a shock when the motion to accept his
resignation was indefinitelytabled by
a vote of 13 to 9. Other motions were
defeated or carried by about the same
vote. The result is that Mr. Stevenson is still chairman, and his bitter
politicalfoes are out walking in the
byways, saying unpleasant things
about the day’s proceedings. Hie
state organization Is controlled by the
gold men, and should a sound money
national ticket be nominated they are
in a position to give it aid and comfort, although Mr. Stevenson declared
that he would support the ticket.”
Bay City was chosen as the place and
August 25 the date of holding the
state convention for the nomination
it

Steady employment and fair wages
paid in good

SUMMER GOODS

calls for in
if

the government of

of every descriptionmust go. In a few weeks the Fall
Goods will begin to arrive and we must have room for them

and besides we don’t want to carry over any summer
goods. You have a long time of warm weather before you
so this sale comes just in time to benefit your pocketbook.

JUST THINK:
A Lino of tbe bjbt Standard Prints
•light colors) ..............................

4tC

.

Fast color Dimities all

4c

now style ...............................
A

L

He of row Dress Ginghams

5c

all good atyle* .................... ........

HesuMfolCotton and Wool Dress Plsi 1
heap at ICc) ...... .....................

6c

(C

All

(

ur \'c DlmilicN the latent Novelties
.... ......... ........

close

to

10c

Children's 25c Ribbed Underwear
nil

goes

Come

early and get find choice.

VaiMis.

Jilt
N.

15c

.......................

for

B. We

are leaders of

Low

prices

on Black Dress

Goods.

Next door to

.

Way’s Bazaar

KiekintvekTs Bookstore.

SPECIAL SALE FOR THIS WEEK.
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Wash

Washboiler No.

Copper

..

flocts.

75
85

.«

and Copper

98

l 15
i 25

.

**

All Copper 14

1.59
1.68
1 80

8

Bowl and Hitcher, large size, 65 cts.
Slop Jars, 90 cts.

“

••

1

35.

Chambers from

10 cts. to 50 cts.

“
“ “
“

“
“

10 Piece Decorated Chamber Set,

12
12

1

98.

•* very handsome, 3.75.
“ BeautifulShape, 6.98.

Tin Tea Kettles, from 10 cts. to 40 cts.
Copper Tea Kettles, Nickle Plated No.

..........

........ “

7, 85 cts.
8,
••

“
“

08

mo.

o.

Nickle Plated Patent handle Sad Ironf3 n set (with Htand75e
Steel Express Wagons from 1 25 to 1 85.
Steel Velocipedesfrom 1 50 to 3 00
Special Sale on Pictures 150 Picture with elegant
Frame and Glass fur 7oc 2.00 Picture with handsome
5 inch frame and glass, 85c.
1

Everything warraiPed.t!i“ luwest prices. Be sure and
you want anythin ' in (Jar Line.
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GREATEST NERVE TONIC
The most powerful INVIGORANT ever produced*
Permanently restores mental and physical strength to
those weakened by early Indiscretions, imparts Youthful
Vigor, Restores Vitality, Strengthens and Invigoratesthe
Brain and Nerves, a Positive cure for all forms of Nervous Debility, prompt, safe and sure*
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silver would go out of circulation.I er be noticed. The volume of water
Tuesday, August 4.
A Poblie Utter
The report was adopted.
in Black Lake is amply large to dilute
9.00 a. m. Lecture. "Doctrine of reply: Suppose gold and silver do go.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Aug. 16, 1893.
An informaltalk was then bad as to
the Holy Spirit”- Rev. J. M. Camp- out of circulation,Is there not plenty our sewage for years to come. It Aunt Rachael Speerr Dear Madam:—
how to celebrate, when, on motion of
would leave plenty of fish for Prof.
£
We are seven in family— myself,
of pig Iron to take their place and give Bergen and other Holland fishermen
Mayor De Young a committee of fif10.30 a.
Lecture. "Judaism
wife, her sister and four children.
for
years
to
come.
the
people
plenty
of
money?
teen was appointed, of which the pres and Christianity”— Dr. Willett.
All have been sick two summers with
The rich, the poor, the younir, the
3.00p.m. Round Table. Review Then, again, it may be urged against The statement of Mr. Post that Chi- malaria. Quinine would break it but
old. We have just received this week identand secretary were to be ex offlelo
cago had difficulty with the sewage, is
Course, ’96. "The Art of Couversa- the pig iron standard of value that
leaves us weak and distressed in the
the baodsomest and most stylish line members, to submit at an adjourned
no argument, as we do not draw our
tloo.”— Dr. Harding.
head and when we stopped tbe quinine
wages would not rise In proportion to water supply from Black Lake.
of goods to be found In the city. And session of the Commissionan outline
8.00 p. m. Lecture. "Joan of Arc”
the fever returned. Many people
the prices— well If we can't sell them
Thl«city
needs
sewers,
and
need*
of tbe proposedcelebration. The chair —Rev. J. A. Adams, editor of The prices. The reply is: Wages would be
praised your Peruvian Bitters and onr
we'll give ’em away. If you are an ad
compelledto rise, sioce no man vould them a‘ once. As citizens we should physician told us to use It. I feel
.Advance, Chicago,111.
mirer of the beautiful, take a look at appointedas such: G. Van Schelven,
ratify the work done by our Board of
grateful to you because your bitters
be fool enough to work for one dollar
Wednesday,Augusts.
them. Does that watch need *‘11x10?” Prof. Dosker, J. Deo Herder, Mayor
Public Works. The two principal
has cured every one of us after using
9.00a.m.
Lecture.
“Doctrine
of
a
day
who
could
make
$75
per
day
streets, Eighth and River demand It.
De Young, B. J. Veneklaasen, J. Van
the Holy Spirit”— Rev. J. M. Camp- picking up rusty nails and old horse- Many private residences want it. The it 21 days. We used it five and six
der S’.uis, Dr. J. Van der Laan, Prof.
times a day, taking a tablespoonfulof
bell.
shoes by carrying them to tbe mint future welfare of our prosperous city the bitters in a small wine glass of
C. Doesburg, Rev. A. Stegeman, Rev.
10.30 a. ra. Lecture. "Peter and
will demand it. Tbe low ground In
Speer’s Port Wine.
for coinage.
E. Van der Vrle*, H. D. Post, Walter Jewish Christianity”— Dr. Willet.
tbe new Post Addition to the city and
Rev. John J. Thomas.
3.00 p. m. Round Table. Review
In addition It may be urged by the other additionssouth of Sixteenth
Hoek, II J. Klomparends.
Course, ’96. "The T Test, a prize con- tools of the money power, by the "Wall Street, can only be made fit for resiGeo. Birkhoff suggestedthe proprieThe finest lot of Prints in the city at
dences by a system of sewers. This
Holland Semi-Centennial. ty, as soon as the Commission was in test”— Dr. Harding.
street sharks” and the "gold street
B. Steketee.
8.00 p. m. War Lecture. "With
city cannot wait until all are ready
The first meeting of the Holland working order, to establish connection General Grant”— Rev. Phillip Krohn, shylocks” that we could oot alone go and agreed. A certaia number are
on a pig Iron basis without an inter always twenty or more years behind
For Sale,
Semi-CentennialCommission was held with every locality InterestedIn tbe D. D., Chicago, 111.
20 acres of good sand land, of which
Thursday, August 6.
national agreement.In reply to this tbe times.
in this city, at the Y. M. C. A. rooms, proposed celebration, by the appointA good system of sewers will In- five acres are low muck with clay bot9.00 a. m. Lecture. "Doctrine of
quote our candidate Bryan: "To
Thursday forenoon, The attendance ment of one or more suitable persons
crease the value of real estate In the tom. Good house and barn; stream of
the Holy Spirit”— Rev. J. M. Camp- such dastards, as dare to lay a limit to
was large, and may be consideredas to represent such locality.
city thousands of dollars. Those who water through the land; good drinkbell.
prima facie evidence of the general inJ. Steketee of Grand Rapids thought
10.30 a.
Lecture. "Paul and the power of the American people to atone time opposed the grading of ing water, for man and beast; nice vado what they please, independentlyof our streets,or the, system of water riety of small fruit, such as raspberterest taked in the propose! celebra- the erection of a suitable monument in Gentile Christianity"— Dr. Willet.
works are now spent and convinced ries and strawberries: also apple and
3.00
p.m.
Round
Table.
Forecast
all other nations, I hurl their cowtion.
this city, In memory of Dr. Van Raalte,
that these improvements were a prof- peach orchard. Location u mile west
There were present from the several would not be unbecoming the occasion. Course, ’97. "The Influence of Beau- ardice and lack of patriotism back in itable Investment. Sewers will even- from center of city, on Graafschap
ty Upon Life”— Dr. Harding.
their faces.” This is what I call tually prove the same.
localities the following:
road, near J. Kulte’s farm. Address
As to tb? time of holding the cele8.00 p. m. Lecture. "Manners and
II. Khkmers, M. D.
Jacob Johnson, Holland, Mich.,
Holland City-Mayor J. Da Young, bration the consensus of opinion was Customs of the Holy Land”— Rev. F. statennanship.
or enquire at News office. 26 tf
The "crime” of demonetizing pig Holland,July 29, 1896.
President G. J. Kollen, W. H. Beach, that the latter part of August or first T. Lee, Chicago, 111.
C. J. De Roo, A. Vlsscher,Prof. C part of September, 1897, would be the
Friday, August 7.
Iron took place about 2,200 years ago,
The Ideal Panaeea,
Doesburg.G. J. Dlekema, Prof. H. E.
9.00 a. m. Lecture. "The Doctrine when certain "goldadolators” and "sllmost
convenient
all around.
Dosker, Geo. P. Hummer, Dr. H. KreJames L. Francis, Alderman, Chiof the Holy Spirit”— Rev. J. M. Campverltes,”in order to increase the purThe meeting adjourned subject to bell.
mers, I. Marsilje. R Kanters, L. Mulcago, says; "I regard Dr. King’s New
When Baby was sick, we gave her CastorU,
chasing power of their ill-gotten
der, H. D. Post, K. Schaddelee, H.Van call of committee on program, which
Discovery as an Ideal Panacea for
10.30 a.m. Lecture. "John and
When
she
was
a Child, she cried for CastorU,
der Haar, G. Van Schelven, J. G. Van
Coughs, Colds and Lung Complaints,
committee will meet on Thursday, Universal Christianity”— Dr. Willet. wealth, secretly and "like thieves in
When she became Miss, she clung to CastorU.
Fatten.
having used It Id mv family for the
2.00 p. m. Round Table. Recogni the night” got the demonetizationact
Holland Town-A. Van der Haar,G. Aug. 27, io this city.
last five years, to the exclusion
ilusit
of
When she had Children, sho gave them CastorU.
lion March.
pass°d repealing the good old free
physician’s prescriptions or other preJ.
. ^ r, ..
3 00 p m. Round Table. RecogniZeeland— J. Dan Herder, H. DeKruif Delegates to the Republican tion Address, "Self Improvement.”coinage act of Lycurgus. "the friend
parations."
J. HuUenga, A. G. Van Ilees, B. J.
Rev. John Butgus, Keokuk, Iowa,
ConferringDiplomas— Dr. Harding.
of our ancestors’dollars.” Today
County
Convention.
Veneklaasen.
writes: "I have been a Minister of
8.00 p. m. Lecture. "The Politi- China is the only country on earth
•Overisel— G. J. EmmlnV.
Holland Town— D. B. K. Van Raal- cal Economy of Christ, or Tbe Gospel
theMethodlst EpiscopalChurch for 60
New Holland— Rev. A. Stegeman, J te, L. Lugers, Ben VanRaalte, W. Remedy for Industrial Unrest”— Hon. honest enough to coin iron, and there C. & W. M. ANNUAL PETOSKEY years or more, and have never found
EXCURSION.
Ten
„ T TT
anything so beneficial, or that
Dlekema, D. C. Huff, L. Reus. John Z. S. Holbrook,of Chicago, editor of the happy laborer can carry home the
Vrieslaod—C. Den Herder, G. J Van Meyerink, F. Heyboer, J. A. Wilter- the BibliothecraSocra.
Tuesday,
September 1st, the C. & gave me such speedy relief as Dr.
wages of his honest toil in a wheelZoeren. S. Yntema.
W. M. R’y will run the annual low King’s New Discovery.” Try thlsldcal
dink, A. VanderHaar, A. Elferdink.
Saturday, August 8.
barrow.
Graafschap— R Bjuws, J.
Garrate excursion to Traverse City and Cough Remedy now.
Polkton— D. C. Oakes, W. S. Cole,
9 00 a.m. Lecture. “Doctrine of
A ruinous fall in prices followed the Petoskey. These excursionsare so
velink, H. J. Klomparends, P. Van J. Jackson. J. B. Watson, A. V. Peck,
H. Walsh, Holland.
Anrooy, A. Strabbing.
A. De Kruif Zeeland,
M. Durham, F. D. Smith, M. L. Hun- the Holy Spirit’’— Rev. J. M. Camp- demonetizationof iron and has con- well known that an extended descripEast Saugatuck-J. Heeringa.
tion is unnecessary. It Is sufficientto
ter, E Jewell. J. Merrick. Henry Gar- bell.
tinued for upward of 2,000 years. I
10 30 a. m. Lecture. "The First
Grand Haven-J Baar, D. Vyn.
say that they afford an opportunity O ur jeweler Stevenson has just laid
rison. C. A. Hammond. W. R. Barrett
have calculated the losses entailed for many who cannot otherwise do so In a large and varied assortment of
Century
of
Christian
History”—
Dr.
Jamestown—H. Bosch.
and D Clelan i. They were instructGrand Rapids-Prof. G E. Boer, J. ted for B. F. Norton for register of Willet.
upon the honest people of this world to visit the northern resorts at small Leather Belts. Bicycle Belt*, fine
3.00 p. m. Round Table. DiscusStekfcte.e,A. Van Bree, F. Van Driele. deeds.
Pocket Books, Gold, Silver and Alumbv that ruthless act, but the figures expense.
Rev. E Van der Vries, J. A. S. VerTrains will leave Holland at 10:50 a. nlum Buckles, Blouse Sets, Belt Pins
Allendale—C. Bement, J. Fox, II. sion. "The C. L S. C. and the Church are so enormous I fear a revolution
m., and arriveat Petoskeyat 8:10 p.m. etc. Our lady friends would do well
dler.
A. Cooley. Geo. Latham, J. Woodbury and the College”— Question Drawer.
8.00 p.m. Lecture. Pres. G. J. will ensue if the people learn how stoppingat Traverse City and stations to examine his stock before buying.
Muskegon— Dr. J. Van der Laan.
and J. Phillips.
Drenthe— A. Lanning.
Grand Haven Town— Henry Saul, Kollen, LL.D., Pres, of Hope College greatly theylbave been robbed. But nortn to let off passengers. Rate for
Holland, Mich.
Ebenerer— Rev. J. Van der Meulen. James Edward.
The finest line of Pocket Books ever
facts are facts, and the best way to tickets good to return on any regular
Allegan— John Stegeman.
Sunday, August 9.
train until September 10th, Inclusive, brought to this city, to be seen at SteWright— H. E. Shuster, Eli Barager.
right a wrong Is to meet it squarely.
Spring Lake-Rev. A. Zwemer.
will be $5 00 from stations South of venson’s Jewelry store.
A. E. Shimmel, S. A. Sheldon, Mel10 30 a. m. Sermon
That loss is $21,000,000,000,000,000,000,
Chicago-Geo. Birkhoff, Jr.
Benton Harbor; $4.40 from stations
vin Park, Chas. Wells.
3.00 p. m. Sunday School.
without
interest added.
Olive—
Seth
Coburn.
Hubert
Pelbetween
Benton Harbor and Bravo;
4
00
p.
m.
Communion
ServiceRespectfully
,
The meeting was called to order by
grim, John C. Robart. Henry Searsraa, Rev .1 H. Garrison, LL.D.
In conclusion I insist that the free and $4 00 from all other stations.
1 have bought the entire stock of
Dr. Kollen and opened with an invocaRichard Smith, Geo. Pelgrim, Henry
8.00 p.
Beech Meeting and coinage of pig iron will do everything Full particulars may be had upon shoes and foot-wearof E. Herold. and
tion by Rev. J. Van der Meulen.
application toC. & W. M. Ry. Agents
Harrington, Arius J. Eelman, Hu- Chautauqua Vesper Service.
desire to close out all of last season’*
that, is claimed for silver and Infinitely
GEO. DEHAVEN, G.P. A.
On motion of Mayor De Young the brecht Sellout.
Assemrly
Executive
Committee
goods that are more or less out of
more.
The people will he rich and
28-3 w.
Zeeland—
A. Lahnis.Henry De Free,
chairman. Dr. Kollen, and the secre
style.
Rev.
Geo.
II . Wilson, Dir. ctor, PaxA. G. v'an Hees, W. G. Heasley, I.
dailv growing richer. The fa.mer can
Some of these goods will be sold at
tary, A. Vlsscher, of the committee
Verlee, H. De Kruif, H. J. Boone, ton, 111
Free Silver!
sell his wheat, rye and other product*
greatly reduced prices.
Rev. F T. Lee, Chicago. 111.
appointedby the common council of Chris Den Herder. Wm. Wichers, E. J.
If you have any old silver laying
Come and seel
Rev. W. D. Westervelt, Chicago, 111. at enormous prices, sixteen to one.
the city of Holland, were to continue Pruim, John Pyl, H. H. Karsten. EgA special invitation is extended to
around
that you wish to dispose of,
Rev.
J.
H.<
Garrison,
LL
D.,
St.
The once poor man can pay his debts
bert Bom, Wm. Ossewaarde, A etd
to act a? such during the temporary ortake It toC. A. Stevenson,the Jeweler my old friends and customerathatused
Louis, Mo.
Van Zoeren, H. G. Keppel.
with his old stove. The small boy and he will pay you a big price for It to deal with me hetetofore,when I
gan! nation of the Commission.
Rev. J. W. Allen. Cleveland, 0.
HOLLAND CITY.
can pick up old nails and horseshoes
was In the Dry Goods trade.
The chair announced that so far as
The steamer Music will not leave enough to support his father’s family. Our new stock of yarns, ice wool,
D. Beutsch.
1st Ward— W. H. Beach, G. J. Van
the members appointed by the common
Doren, S. Kleyn, H. R. Doesburg, M. until after the close of the exercises, In fine, poverty and debt can no lon- Spanish and Saxony complete, at priEighth Str., Holland.
council were concerned,the commem Witvllet, C. Roos. J. Lokker.
ces as low as they can be bought any
every evening.
ger exist!
"After suffering from dyspepsia for
2nd Ward— P. Schoon, A. DrinkwaB. Steketee.
moration was not to be limited to the
Let all that are in sympathy with
three years, I decided to try Burdock
For The Holland City News.
foundingof the city of Holland, nor to ter. Con. De Free.
:ird Ward-P. H. McBride, H. KlekIf you desire a luxurious growth of Blood Bitters. Two bottles cured
this remedy, that catch on to this
the settlement of the Holland colony, intveld. G. Van Schelven. H. Luidens.
Slxteen-To-One.
healthy hair of a natural color, natures me entirely.” Mrs. G. C. White,
"new gospel” of politicaleconomy and
but was to take cognizance, in a large B Dalraan, J. Alberti, Ed. Vaupell,
crowning ornament of both sexes, use Taberg, Oneida County, New York.
the fundamental idea upon which It only Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair
Silver,
Copper,
or
Ikon—
IronS.
Roos.
sense, of the Holland emigration of
is based vote for Bryan and Sewall, or Rcnewer.
4th Ward— G. J. Diekema, G. W.
Preferred.
1847 and subsequent years, and its
Pitcher’s Castoria.
Mokma. L. Mulder, E. A. Stephan, A.
The "great crime of 1873,” when sil- Bryan and Watson— pretty near tbe

JEWELRY

bell.

FOR THE MILLIONS.

m.

4

Hardie
THE JEWELER

m.

Boone.

Have.

W

Fours- J|

m.

or

-

spread into other western

states. He

thought that time and place of cele
bration were among the first questiors
to be disposed of at this meeting.
J. Den Herder of Zeeland took the
position that they were here ascltizens
of different localities,and not as a
commission,and he doubted whether
the apportionmentas made was right.
He would rather see a new apportion
ment made before tbe place was selec

A. Finch, J. Kulte.
5th Ward— A. Vlsscher, J.

Kerkhof

-

where.

ANNUAL LOW RATE EXCUR-

ver was demonetized, is only excelled same thing.

Peter All Geld.

SIONS TO

Children Cry for

TRAVERSE CITY

world by the inAND PETOSKEY
Proposal*'
years ago, when iron was
For The Holland City News,
The County Convention on Monday
Will be run from all points on D. L. &
Bids will be received by the comsimilarly dethroned by the bloated
Should Holland City have a N. R. R. on August 27th, and from C. mittee on roads and bridges of the
promises to be a lively affair,by reason
of the multiplicity of the candidates. money-bugs, "the Jew bankers of the
& W. M. points on September 1. Rates common council of the city of Holland
Sewerage System?
The list comprisesthe following:
will be the same as heretofore,rang- and by J. Van Appeldoorn, highway
world.”
Mk. Editor:— Allow me to briefly ing from $5.00 to $4 00, and return commissioner of the township of HolJudge of Probate— J. V. B. GoodI would be a staunch advocate of
answer this question.
rich, Grand Haven.
limit will be ten days from and includ- land, for the building of a bridge with
the free and unlimited coinage of sil
I notice In three issues of your paper
Sheriff— Frank Van Ry, Holland;
stone abutments on east Sixteenth
ing day of sale.
A. J. Klaver, Grand Haven; Thomas ver, Sixteen to One, were it not too objections were made to the proposed
Full particulars will be announced street/
Hammond. Spring Lake: T. M. Reed. tame, therefore I intend logo these system— one by my neighbor Prof. J. later.
Specifications can be seen at the
T. Bergen: another by an old settler.
Coopersvllle; Ed. Brown, Nunica.
GEO. DeHAVEN, G. P. A.
store of Lokkor & Rutgers, Eighth
modern financiers 100 points better.
ted.
H. 1). Post, Esq ;and a third by Prof.
27 -Iw
Clerk— Gen. D. Turner, Grand Hastreet, or at Mr. Van Appeldoorn’*
I have been somewhat aroused by J. II Gillespie.
On motion of Rev. E. Van der ven: Chas. K. Hoyt. Georgetown.
Holland town.
I
do
not
doubt
the
sincerity
of
these
Vries It was first resolved that we do
Register— Chas. Wells, Wright: C. II the appeal of "J. C. P.” in last week’s
The finest lot of Prints In the city
Bids must be In not later than Mongentlemen in their objections to a sysB. Steketee. day, Aug. 3.
celebrate next year our seml-centenni Clark, Robinson; P. Brusse, Zeeland: issue of the Ottawa County I'imes, and
tem of sewerage into Black Lake, but
B. F. Norton, Polkton.
when I think of the "awful crime of as they fall to give us somethingelse
al; and he thereupon moved that we
Treasurer—John Cook, Grand HavFor earache, put a couple of drop*
(Jet on to the PrireH.
1873,” and how everything in the way we must come to the conclusionthat
proceed to select a site.
en; Henry Bosch, Jamestown: Elbert
of Thomas’ EclectricOil on a bit of
of prices is being depressed, I go in for they are opposed to sewerage, inas- cotton and place It in the ear. The libs Beefsteak ...................... 25c
J. Den Herder moved as asubstltute Lynn, Tall mad ge.
ProsecutingAttorney— A. Vlsscher. a radical remedy— an inexhaustible much as the only practicablesystem pain will stop In a few momemts. Sim- 4 lbs Porksteak
for the latter that we proceed to effect
Boasts, per pound ........ 3 and 5
Holland: C. E. Soule, Grand Haven: remedy, that beats the "new gospel" for Holland is to drain into Black ple enough, isn’t it?
a permanent organization.
Bolling Meat, per pound.. 3 and 6cta
Lake It would be altogether too exW. I Lillie. Grand Haven.
all to smithereens—the remonetization pensive to cremate, or even to pump
Upon this there was quite a discusSteaks
5°
......... 6c
Several other names have been men- of good old iron, "the money of the the sewage outo land and use it for HALF RATE TO GRAND RAPIDS Lard
sion in'which Messrs. J. Steketee,J.
........
64c
FOR
REPUBLICAN
STATE
Ham
fertilizingpurposes.
tioned off and on, but these we are indaddies.”
A. S. Verdier, G. Van Schelven. G. J.
Sewers form an Indispensiblepart
Salt Pork
CONVENTION.
formed
have
all been withdrawn.
We
need
a
remedy,
and
1
say,
let
us
Dlekema, Geo. Birkhoff,Prof. H. E.
of the public works of a civilized city
Tickets will be sold by C. & W. M. ioneless Ham
10c
have plenty of remedy— In fact, that has a water supply. Tannery and D. L. & N. agents on August 4, Dried Beef
Doaker. J. Den Herder and J. W. GarMacatawa
Park
Assembly.
We
are the people that will save you
creek is now used as an open sewer by
enough
to
make
debt
and
poverty
velink participated.
and 5. good to return August 7, at one
the tannery and by Individuals.Its
money.
things of tbe past— relics of the dark
way fare for round trip.
Tbe substitute was lost by a vote of
FIFTH SESSION— 1896.
F. J. Kuitk, River street.
water, In part or in whole, could be
GEO.
DeHAVEN,
G.
P.
A.
ages I am a devoted advocate of used to constantlydilute the sewage
fourteen to twenty nine, and the orig27
-lw
The Fifth Session opened on Wedthe free and unlimited coinage of pig and flush our sewers. Part of the wa
inal motion of Rev. E. Van der Vries
Which will Win— Minlef »r *n[ut
nesday, June 29, and will be continiron, at a ratio of sixteen ounces of ter of the Marsilje Creek could be used
prevailed.
Our new stock of yarns. Ice wool,
Th it’s the question of to-day.
ued until Saturday,Aug. 9.
If desired, for the same purpose, while
Spanish and Saxony complete,at priiron to one ounce of gold by the United
But do you know that Lokker &
The claim of Zeeland as the proper
rain water from streets and houses
The following is the program in
States alone, independentlyof all na- should be used to dilute and flush the ces as low as they can be bought any Rutgers ari selling $1.25 Slippersfor
place to celebrate was thee earnestly
B. Steketee. 49 cents?
full, beginningwith this (Friday)
tions. I can prove by the best authori- same.
advocated by J. Den Herder and J.
TbelrllneofSummer Clothing and
evening, when Prof. Graham Taylor
Our sewers should be made to also
ty obtainable that such a policy on the
Hulcenga, and a cordial invitation was
There Is no other remedy on earth FurnishingGoods Is thebestand most
will lecture on “Social Democracy.”
receive the drainage from our dwellso simple, so effectual, so natural, In complete In the city.
part of the United States will "raise
extended. This brought out a dbcus
ings, manufactories,
stables and other
Saturday, August 1.
the cure of summer complaint In all
Lokker & Rutgers are leaders; others
prices” of rye. potatoes and corner lots, buildings.
slonasto Holland being the logical,
its forms, as Dr. Fowler’s Ext. of Wild
3:00 p.
Round Table. First
.
Mr Post objects to the proposed Strawberry.
central location, and by all odds the Lecture, "Books ana Reading in the "put plentv of money in circulation,”
Columbia Block, Eighth street, Holoutlet,
as
it
is the place where most of
most fitting and suitable.On this Light of the Present”— Dr. Harding. and give the “honest debtor a chance
aMlft
onr ice Is gathered. This Is a very
Burdock Blood Bitters never falls to
8.00 p. ra. Stereopticon Lecture. to pay his debts,” thereby making the
point were heard Mayor De Young, F.
poor objection. The Ice in Black Lake
cure all Impurities ol the blood, from
We aim to dispense the finest Soda
Van Driele, Prof. Dosker, B. J. Vene- "Hawaii, the Paradise of the Pacific” whole country prosperous.!
is not fit to be used. It can only be
a common pimple to the worst scrofula In the city. Bangs sells Drugs. Next
—Rev. W. D. Westervelt. Morgan
utilized
for
cooling
purposes,
in
meat
Now, In the first place. It may- be
klaasen, G. J. Dlekema, K. Schaddelee,
door to Bosnian
26-tr
Park. 111., assisted by Prof. R. H. Corsore.
urged by some "who do not understand markets and refrigerators,but should
and Prof. G. E. Boer. A vote was ta- uish, of the Universityof Chicago.
oot be used in drinking water, or tea,
News $1.00 ayear.
the subject of standards of value” or milk, as it Is unfit. Some enter- Which will Win— McKinley or Bryan?
ken; Zealand received nine votes, and
Sunday August 2.
that
a
free
coinage
act
for
iron
would
Holland the rest. On motion of Hen
That’s
the
question
of
to-day.
10.30 a. m. Assembly Sermon. Rev.
prising man should secure ouy Ice for
THE MARKETS.
But do you know that Lokker &
ry De Kruif , the selection of Holland W. F. Atheson, Secretary National not raise its price to a ratio of sixteen domestic use from some creek, or
Rutgers
are selling $1.25 Slippersfor Wheat f boabel .................oldMnewW
Christian Citizenship League.
spring
water,
which
could
be
done
at
to one with gold. To them I reply
was then made unanimous.
3.00 p. m. Sunday School. Interno great expense. Hence the argu- 49
t
. Bye .................................
that "the stamp of this government”
On motion of J. Baar a committee of national lesson.
_
ment that our ice crop, when properly • Their line of Summer Clothing and Buckwheat .....................
Barley
....................... »
seven was appointed, to place in nomi4.00 p. m. Address. "Out of tbe and the "legal tender qualities” of the harvested,would be worth at least Furnishing Goods is thebestand most
Corn w bubal ....................
z'— **
Gate V bushels ....................«
nation offloera for the permanent or- Slums of Chicago”— Rev. Geo. W. Iron dollar would instantly make the $100,000 needs no answer. Inasmuch as complete In the city.
Lokker
&
Rntgersare
leaders;
others
Clover
aeedf
bubal.
Gray, D. D., Epworth House, Chica- bullion value of pig Iron tbe same as the ice is not fit for use. Furthermore,
ganization of the Commission. As go.
Potato#! E buehet. ..
time has proven that there is no deFloor V barrel........... ......
such the chair appointed Messrs. J. A.
^Columbia Block, Eighth street, Hoi Oorameal,
8.00 p.
Beech Meeting and is paid at the government mint. "For mand for Black Lake ice.
bolted, * owt......
who would part with an ounce of this
Mr. Post claims that the sewerage
Oornmeal, unbolted, f owt...
2G-3w
8. Verdier, J. W. Garveliok, A. G. Van Chautauqua Vesper Service.
Ground
feed......
.. ••»•*»••••••••
precious metal for anything less than from the tannery is perfectly safe, if
Monday, Aug. 3.
Hees, G. J. Dlekema, J. Baar,S. Yn toMiddlings E owt .....
the gentleman has ever been a passEczema
In any part of the body Is InBran *
.......................
9.00 a.m. Lecture (Theological). the mint value?”
rn a, H. J. Klomparends. This comenger on one of our large steamers as stantly relieved and permanently Hay too.... •••••«»••••••»••••••••
d"'
"The Doctrineof the Holy Spirit in
Again, it may be urged that our It was leaving Harrington’s dock in cured by Doan's Ointment, the sovermittee retired and in due time reportits Relation to Modern Christological
Honey....
......
mints would be overcrowded with pig tbe fall, be would not have come to eign remedy for all Itchlnessof the
ed the following:
Butter....... .............. •••*
Thought”— Rev. J. M. Campbell,Lomiron. I reply that the price of pig such a hasty conclusion. Complaints skin.
Bqja 9 dosen ...... ...........
bard,
111.
President—Dr. G. J. Kollen.
Pork ......
...........••• •*•*•••••
to tbe health officer are constantly
10.30 a. m. Lecture (Historical). iron having been raised from $7.50 a
Vice psesidents— Bev. Dr. J. Van
made on account of the almost unenOil
Fine
Cliui
Brandy
der Meulen, oEbenezer; H. J. Bolt, "The World’s Preparation for Chris- ton to a sum equal to a ratio of six- durable stench from the month of
Beam* bushel...
Grand Haven; F. Van Driele, Grand tianity”— Prof. Hebert Willett, D. teen to one with gold the world over Tannery creek, caused by the tannery
From grape wine, has been fourteen
Rapids; J. Den Herder, Z&land; J.W. D., Dean of Disciples’House, Chica- no one would especially care to carry sewage; and on Investigation the years storea and cared for in the same
Garveliok, Graafschap; Walter Hoek, go University.
health officer Is convincedthat some way that Brandies are cared for in
3.00 p. m. Round Table. Review it, to the minis. «ince th* mint price
Kalamazoo: Prof. G. E. Boer, Grand
?UT§^'*
thing should be done. But what can France, and Is a«* fine In flavor and Lara
......
..........
Course. ’96. "How”— Dr. Harding.
could (•'» obtained anywhere in the he pnoe without » system of sewers? mellowness as Hennessy Brandy of Hama ........ .......
Rapids; C- Steketee, Muskegon.
8.00 p.m. Lecture. "The Bible
Rcc Secretary—A. Vlsscher.
Cognac. Ask your druggist for Speer’s gboulden.
open market.
If this tannery sewage was put luto
Tallow
and the Young People.”— Rev. Geo.
Oor. Secretary— G. Van Schelven.
Climax Brandy.
Next,
it may be urged that goh. an i d; p ir*UG as proposed, It would nevWilson,
Paxton,
111.
Treasurer-G. W. Mokma.
in the history of the
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News

Holland City

Miss Mary Long, aged 43, and her
The “sound money” democrats per*
daughter Daisy, aged 17, were drowned fected their plans in Chicago for putting
Epilepsy 20 Years.
MU u
BROS., Publishers. in the river near Bellaire, 0., by the another democratic ticket in the field by
capsizing of a boat.
making arrangementsfor the choice of a Cured by Dr. Miles’ Nervine.
Before, yon buy call and see my stock of
Holland, Itylch
The barns on the Forsythe (Ind.) race new national committee which is to
A few years ago, Mr. L. W. Gallaher,was*
track were destroyed by fire and five meet at Indianapolis August 7 for the
an extensive,successful expert manuvaluable horses were cremated.
purpose of issuing a formal call for a facturer of lumber products. Attacked with
Henry B. White fatally shot Miss national convention, to be held not later epilepsy, he was obliged to give up his busiThe
Tillie Stmmpf in St. Paul because she than September 2.
ness. The attacks came upon him most In/
refused to marry him and then fatally
Important IntelligenceFrom All Parts.
At the uitioiiii! eoflvcntiriD(n at. opportunely.One time falling from a carrishot himself. 4
age, at anotherdown stairs; and often In the
'Etc.
Irfmis on the 241 h of the American silver
street. Once he fell down a shaft In the
DOMESTia
Four townships in Marinette county,
party William Bryan, of Nebraska, mill, his injuries nearly proving fatal. Mr.
John D. Eockefeller presented the Wis., have been burned over by forest
was nominated for president and Ar- Gallaher writes from Milwaukee,Feb. 16, ’95.
city of CleTel&nd, 0., with $600,000 as a fires, a large amount of timber being
thur Bewail, of Maine, for vice-presill m^Sidhtakeeacdar"eKo,??oU0?BL',UrrrS
to save
centennial gift.
destroyed.
dent. The platform declares for the
A sudden flood in Benson creek, near In a duel at Gainesville,Fla., Dr. J. D.
free and unlimited coinage of both gold
DEERING MOWERS and BINDERS.
pPrankfort, Ky., drowned ten persons, Cromwell and G. I. Kennard,prominent
and silver at a ratio of sixteen to one,
THE WORLD’S BEST!
•wept away many bridges and buildings citizens, killed each other.
independent of any foreign power. AftRoller and Ball Bearing.
Why buy cheap Machines
:mnd ruined hundreds of acres of corn
So fax as can be ascertained 83 per- er changing the name of the organiand sooner or later get in
•nd other crops.
sons lost their lives in the great floods
McCormick mowers & binders.
trouble and lose money?
zation to the national bimetallicparty
William Wiley, a tailor, aged 87. shot which swept down upon the towns of
the conventionadjourned sine die. At
pnd killed his wife in Cincinnati and Morrison and Golden, Col.
a meeting of the new national commiteverything in wagons, carrugbs-horses and harness to fit.
then committed suicide. Four children
The town of Auburn, W. Va., was de- tee Charles D. Lane, of California,was
purrive them.
stroyed by heavy rains.
elected chairman.
Three miles from Boyston, Ga., Dare
COMPLETE OOTFITTEBS OF THE FARM.
By an explosion of gas at West Bear
The prohibition state executive comBerryman, while in a drunken fury, Ridge collieryat Ashland, Pa., William
mittee met in Champaign, 111., and nomKilled his wife and three children and Quinn and Michael Bazzle were instantinated George W. Gere of that city for
then committed suicide.
ly killed.
governor.
The Central Labor union of Cleve- Enos N. Barge and Barbara HerThe national conventionof the peoland, in a discussion of the Brown Uoiatr schey, while returning from an outple’s party, after four days’ session,
ling company’s strike, decided to boy- ing in a buggy, were killed while crosscompleted its labors on the 25th by
"There are Done more miserablethan epicott every firm in Cleveland which fur- ing the tracks of the Pennsylvaniarailnominating William J. Bryan, of Ne- leptics. For 20 years I suffered with epilepnishes employment to members of the road at Lancaster, Pa.
braska, for president. Thomas E. Wat- tic fits, bavin? as high as five in one night. I
(state militia.
During a storm at Allegheny, Pa., 11 son, of Georgia, is the nominee for vice tried any number of physicians, paying to
Henry Schwant and his wife died at persons were struck by lightning,sevpresident. The nation"! committee se- one alone, a Ue of 1500.00and have done
their home near Fremont, O., from eat- eral of whom will die. Great damage
lected Senator Butler, of North Caro- little for yea but search for something to
ing toadstools for mushrooms.
help me, a i have taken all the leading
was done to property.
lina, as chairman.
In a celebration of the thirty-eighth Frank Pierson, in a fitof insanity, cut
Thomas A. Jerome, aged SS years, died r. medies, b received no benefit A year ago
LAUGH
anniversaryof the birth of the queen the throats of his aged father and mothmy son, C.. .9. S. Gallaher,druggist at 191
Rt his summer home in New Brighton,
GROW FAT!
De Kraker
regent of Spain, Capt. Gen. Weyler,
Reed St, Aiilwaukee,gave me Dr. Miles'
er and then his own at their home in S. I. He was the last of the nine faRestorativeNervine, and I tried it with
(Of Cuba, liberated 102 politicalprisIowa Falls, la. Mrs. Pierson and her mous Jerome brothers.
You will if you
gratifying results. Have had but two fits
oners.
and
son will probably die.
tfctyo.r meat
The
prohibitionistsof the Third dis- since I began taking it. I am better now in
Alfred and Edward Kasserninn, aged
at
Levi Sancomb and Nellie Bushy, aged trict of Illinois nominated S. T. Haines, every way than I have been in 20 years.”
34 and 21 years respectively,and iwo
18 and 16 years, of Chateaugay,X. Y
of Chicago, for congress.
Dr. Miles' Remedies are sold by druggists Aodgst the Bout, in II dUn l and a. : m ta
, •
,liv!5re e]!!1*’
horses which they were driving, wore
were killed by the cars at a crossing.
Thomas E. Ford has decline 1 the on a positive guarantee that the first bottle
grilled by lightning at Newton, 111.
will
benefit
or
price
refunded.
Book
on
the
The farmers’ bank at Bock Valley, democraticnomination for congress in
H. L. Grimes and John Hall were
Heart and Nerves, free. Address.
la., closed its doors with liabilities of the Twenty-firstIllinoisdistrict.
killed by lightning at Derby, la. Grimes
Dr. Milos Medical Co., Elkhar. Tnd.
$27,500.
William
Henry
Smith, who for more
had just insured his life for $5,4)00.
:d
Twin baby boys were suffocated by than 20 years was general manager of Dr. Miles’ Remedies Restore I'eoif'i.
Heavy rains throughout West Virsewer gas at the Children’s home in St. the Western Associated Press, died at
ginia caused great damage.
Sold by all druggist-;.
Joseph, Mich.
his home in Chicago, aged 60 years.
James T. Hurst, a millionaire lumMrs. Mary Hamann, the 30-year-old
berman at Wyandotte,,\|ich.,made an
FOREIGN.
wife of John Hamann, of Camden, N.
assignment with liabilities of $500,000.
drowned her two babies and herself
Princess Maud, third daughterof the
Maj. McKinley took part in the celein the Delaware river. No cause was prince and princess of Wales, was marbration of the fiftieth anniversaryof
known for the deed.
ried in London to Prince Charles, sec.
Hount Union college at Alliance,O., of
John
Selvage, a young farmer, shot ond son of Crown Prince Frederickof
*vhich he is one of the trustees.
PHYSICIAN
AND
SLilGEON,
Denmark.
James Armstrong & Co., manufac- and killed the 13-year-olddaughter of
It is officially announced that Jose
David Hoffman and then killed himself
Office Eighth St., over P. O.
turers of soap, candles, etc., in BaltiMaceo, the famous leader of the Cuban
near Afton, Kan.
more, failed for $100,000.
MICH
A wind and rainstorm did great Insurgents, is dead, having been killed
William T. Wiley, a tailor and furin battle.
damage
in
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
and
vicinrier in Cincinnati, shot and killed his
And endeavor to perform all opperations a. painlessly as
Six thousand imperial Chinese troops
wife and then shot himself, but not ity and several persons were killed.
were
sent
to
Lanchou
to
suppress
the
A storm at Van Wert, O., and vicinity
jtotaliy. Domestic trouble was the
Mohammedan rebels, who had risen
'“,h
b>
*.a
did damage to the extent of $400,000.
STuse:
against the authorities,but the rebels
The long-drawn-out strike of em
The feature of the centennial celebratouted the troops and killed them all.
tion at Cleveland on the 23d was a big ployes of the Brown hoisting and conA dispatch from Constantinople says
Kew England dinner, at which ad- veying works at Cleveland. O.. which that
40 prosperous villages around Van,
Inserted on metal and rubber case, "crown and Bridge
was
inaugurated
nine
weeks
ago
and
dresses were made by Senators Hawley
We have assumed the Bottling Busin Armenia, have been destroyed by the
work
6
*nd Sherman.Maj. McKinley and others. which has resulted in a series of bloody
Turks and every male over eight years ness heretofore carried on by C. Blom,
Chillicothe,O., celebrated the 100th riots, has been settled.
of age killed. The total killed is placed Sr., and are prepared to furnish ToleCrops were laid waste in a belt two
•aniversaryof its existence ,and the
lo Bottled Beer:
at 12.080.
oration was delivered by Postmaster miles wide and many farm buildings
In a railway collision at Delhi, India,
^HNfff’WTES
1 2 Quart bottles ...... $1.00 .
General Wilson.
were destroyed by a cyclone near Wa50 persons were killed.
I
2
Pint
Bottles
.........
50
j Diamonds valued at $30,000 were terloo, la.
The clipper ship City of PhiladelA storm of large proportions struck phia foundered off Stanley, Falkland Orders may be left with C. Blom, Sr.
Stolen at NarragansettPier, It. I., from
lira. J. J. Coogan, wife of a New York St. Anthony, la., and as n result nearly
island, and Capt. Johnson,his wife and uul will be promptly tilled.
feal estate agent.
every building in town was wrecked or
family, one passenger and a crew of
SALOON IN FRONT.
John Pryde, who murdered Andrew badly damaged.
25 men perished.
Having reached the age limit Gen.
Peterson five months ago and robbed
BLOM & Nicnor.®
Frederica Errasuriz has been elected
Aim of $42, was hanged in the county Richard N. Batchelder, quartermaster president of the republic of Chili.
Holland,
7 lv Urgest and best equiped dental office in western Michigan
|ail at Brainerd, Minn.
general of the regular army, has been
The schooner Anna Marie, with 21
The new one-dollar silver certificate placed on the retired list.
men, was sunk in a collision with the
designed by Mr. Low, of New York,
Upwards of 15,000 bicycle riders par- schooner Pacific off St. John’s. N. F.,
made its first public appearance in ticipated in the great ceutennial'wheel and the schooner Tedel, with 15 men,
Washington.
parade in Cleveland, O.
Office hours from 8:30 a. m to 5:30 p.
Other
foundered near the same place.
Attorneys.
The German savings bank at Omaha,
The Harland & Wolff and Workman &
hours by appointment.
PERSONAL AND POLITICAL
^feb., went into the hands of a receiver
Clarke shipbuildingshops and their f \IEKEMa. G.J.. Attorney at Law. Collections
with liabilities of $60,000.
The Idaho democrats will hold their contentswere burned at Belfast, Ire- Is prompt' y attendedto Ofllce.over First
Telephone No. 33.
itate Bank.
The Commercial Law League of state convention at Boise on August 18. land, the loss l>eing $1,500,000.
The North Dakota republicans met at
i IcBKIDli,P. H.. Attorney.Real Estate and
America in annual session at Omaha,
The drought in some of the provinces *1 luBuruncc.Office. McBride's Block.
peb., elected E. M. Bartlett, of that Grand Forks and nominated a state
of Russia and excessive rains in others
city, as president.
ticket headed by F. A. Briggs for gov
I )08T, J. C.. Alton ey and Counsellor at
4w.
have destroyedall hopes of a good har- L Beal
BeallEstate
-----anc
---Collection?. Office,Post’s
"
1 The exchanges at the leading clear- ernor. The St. Louis national platform
vest.
Mock.
ing bouses in the United States during was indorsed. M. 11. Johnson \\ as nomi
J^ATI A. P. A . A'toruey at Law. Office over
the week ended on the 24th aggregated Dated for congress.
LATER.
Itinck A ( o.'s Furu. store. Lisbih 8t
Gen. George W. Jones, the oldest sur$989,300,404,agninst $954,742,363 the
The
Tennessee
populists
in
convenprevious week. The increase compared viving ex-Unlted States senator, died in
Banks.
With the correspondingweek in 1635 Dubuque, la., aged 92 years. When Iowa tion at Na.sh\ ilie nominatedA. L. Minns
for
governor
and
indorsed
the
St.
la 6.6.
was made a state in 1846 Gen. Jones was
L'lFIST STATE BANK. Commercialand BavI iiigs Dep't. I. Cappon.President. Germ
Henry L. Edson, Charles Morris, Miss made its first senator and served two Louis platform.
•V. Mow ma. Cashier.Capital Btootf $50,000.
Seven persons were drowned in a fiood
Laura Guard and Miss Emma Young terms, when he was appointed by PresI TOLLAND CITY STATE BANK. Commercial
were drowned near Vancouver,Wash., ident Buchanan ns minister to Colombia. at Cecil, Pa.
Advices from Labradorsay that hun- II und Savings Dep’t. 1). B. K. Van Raaite,
At Parkersburg,W. Va.. the repubby the upsetting of n boat.
Pres.O. Versckure, Cash. Capital stock SS'i.OOO.
There were 2*0 business failuresin licans nominated George W. Atkinson dreds of people are |K*rishing of starvathe United States in the seven days for governor and indorsed the St. Louis tion and are npiieiilingfor food and
Boots and Shoes.
clothing to relieve their distress.
ended on the 24th, against 21 G the week phi form.
Charles Corey and Miss Kate Fiimann, ( EROLD M D- a er in Boots and Shoes, sucprevious and 239 in the corresponding The Ohio nationalist convention at
Columbus nominated Wesley C. Bates, both of Boston, were drowned in the 1 cessor to E. Horold & Co.
period of 1895.
ON AND AFTER JUNE 20TH.
William Hosking, aged 26, and John of Columbus, for secretary of state and Niagara river above Niagara Falls. X. Y.
Leave Holland Daily (except
q r, Xr
Clothintf.
Pascoe, aged 17. residentsof Iron Moun- M B. Chase, of Marion, for judge of the
t“ Sunday ..................... ......................... opm
Joshua Levering, of Baltimore, was
supreme court.
tain, Mich., were drowned in Spread
Saturday Special ............
!
6:30 a. m!
officially notified of his nominati m for
JOBMAN BKOTHEHS. Mon hai.i Tailorsand
At a conference in Chicago of ‘ sound
Eagle lake by the capsizingof a boat.
the presidency of the United States by IJ Dealers in Heady Made. Gent's Farnish-RATES
OF
FARE
A cloudburstin Hear creek canyon, money" men from nine states it was the prohibition party and accepted the ug Hoods a Specialty.
juat above Morrison. Col., did great decided to take immediate action for same.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
*2 25 Kt,uD'1M **• (Berth incitdci>
damage to probi ty and caused the loss the purpose of nominating a second
Near Richmond. Tenn., a farmer
.unday Afternoon ...........................V'':::::..
democratic
ticket
for
president
and
vice
nf from 15 to 20 lives.
named Haley shot and killed his wife ( »O^T & KRAMER. Dealers in Dry Goods, Nol) lions, Groceries.Flour, Feea, etc , Eighth
Jim O'Darrah shot and killed William president of the United States.
and then shot himself.
,treet.
At the first state conventionin DenCaffry and wife, proprietors of a bagnio
Woman's day in Cleveland’s centen•t Carlton, Minn., after a dispute over ver, Co!., of the national party, the re- nial was largely attended and addresses \ f AN PUT TEN. G. & nONh, General Dwileraln
organized
silver
wing
of
the
prohibi* Dry Goods, Groce-les,Crockery. Hats, and
money.
were made on philanthropy, househo'd Caps, Flour. Produce, etc. River Street.
o; Denver, was
Park hurst & Wilkinson,dealers in tionists,Levi Booth, o;
economics, clubs and education by
nominated for governor.
Iron in Chicoiro,failed for $250,000.
prominent women.
Drugs and Medicines.
The Cripple v.crn
Creek t>uige
stage wwas
as neia
held up
The Stnte Lefl^ue of Republican club,
The first bale of the new cotton crop
near Glassy, Col., by masked men. who ™Ci ut Lex,nffton-Ky., and ratified th« was received in Savannah,Ga., and sold
wOESBURG,J O.. Dealer In Drugs and Medlr.v.4
...1 ___ 1.1 . .
Kt.
nn/t ulol fn-iv.
obtained 12 gold watches and $500 in St. Louis nominees and platform.
l ) olnes, Paints and Oils. Toilet Articles, Imfor 7'/a cents per pound.
ported
and DomesticCigars. Eighth Street.
Mrs.
Diana
Smith
(colored)
died
near
cash.
Eleven lives were lost, thrice that
Fred Gross, Fred Baumgartner,Peter
®Ked 117 years.
number of persons were more or less UrALBO.HKBER.Drueg'st and Pharmacist
Peters ---and a man iKiuiru
named iuure.emnc
Marcellinc I .Thc (lem°crntH of the ---Eleventh In-----rotSL*0 ““
were drowned in the river at Quinev flmnQ districtnominated Joseph Lari- "*•"•0 “'' Property damaged .0 th,
extent of $200,000 is the disastrous rccin
• ’
mer for congress,
---- n
i —and
— ~ in the Third
i ini**
111., while bathing.
ord made in Pittsburgh and vicinity by
Hardware.
I have dinpofied of my Stock qf Shoes and
James Murray (colored) was hanged wlc,liFan district A. O. Knappen was
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the recent storm.

!
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murder of Police- jnom*nate<i by tbe prohibitionists.
A fire at Port au Prince, Jamaica,
AN OORT. J. B. General Hardware and
Ban Michael Cotter July 26,
republican state convention at
destroyed
over
100
houses,
the
loss
bePLtX(£;tBOpa,rlD8
pr0ini’t,y R,t<,D,,Cd t°. The percentage of the baseball clubs ' Springfield, Mo., adopted resolutions
|_
In the nationalleague for the week Indorsingthe St. Louis platform abd ing over
The republicansof the Second dis- Manufactories,Shops, Etc.
ended on the 2Gth is as follows: Cindn- nominated R. E. Lewis, of Henry countrict of Iowa nominated George M. -pati, .694; Baltimore, .667; Cleveland, ^ for governor.
the

1894.

i

$1,000,000 .

|
'

|P1®’8

1

'

.654; Chicago, .563; Pittsburgh, .530;
national conventionof the peoBoston, .532; Philadelphia,.463; Brook- ,
Qt St. Louis on the 24th delyn, .457: Washington,.429; New York, |C,ded ^ nominate a candidate for vlc»
,405; 8t. Louis, .296; Louisville, .269. president before the first place on the

Neece.

of the Fifteenth Illinois district nominated William H.

1
!

-

Dstl^r

in

1

AiriculturanmplraeBtr^lw
Bt.

a

<1

i

die.

•

,

lowing

-
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E’

will of

Mrs. K. Verschure, who will continue
business
u

-the

by her husband Mr. J. Ver-

sch ure.

Thanking the public of Holland and

-

_

vi-

t

cinity for their liberal patronage, I recom-

3

mend my successor to their continued favors. I am satiafled that at all times they
can rely upon honest goods at

fair*

prices,

and prompt service.

1^

»

and

tailors’

~

’

of
‘
attorney-gen-

^

wounded.
-

1

nominate
officers.

•

li

1

good

0E^Lta5,I^"“b

The “sound money" democral. of
William H. Chadwick, of
waB ^1^ and aelected Thomas Kentucky will hold a conventionin e-itb street, near River.
— —
Mich., won $5,000 when he pedaled into ^ Wat80n* °* Georgia,for the place. Louisville on August 20 to
.
___ -lx
Meat Markets.
Thc nlAtfnrm
platform nrinnfpd
adopted riamnnrfa
demands thc free state
Chicago on a bicycle and
completed
a Thf*
tide of 25,000 miles in 18 months and 14 pnd unrestricted coinage of silver and
days.
gold at the ratio of sixteen to one, with“ no7tow
In a battle between whites and negroes out waiting for the consent of foreign ticket: For governor, Thomas A. Wads- ftlTOT street.
^t a dance at Haggard’sturpentine still nations, demands government owner- worth ; lieutenant governor, A. F. Han- \|7ILL VAN DEB VEBBE, Dealer in all kinds
denounces bond is- re; secretaryof state, Silas M. Hoi- gJ'L
wd Salt Meats. Market on
Hear Jasper, Fla^ six men were killed ship
— * of
w* railroads,
----- - —
outright and eight were wounded, some 8Uet* aD(* demands the electionof pres- comb; auditor, N. M. Jennings; treas8tre#i'
of whom will
Went, vice-presidentand United States urer, F. J. S. Robinson;
Painters,
. In a quarrel at a negro picnic near 8*natora h direct vote of the people. cral, D. H. Fernandez; appelate judgea,
Letohatchie,La., David Semter, Bur- The convenGon then adjournedfor the A. i. Padgett0 Adam 'stockinger,
ret Means and Jerry Gilmer were shot dn7*
Fierce, J. N. Thornburg, N. J. Bosard; Shop at reeidenee,on Seventh 6t., nearR
----, . i of instruction,
•
R. Depot.
dead and three other persons were fa- ** sported that Hoke Smith, seo- mperintendent
J. —
B.
lolly
retary of the interior, has placed his Freeman. The platform adopted folPhysicians.
It is estimated that fully 20,000 hands ^8lFnatiou in the hands of the preol- lows closely the SL Louis declarationof
are now idle on account of the
_
REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Bestprinciples and declares that the popu
. stride ip New York and Brooklyn. .
'',ln8low« the democratic candi- i,.t organization, uatlonai, .tale'
.S*’ ^
date for governor of Maine, has declined local, “shall be maintained at all has.
the nomination.

Detroit,

the bnsiness and trade
lately carried on by me ou River Street, to
the
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DRIVEN OUT BY WHITE CAPS.

Geo. Baker, M.

d.

Life

Made Easy

NUes Parent* Warned to Leave

for Al-

leged Cruelty to a Child.
Pkjrftlinaid SirgMi.

loiiepfciiie

Office over

ner 8th

For Another Holland CUlien-Many |

Van

der Veen’s Store, corRiver Sts. Office open

and

People Talking About

and night. Special attention
given diseases peculiar to children.
day

A

it.

Niles, July 29.-Nellie, the two-yearold crippled daughter of F. A. Brown

^

In

connection with

my

ship-

Mortgage Sale.

ping business I shall

I

DEFAULT HAVING BEEN MADE IN

IBS

conditionsof payment of a certain north
S««6 male sod executed by Jan H. Wliiiak
and Janna Wllllnk, his wife, of the townehlp ol

PFTAI1 IW

Holland county ofOttawaan

l

state

of

Michigan,

suddenly recently under
parties ol the first part. toQUlee Wabeke ol
Ahum
graaf, who resides on E. Fourteenth Street. alleged peculiarcircumstances.The
the townabtp of Zeeland, ooonty of Ottawn
Our representativefound him still unable parents were accused of causing the
and etate of Michigan, party of the second part
dated on the 8th day of February, A. D. 18M,
Cleaning and Repairing to speak English, bat his son interpreted for child’s death. Their presence hi the
and reontdedln the office of the register of
Making clothes look nearly as good as him, and the following is an accountof his neighborhood,however, was seemingly
Dseda, of Ottawa county. Michigan, on the 10th
offensive,and Monday night a mob of
experience,
which
he
gives
for
publication.
new Is the work we do in our shop.
day of October,A. D. 1895, in Uber 45 of aortNo better proof for the citizens of Holland 16 men, disguised as white caps and carA. KLOOSTERMAN,
gogoe, on page 871; which aaid mortgagewm
can be found than the utterances and endorse- rying switches and firearms,visited the
tle at.
duly assigned by John J. Wibeke, John A. Pfl
First Ward near Wm. Van der Veere’s ment of our neighbors. He says
house, and, after wrecking the entire
and CornellsVan Zwalnweobarg,aa tbe ax eonMeat Market
H. Walsh, Holland.
*— " last interior, drove the parents out. After
tors of ths latt will and testament of 01111$ W*>
A. Do Kruif, Zeeland.
administering the most terriblethreat*
beke, deceaseJ, to Adriana Van Zwalnweobarg,
at
my
store
and
elevator
on
they warned them to leave the country.
ISSSBSBSP.SHSE
atd which eeld assignment was, on ths 7th day
right where you put your hands when you
Quick in effect, heals and leaves no Eighth street, near the CThe Browns lost no time in heeding the
of Deoember,A. D. 1895, duly recorded in the ofstand with them placed on your hips. It was
*car. Burning, scaly skin eruption
warnings
and
their
whereabouts
now
fice of Registerof Deeda of aaid oonnty, la liber
worse in the morning, and I was sometimes
W.
M.
Passenger
Depot,
and
quickly cured by De Witt's Witch Ha53 of mortgagee, on page 496 oo which uortm*
in such pain I could not get out of bed in is unknown. The party of white caps,
zel Salve. Applied to burns, scalds, will from this time on deliver there la claimed to be doe at the time of this no
the ordinarymanner, but would have to sort it is said, was made up of indignant
old sores, It Is -magical in effect.
of roll out, keeping mr body as straight as farmers who reside in the neighborgoods to any part of the city. Uoe the am of OneThoneandFoarHundredNineAlways cures piles.
typical Hollander is Mr. Jacob

‘

Molen-

•Hal liable Prescription-

Editor Morrison of Washlng.Ind.,
“Sun” write*: “Yon have h valuable
oresc notion in Electric Ibtters.:r-d
I can cii-erfwlly rcc.immen * It for
CoQHt ip, it tun and Sick Head «•••)«, and
is a general system tonic it has m>
.-qUiil.” Mr-.
Sneiib, 2023
Cult ge Fii.vc Ave.. Ohlcam-. was ail
rnpd-'Wn, could ma oat nor digest
food, had a backache which never left
her and foil tired and weary, hut.slx
bottles of ElectricBitters’ restored
her bi-ah ti and renewed her strength.
Prices 50 cents and 51 00. Gut a Bot-

^ty,’ died

Hay,

Seeds,

Grain,
Feed and Flour

:

&

Lumber

;

Lath

possible,and I would be compelled to walk
stooped oyer until I got graduallystraight-

hood.

i

Look Here!
De

having ben Instltotedat Uw or In equity, ti
recover the debt moored by aaid mortgage,

w. h.

c

found above the
Central Drug Store.

hereafter be

DC

cd

Office Houits: 9 to 10 a. m., 3 to
5 and 7 to 8 p. m. Sundays at horn*
corner 12th and Market St.
Telephone

31.

Window Frames, ft

E
o

and

tfl

i
Ll

Mouldings, Flooring,

0

Oils,

Siding, Paints,

Glass.

O

.

>h
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Doors,

D

u

m

h
<
h

Phoenix Planing Mill |

CQ

U-Z

o-

payable, wherefore under the conditions of taM
mortgage the whole amoant of the prlndyel
sum of eald mortgage with all arresuageeof in.
his

is

the tjest. Ask your grocer for

OIL

o>
<<
UlZ

LU

}{j

i

Lowest.

Prices the

ft

lisaassHasasasaBasasasassasJ

J
<
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o:
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Dr. S. A.

D
O

Johnson

Holland City State Bank

£

>

hyslclan and Surgaon.

>
D

Bkk.

03

Office Hours:

m. From

From

10 to 11 a.
7 to 8 p. m. Sundays

2 to 4 and
from 12 to 1 P. m.

Other times by appointment.

KARSTEN, Prop.

H.H.

BOOKBINDING
N. River St.

Lugers.

iasESHsasHsasasasassss^

SOCIETIES.
K. O. T.

\

M,

t

Hoiialmaiiu
Exclusive
Dealers In.

Tea®. Coffees.
Spices, Extract

COMPLETE LIVE

DRUGS
Chemicals,
Patent Medicines,
Staple Drugs and
Sundries,
Paints,
Oils

and Varnishes.

EIGHTH STREET
Stationery, Fancy- Goods.
Period cals, School
& Coi ege Books
a Specialty.

Will Visit Grand Rapids.
Chicago, 111., July 25.— Chicago s 1,200
uniformed letter carriers,with Postmaster Hesing, at the head of the battalion, will parade at Grand Rapids,
Mich., on Labor day, September 7, when
the annual convention of the LetterCarriers’ association will open.
Infants Killed by Sewer Gas.
St. Joseph, July 28.— An outbreak of
sewer gas at the receiving home of the
Children’s Home society caused the
death of twin baby boys, and the matron, two nurses and three children are
in a critical condition.The deaths
were caused by defectiveplumbing.

™9F

Kellogg Bros.,

Finishing, Fainting and Cnlei.
lining.

Estimates given on work.

will call at

Soothing, healing, cleansing, Di

any

of

the

Ottawa oonnty oonrt house, al

Manila}/, the Seventeenthdav

or passengers to or

August,J.D. 1899,

in said mortgage as all that certain piece or
land eltnated and being In tbe township

from Boats

parcel of

of Holland, oonnty of Ottawa, and state ol
Michigan,known and describod as follow*,to
wit: Tbe West Half df tbo Booth Bait Quarter
ol SectionNumbered Three Pk Id Townehlp
numbered five [5] north of range numbered fif-

or Trains,

L. A. Stratton,

teen
,

Livery, Sale, Boarding and Feed

West, smd containing eighty [80] acre*

[15]

more or lees, according to government

o! land,

survey.

Dated Holland, May 88rd, A. D. If 96.
Adriana Van Zwam;w*nbus«,

Stables,

/i

Northwest Corner Market and 7th Sts.

QbkritJ. Diuima,
Attorney for Assignee.

6(11

ite

H.

41.

Cbist

Phone 79

18-ltW.

m

Meyer & Son’s

Music House
yfjS

DEALERS IN

1

Pianos
A. B. Chase,

Crown,
Russell,

Smith and Barnes.

P
05
20

DETROIT.
Story and Clark,

GRAIN— Wheat, No.

HOGS .............................2:0
SHEEP ........................2 40

United States,
Farrand and Votey,
Lawrence Seven- Oct.

Sewing riachines^*®^
New Home, Wheeler &

ft 3 00

8 40

ft

hold,

Housa

and Staodard.

Sheet music, Folios and

all

Kinds of Musical Instruments.

Sewing Machines Rented.

Pianos, Organs and

RIVER

Wilson, Domestic,

STREET.

-

HOLLAND. MICH

Ptew thssu uo acctMs i«iriu*j'wapwi«M.

Strike Ended.
Albion, July 29.— The striking moldtrs in the Gale plow works have returned to work at the old scale of w age*.

live sometimes
nearly

when

girdled

around. Nature ever

WHERE

labors to repair damage, and
after a time, the

wounded

TO
BUY

sur-

faces are nicely healed. Some
persons live and fully recover,
even after consumption has

made

Staple

cavities in the lungs.

In this struggle we
ly aid

nature by

Emulsion of

can greatgiving Scott’s

and
Fancy

Cod-liver 75il

with Hypophosphites. The
oil supplies needed fat, and

j

the hypophosphites tone up
the nerves. The decline in
weight ceases. A positive gain
begins, rand once again there is

u

Small favors gratefully
received."

promise of life and health.
is never too late to try.

It

Scott's Emulsion Ut been ndorxd by lb*
Ixctnly yten. (Atk reur defter.) Tin is beteuu it is elweyi pelaUtie-elweyt
uniform- always out tins lb* purest Nerwfuu CedyverOUendHypephespbOrt.
Put up in fo cent end .oo ti{n. The *w«.7 st(t
mey it mouth toeurtyourcouth or help your toby.

AT

NEW

wtedktl profusion for

Wanted-An Idea

thing

to

patent?
wealth,
t

Attor-

4

Groceries
Boot & Kramer's STORE.
EVERYTHING FRESH ANDJCLEAN. THEIR
TEAS AND COFFEES CANNOT BE EXCELLED
WHILE THERE TAKE A LOOK AT THEIft
DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT.

Addr*n,l!cx 5o. CUT.

M&

o/

theforenoon of said day ,'thesald
mortgaged premises to be sold being described
ut ten o'clock In

RESIDENCE OR HOTEL

Lawrence Kramer

2 Red. I 04Vjft R4*
Corn. No. 2 ................
25 ft 261,
Oats. No. 2 White ......... 23 ft 23L
Rye. No. 2 ...................31 L*ft 31*
Tuesday. Chairman Stevenson,who
ST. LOUIS,
was the leader in the fight for gold in CATTLE— Native Steers.... $3 50 ft 4 30
Texas ......................
2 7t ft 3 ro
the state delegate conventionand at HOGS
..........................
2 00 ft 3 40
Chicago tendered his resignation. By a SHEEP ......................... 2 25 ft 4 00
OMAHA.
vote it was not accepted. It was deCATTLE-Steers............. 3 00 ft 3 95
cider! to hold the conventionto nomCOWS .......................
1 25 ft 3 00
Feeders ....................
2 50 ft 3 40
inate a state ticket at Boy City, August

Post Offlce Robbers Convicted.
Springeld, 111., July 27.— The jury in
the case of Sidney Vennie and George
Carson, charged with robbing the safe
in the postmaster’sprivate office In
Springfield at noon, April 3, 1S')5, of
$G,55G in stamps and $750 in silver
plate, brought in a verdict of guilty in
the United States circuit court.

m
'

court for tbe County of Ottawa ti holden,)on

ON

Detroit Street Railway Wins.
Detroit, July 29.— The franchise of
9th A FlILl
CHOICE CIGARS. the Detroit railway is held to be valid
Office Hours:— 10 to 11 a. m., 2 to 8
by a decision of the supreme court deand 7 t ) 8 p. m. San 1 iy 2 to 4 p. m.
nying the right of the Citizens’Street
Pore Wines and Liquors for Medicinal Railway company to the exclusive use
of the streets of that city as claimed unPurposes.
der an old ordinance.

Ime

ti

peculiar dilemma. The treasury does
THE MARKETS.
not contain a cent, and the city owes
New York, July 29.
about $15,000 interest on bonds, which
LIVE STOCK-Steers........ 13 45 0 4 55
is due, and not a cent can be raised to
Sheep ....................... 2 00 © 3 87H
Hogs ......................... 3 50 (5 4 10
pay the amount. A special electiftn was
Minnesota Patents 3 35 w 3 85
held to \ote $.10,000 bonds to meet ex- FLOUR—
Minnesota Bakers' ........2 40 w 2 80
panses, but the citizens voted down the WHEAT-No. 2 Red ..........6614© 06%
proposition. Now the common council CORN-No. 2 ...................32 tfr 3214
September ................. 31Vi5V 32
is powerlessto do any business, and
.............. 22 <?/ £9
Mayor F. W. Richter and the aldermen OATS-Western
LARD ..........................
3 50 tfi 3 55
are threatening to resign. There is no PORK-Mess. Old .............7 7. or S 25
EGGS
............................
11 ft 11
money to pay the officers' salaries, and
CHICAGO.
the city may soon be without police pro- CATTLE-Beeves............ *3 30 ft 4 40
-Stockers and Feeders... 2 35 ft- 3 75
tection.
Cows and Bulls ............1 40 ft 3 50
Texas Steers ...............
2 50 ft 3 00
DEAD
THE TRACK.
HOGS— Light .................. 3 05 ft 3 40
Rough Packing ............2 55 ft 2 70
Suspicionof BInrder Raised by the Find- SHEEP ........................ 2 00 ft 3 25
BUTTER— Western Cr'm'ry 10 ft 14
ing of J. Entn-utle’sBody.
Dairy .......................
9 ft 12
Owosso, July 29. — John Entwlstle, a EGGS- Kr. sh ................. 10 ft 104
POTATOES
(perbu.)
.........
20
ft 27
tection boss, was found dead on the
PORK-Mess .................. 5 90 ft 5 95
Ann Arbor track one mile north of this LARD— Steam ................ 3 074© 3 10
city Tuesday morning, apparently hav- FLOUR Winter ............. 2 60 ft 3 60
Spring ...................... 2 60 ft 3 75
ing been killed by the cars. His body GRAIN Wheat. July ........
67Vift 584
Corn,
No. 2 Gash ...........
24aift 254
was horribly mangled, but there was
18 ft 184
Oats. No. 2 Cash ...........
no blood on the track where he was cut
Rye, No. 2 ...................
304ft 31
Barley,
Good
to
Fancy...
26
ft 33
and he had no shoes on. A picture of
MILWAUKEE.
a woman was found in the pocket of the
GRAIN— Wheat, No. 2Spr'g. $ 5to}# 57
dead man. Foul play is susjiected, and
Corn. No. 3 ................. 2Wift> 27
Oats, No. 2 White ..........2^ftthe officers are investigating. Entwistle

Physician,Surgeon and Electrician.

offlM

;igan,that being the place whore the olroelt

i

OF-

aklng Powder.

Dr. L. N. Tuttle,

opposite the Standard Roller Mills,

Drowned While Boating.
Iron Mountain, July 25. -William
Hosking, aged 2G, and John Puscoe,
aged 17, residents of Iron Mountain,
were drowned in Spread E-agle lake by
the capsizing of their l>oat. Pnscoe’a
body has been recovered.Matthew
Carrollo,of Kouknukana, was drowned
while bathing at Quinnesc Falls.

Lowest Prices.

m
yV-v

the city )! Grand Haven, Ottawa oonnty, Mieb-

Threaten

25.

Orescent Tent, No. 68, meets In K. 0. T. M.
Hall at 7 -.30 p- m., on Uondaynlght next. All
Sir Knights are cordially Invitedto attend.
Cheapest Life In->nrance Order known. Fall
particularsgiven on application.
J. A. Mabbb, Commander.
B. W. Rkiolk, R. K.

Mills,

outer doo

to Resign In a Body.

Michigan Democrat!.
Detroit, Mich., July 29.— The democratic state central committee met here

J. A. Kooyers, Grondwet Office,

&

Wonder

ZEELAND, MICH.

Masons and builders are requested

2

VHSESESESESES^
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Scott

by declaresher election and option to conelder

the whole amoant of the eald principal
sam of aaid mortgage due and payable. Nottee
is thereforehereby given, that by virtue of llrt
power of eale In eald mortgage contained, and
the statuteIn enoh oaae made and provided, said mortgagewill be foreokwad
by sale, at pnblio vendne of the mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as may b*
necessary to pay tbe amoant dae on said mortk>8* with Interest aad costs of foreoloear*and
sole. Inolndingan attorney fee of thlrty.flve dot
lars stli site to t\<e plan at tbs north

to examine the stock of lath, and prl
ces, at Scott’s lumber yufd, River str..

was 35 years old and came to this city
Bariey. No. ................3M;ft
PORK-Mess .................. fi 00 ft 0
from Canada three months ago.
LARD ..........................
3 15 ft 3

Residence 12th St., between Maple St
and First Ave.

Sidewalk Poni

it.

i

TOWN HAS NO FUNDS.
Nile*

heirs executors,administrators

mediately thereafter,
and the eald AdrianaVaa
Zwalnweobarg.assigneeof said mortgage, bera-

Lawrence Kramer.

Witt’s Witch Hazel Salve is the entermini. Everything was i,ontr!but'>d emy to sores, wounds and plies, whicb
except motormen and power which it never fail* to cure Stop itching
and burning. Cures chapped lips and
were figured at cost.
cold-sores in two or three hours.

Mayor and Aldermen of

thereon,at the option of the eald GlUla

tercet

Niles, July 29.- -This city is in a very

00

C/)

any part of It; and the whole of the prf»
olpal sum of laid mortgage together with all!
arrearages of Into rest thereon,having beoone
do# and payable by reaaon of defaultIn the pay
mant ol interneton said mortgage on the day
when the same became due and payabU.andthe
nonpayment of eald lutereatIn defaultfor more
than thirtydays after the tame became doe and

LitlleWonderFlour
Wabeke,
or
ONLY ••signs,
became due and payable Im-

street-carlines of the city for one day
for the benefit of the public, kindergarten and Nichols memorial hospital
was tried Tuesday and proved a greater
success than any anticipated. The number of fares rung up by the young
women conductors was the largest in
the history of the company for one day.
There were attractions at the several

2
£
0

Ban.

USE

little

office and will

law

and In aaid mortgage ;and no salt or proceeding*

m

WOMEN RUN

Dr.Mreim

Dollarsand Forty Cents, besides anatSomey

fse of Thirty-fivedollarsprovidedfor by

per 100.

Leglalatare Cannot Interfere with the
For ExchangeUniversityof Michigan.
Horses for cows, calves or sheep at
Lansing, Mich., July 29.— The supreme
fair values. Address: Frank Julian,
Scott
Lugers.
court has decided that the state legis- Holland, Mich., 1 mile north west of
lature has no right to interfere with Smith’s School House, Lake Shore.
or dictate the management of the Uni- 21— 5 w
Lowest Prices.
versity of Michigan. The legislature
asssasHs
passed an act at its last session directBuckleir’s Arnica Salve
ing the regents to establish the homeopathic department of the university in
The Best Salve In the world for
Detroit. The regents refused to com- Juts, Bruises, Sores. Ulcers, Saltply on the ground that the act was Rheum, Fever Sore. Tetter, Chapped
unconstitutional,and a mandamus was* Hands, Chilblains Corns, and all skin
Dr.
Vries Dentist.
asked for to compel them to establish Eruption, and positively cures Piles,
or no pay required. It is guaranteed
the department in Detroit. The court
to give perfect satisfaction,or money
above Central Drug Store.
holds that the regents have the solo refunded. Price 25 cents per box
It
control
of
the
university
and
that
the
cal.
For sale by Heber Walsh “The DrugOffice hours from 8 to 12 A. M. and
Doan's Kidney Pills are for sale by all act of the legislaturewas invalid.
jlst.’
flealers— price 50 cents. Mailed by Fosterfrom 1 to 5 P. M.
STREET CARS.
Milbnrn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for
Any on wishing to see me after or
the United States. Remember the name,
Morel Experimentat Battle Creek for
A high liver with a torpid liver will
or before office hours can call me up Doan's, and take no other.
Charity'sSake.
not he a long liver Correct the liver
by phone No. 9. Residence East 12th
Battle Creek, July 29— The experl- with De Witt’s Little Early Risers.
Forsale by J. O.Does burg.
mend of the ladies of the Woman's little pill* that cure dyspepsia and
St.
longue of taking full charge of the constipation.

&

lean

Choice Timothy Hay 75o

Lawrence Kramer.

THE LAW INVALID.

ened out, when I would feel a littleeasier.
This continued in this way until I commenced taking Doan’s Kidney Pills. I had
seen them advertised, so I procured a box
at the drug store of J. 0. Doesburg,and on
taking them they gave me almost instant relief. I continuedusing them and I hate not
been a sufferer since. I have every confidence in Doan’s Kidney Pills. They have
proved to be just as represented. If ever I
should have any return of the trouble I shall
know what to use. It pleases me to be able
to speak a good word for them.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are not a cure-all,but
a Kidney Cure, and that they do cure all
forms of kidney disorder it is not hard to
prove to the people of Holland,for we can
stive them the endorsement of their neighbors, and this must satisfythe most skepti-

and Shingles.

Has moved bis

m

i

fm

Mg,

Wi

:

'

Rev. Dr. W. H. Van Antwerp and
have left for New York city,
where they will spend a four weeks’
wife

If

vacation.

Mrs. A. Lefebre Is visiting with
atives in Grapd Haven*and

w.

rel-

Muskegon.

lilli1*

Mrs. H. P. Streng and mother are
spending a few days in Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. John SteketeeofKalamazoo visited their parents on Thurs-

UK6 Success!

Bar

day.

Rev. and Mrs. A. Van den Berg and

Our Shirt Waist Sale was the best ever
held in Holland,
ciate

and

boat for
on a four

family cf Overlsel, took the

the People appre-

Chicago Monday evening,

weeks’ visit to friends in Sioux county

it.

gams

Iowa.
Chas. H. Clark, Geo. W. McBride,
and Herman Nyland, were among our
county seat visitorsthis week.

We have a few dozen left, and those
must be closed out by August 4th, to
make room

our Fall

for

Stock.

Simon A. Verwey is

'

week

J-

On

ji

a Silver Platform.

The present agitation of the silver
John A. Roost left foy Grand Haven question, will inevitablycause a rise
Monday, where he will take charge of in the price of that beautiful metal,
therefore now is the time to buy silthe new depot of the Atlas glass works.
verware, and if you want tine goods,
Miss Chrissle Van Duren is visiting at cut rates, and a large assortment
to select from go to
relativesand friends in Muskegon.

WISES.
BEE

to sight-seeing in

devoting
Chicago.

HIVE.

Mr. and Mis. John Van Dyk of Fond
du Lac, Wis., are visiting their par-

STEVENSON'S Jewelry

Mrs. A.

M. Dalman and

children

and grand children, twenty-sixin
private sale conducted mornings, at
number, left here Thursday morning
Pessink & East mourn the pecuni- Streng & Sons.
for Fillmore where they spent the day
ary loss of their laundry horse.
Calvin Knapp, aged 72 years, died with Peter Moose. Here they were
A. L. Holmes is busy laying the very suddenly Monday evening at the joined by another merry party, fortymains Tor the new extension of the dsajpe of his son, on Land street.
six in all. An enjoyable day was
water mains.
Married in this city, Monday, July spent by all. Mrs. Lucy Swift from
The pulpit of the Third Itef. church 27, Frederick Ter Tree and Miss Nel- Manistee was also one of the parly.
will be supplied next

Sunday by Rev. ^UfiJVesterhof.Rev. J.

our entire stock of

will close out

TAN SHOES

Mr. and Mrs. Lou Van Drezer of
Grand Haven have moved to this city.
Big inducements offered to buyers at

We

Sin St., Holland.

ents in this city.

ADDITIONAL LOCALS.

Store

FOR ALL.

June 28,

1

896.

Chicago

Regardless

AND WEST MICHIGAN
am. a.m

Lv.
Ar.

p.m. D.m. p.m*
4! 1
*fl t* 11 30
20 0 30 2 ri 7 2<; 12 15
Holland. ..........10 15 6 40 2 09 7 Si) 12 30
Chicago ...........
11 60 6 50
6 40
am. a.m. p.m. p.m. a.m

p.m. a.m.
Lv.

a

Grand Rapids ... 9 15 5

Waverly ........10

Chicago ...........
Holland .......... 4 45 •8

Van Houte

0

‘

a m. p.m.
7 20 6 00 9
12 25

and will do

9

6<)

2

Many

85

prices:

are going

in

way below cost. Note these

.*>

”

apples. There was a little opposit ion
Muskegon ......
7 00 19 35
was in town to-day, and in the afterSaugatuck lost its school house by to their being married until they had
Gr&nd daven
7 34 1 07
Ar. Waverly .......
8 15 1 50
noon met the ladles of the W. C. T. U. Sunday’s storm. It was struck by a house built. Friends and acqualn
Holland ........
8 25
tances
wish
them
every
success.
Allegan ........
11 30
John G. Lee, a former newspaper lightning, and burned to the ground.
p.m. a.m. p.m. p.m.
A. Hibbard of Chicago, who has
am. pm. p m
man of Grand Haven, will begin the The loss, over insurance,is estimated been visiting Mr. Cook at the bridge
at $3,000.
Lv.AUegAn.
5 30,
0 00
publication at Grand Rapids of a
for the last three weeks, returned
Holland
9 45 C 20 1 65 7 19
Waver!
10 00 6 25 2 Id 7 15
home
Saturday
by
way
of
Grand
Haweekly sporting paper.
Just think of It! The excursion to
Grand Haven. .... 10 38 7 26 2 60
ven.
Lv.Mnekegon
11 15
Grand
Haven on Monday will have
The crowd all seem to be going for
J . Bosch of Grand Haven passed Ar. Pent water
both theMacatawaband from Holland
pro. p m.
John Vandersluis’ clean up sale of all
through here yesterday, staying with
and
Tomasso’s
orchestra
from
the
Mr.
Cook.
He
was
on
his
way
to
New
Dally
summer goods. Certainly the people
Holland with a Challenge churn, for Pa-sengercan leave Holland 6.90 a. m. and
Park. Only 60cents for round trip.
are getting big bargains.
connect at Waverly with Ottawa B *ach Holiwhich he is agent.
ness Men’s train which arrivesat Grand Bapidi
List of advertised letters for the
8.00 a.m.
The Holland Cycle Club will hold its
Trains leaving Holland 2.35 a. m ^and 12.25 p.
Van Buren County.
regular meeting next Monday even- weekendingJuly 31, at the Holland,
m. connect at Grand Rapids with 0. R. & I. ar
rlvlneat
Petoikey 9.20 a. m. and 7.50 p. m.
Mich.,
post
office: Mrs. Isaac BuikeWheat Is of good quality, but' the
ing at 8 o’clock, in the Y. M. C. A.
and Bay View 9.28 a. m and 7.58 p. m.
ma,
N.
Johnson,
Mr.
Loyd, Mr. Storey quantity is small. The largest yield
rooms. Every wheelman should atPower, Harry Roblngson, V. Walter. so far is twenty- two bushels, and that
tend.
is an exceptional one.
June 28, 1 895.
Cor. De Keyzek, P. M.
At the annual school meeting at
Saturday afternoonthe two-year old
The Home missionary society will Grand J unction, such a row was kicked
child of Henry Ten Kate, Manlius
LANSING £
R. R.
have an ice cream social Wednesday, up over the purchase of a new heattownship, was caught at the railroad
ing apparatusthat the hold-over memam.
pm.
p tn
Aug. 5, at the lawn of Mrs. Wm Swift
7 iO 1 30 3 15
crossing by a south bound train, and
bers of the board resigned and ; tbe Lv. Grand Baptds.
Ar. Lansing .......
8
54
3
16
726
east Eighth street. The ladies would male members of each faction got mad
ite life crushed out.
Detroit ........
11 43 540 10 10
and
went
home
before
electing
a
new
like to see a good attendance, and
am. p m. pm
Charles Bering, hill poster for’ Buf7 40 1 10 fl 00
they are entitled to it. Small as their board. The women in attendance Lv. Detroit ......
10 24 a a* 8 If?
seized the opportunityto organize the •,,, Lansing ........
falo Bill, was in the city Friday mornnumber may be, they accomplish a meeting and elected five trustees of Ar. Grand Kepldi
10 45
12 30 5
pm pm p tn
ing, “doing the town.” The Wild great deal of good in our city.
tbelr own choosing, and now they proWest Show will exhibit In Grand
pose to run the school according to
Parlor Cara on all trains, seats 25 cents for any
Mrs. S. F. Grubb, who lectured at their own ideas during tbe coming distance.
Rapids, Monday, Aug. 10.
‘•EG. DeHAVEN,
Hope church on Thursday evening, year.
G. P. A. Grand Rsplds. Rich
Thursday a base ball game was
J.
a
HOLCOMB.
Holland
Agent
South
Haven
residents
are
inclined
was greeted by a small but appreciaplayed in this city between the K . of
to believe that the thirty hoboes sent
tive audience. “The Gate Keepers of
P.’s of Grand Rapids and the K. of
out of town the other day told the
Sale.
the Nation” was the subject of her re- truth when they claimed to the offiP.’s of Holland. The visiting Knights
marks, and the work she is doing in cers that a state meeting of tramps rkEFADLT HAVIVG BEEN MADE IN THE
came out victors by a score of 13 to 4.
conditloua of payment of u certalu mort
the name of the W. C. T. U., for the was to be held there tbe last week in
gage made and executed by GerrltJ. Van WieJuly
or
the
first
week
in
August.
At
The strange whistle that ftis heard education of the foreign speaking
ronand HendrlkJe Van Wleren h!s wife of the
first the suggestion was considered a
Friday morning was one manufactured people who are constantly coming to
towushpofHolland, county of Ottawa and
bad joke, but tbe daily influx of these
by the Buss works, fur the Weed bask- this country, was presentedin a way visitorsis beginning to be ascribed to state of Michigan, partiesof the first part, to
Evert Van Kampenof the oitj of Holland, coutet factory at Douglas. A whistle was to enlist attention and sympathy from something more than chance.
ty of O.tawa and state of Michigan, party of tbe
ordered that would beat anything on her hearers. The remarks of Rev.
An election will be held at Paw Paw second part, dated on the 18th Jay of November.
the Lake Shure, and they got it.
Birchby and the solo by Mrs. G. J. to vote on the proposition to bond the A . D 1891 and recorded in the office of tbe regisvillage to aid the proposed electric
ter of Deed*, of Ottawa county, Michigan,on
At the Buss iron works this week Diekema, added much to the pleasure road from Benton Harbor to Allegan.
the llrthday of November A. D. 1891 in Liber 44
of theeveaing.
All the business men in the villageare
a car load of machinery from the
of mortgages, on page 89. on which mortgage
.

it

20 DAYS.

30

Waverly ......... 4
4 45 12 30 10 00 2 50
Port Sheldon.
Ar. Grand Rapids ... 5 15 6 45 1 23 10 40 3 45
officiated.
Dr. P. Moerdyk, of Chicago.
Lv.
•’
....
11 30 7 10
On Saturday Miss Emma Goodin
Petoskoy .........
12 35 8 00 3 15
The Hesperus Club of Grand RapG. J. Diekema delivered an address andEdward Waite w< rejoined in weda.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
lock by Justice Ten Have. The marids, ICO strong, banquetted at the before the Tceana county Sundayried couple availed themselvesof Mr. Allegan and Muskegon Division.
Hotel Ottawa Thursday evening.
school convention,which was held at Goodin’s absence at Grand Haven,
a.m.ipm.
Hart last week Thursday.
where he had gone with a load of Lv. Pentwnter .....
Miss Margaret Bilz of Spring Lake
5

of cost

R’Y.
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Children's and Mens, everything goes.

HAGY&BOGE
me lower

Block

.

Shoe Store.

NORTHERN

2--

It’s

not

Mortgage

Alaska

refrigerator

works was

re-

ceived, for repairs and reconstruction;
also some machinery from

tbe ChalGrand

lenge Corn Planter factory at

Haven.
By the death of Mrs. J. A. Meenk,
Hope College will lie
mide the recipient of $9,000. The deceased was a widow and died without
heirs, and she bequeathed the whole
of her estate towards the endowment
at Alto, Wis.,

of the institution.

Speaking about the dotting of advertising cards upon our sidewalks and

well enough for
parties engaged in this bus ness to realize that without the consent of the
owners such conduct is liable to be
treated as a tresspass.

defacing them,

it

-is

in favor of tbe project.

As advertized C. L. Streng & Son
close their store on Aug. 1. They
have still however some three to four
thousand dollars worth of dry goods,
which must be disposed of in two
weeks. So they will hold an auction
every afternoonfrom 2 to 5 and evenings from :30to 9 until further notice.
Now is the time to lay in your supply
of fail dry goods at a nominal sum.
Every lady in attendance will lx? given a ticket on an elegant silk waist
displayed in show window.
7

Common

Did we not have enough experienceof

lots of said mortgage with all arrearagesof Intenet thereon, at the option of the said Evrrt

Van Kampen his hstrs, executors, administraor assigns,beoamedue and payable Immediatelythereafter,and Lnbbertje Van Kampen
executrix of the last will and testautentof said
Evert Van Kampen. deceased, and sole residn-

Drop

and

in

tors

ary Legatee lo bis will r.omed. lereby declares
her electionand option to consider tbe whole

amount of

the

said principalsnm ol said mort-

by given, that by virtue of tbe power of sale In
said mortgagecontained,and the stamteln such

SEEDS!

case made and provided,said mortgagewill be

have constantly on hand
at my store and elevator on
8th Street a full stock of
I

main over night. This Society is comJa’s Dinhoff of Grand Rapids was in
Goods deliver el to
posed of some of the leading business town Monday.
part
of the city.
men of Chicago, and they will unG. Bosch of Grand Rapid?, a former
doubtedly be most dordially received resident here, took an outing at tte
by our citizen?.’ .
remits Thursday.
,

w.

-

Three Hundred Thlrty-Blx
an at-

See Us.
We’ll give you

no end of

the prices won’t

sugg- stions,

stand in the way

and

either.

gage dne and payable : Notice is thereforehere-

55c.

,-,4

claimed to be due at tbe lime of this

the sum of

The clerk reported that no objections bad same became due and payable,and th* non.
been filed!, the city clerk’s office to plans, dia- payment of said interest in default lor more
grams, profile, estimatesand assessmentdU- than sixty days after the same bfcame due and
trlct for tbe Improvement of Fifteenth st'eet, payable, wi erefore under tbe conditionsof said
between thecenter of Land etreet and the cen- mortgagetbe whole amonnt of the principal

depreciated paper during and after the
At a meeting of the Holland Cornet war? And didn’t everything double Medium Clover,
Band Monday evening It was decided and treble in price, except the wages Mammothy Clover,
of the workingman?
to change the name of the organizaAlsyke Clover,
tion, to Macatawa Cornet Band.” On
Alfalfa
Clover,
Personal
Mention.
Wednesday evening, Aug. 5, the band
Prof,
and
Mrs.
Phillip
Soulen
were
White
Clover,
will give a social at the home of Aid.
J. A. Kooyers, in the Fifth ward. the guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Al- Timothy Seed, at Wholesale
Peaches and cream will be served, and bers, Grand Rapids, last week.
and Retail.
everybody Is Invited.
A. Swart passed through here SaturAlso Flour Feed and ff rain of
day on his wheel, the “Gladiator,’’
Thursday Mr. G. J. Diekema reall kinds.
from Grand Rapids, and took the bout
ceded a dispatch from tbe Holland
Choice Timothy Ha)ft)5o a 100
for Chicago.
Society of Chicago, stating that they
*
G.J. Diekema took the boat for Mixed Hay
expected to come to Holland on tbe
Prairie
hay
50c.
evening of Thursday, Aug. 5, and re- Chicago Sunday evening.

•

every other day.

Present r Mayor De Young. Aldr. Dalman or any part of It ; and the whole of the principal
akken, Flieman Kulte, Voucher, Kooyers, and sum of said mortgage togoth.ir withal arrea •
tbe clerk.
ages of intertBUbereon. having bfcotne one and
Readingof minutes and regularorde/ of busi- payable by reason of default In the payment of
ness was suspended.
intereston said mortgage on tbe day » hen the

us

keep our paper up to par with gold!

same kind of meat for dinner

l

become

country. Let

hSh'e the

Council.
torney fee of Fifteen Dollars provided for by law
Holland, July 29, 1896.
and In said mortgage; and no suit or preejedTbe common council m t pursnact to adjourn- ings having been Institutedat law or in equity
ment, and was called to order by tbe mayor. to recover the debt secured by said mortgage,

the substitute for gold as the monetary standardof the

la

To

Dollarsand Fifty Eight Cents, b>sldea

by week, by the commercial

limbs.

K

(OnriClAL.

ter of Cleveland avenue, and that notice had
paper currency to tbe val- been given two weeks In tbe Hollahd City
ue of $475,000,000. Every dollar of it News, according to law. -Approved.
The board of assessorswas instructedto make
is worth to day 100 cents. Its value Is
out specialassessment rolls for the payment of
so fixed by the existing gold standard.
the costs and expeuse of said Improvement,and
Abolish the existing gold standard anil' reportsame to tbe oommon council at their earevery dollar in this vast amount of liest convenience.
now sound paper will shrivel to a Adjourned.
Geo. H. Sipp. Clerk.
varying sum to be fixed day by day

up town and left his wife apparently value of silver, which will then

m

notice

We have

A very sad and sudden death occurred here on Wednesday. In the
evening J. Jsger, Land street, went and week
well. When he returned a short
time later he found her laying on the
floor, having bled to death by the
barstlng of an artery in one of her

there

Necessary

fi.

aud best service is

our motto.

foieclosedby aale, at pnbllo vendue of the mortgaged premises, or so muob thereof as may be
necessary to pay the amount due on said mortgage with intereat and cotta of foreclosureand
sale.lncludlnganattorney feeof FilteenDollars;
said sale to take place at the north outer door
of tbe

Ottawa oounty ooutt house, at the city of

Grand Haven, Ottawa county, Michigan,(that
being tbe place where the circuit court for the
county of Ottawa is boldenj,on
Monday, the Nineteenth day of October J. D. 1896
at ten

o’clockIn tn# forenoon of aaid day ; the

Jacob Kite, Jr.

said mortgaged premise* to be sold being de*
orlbed In laid mortgage aa ail that certainpiece
or

parcel of land altnated and being in the town-

ship now city of Holland, county of Ottawa,
and state of Michigan, known and describedas
follows,
(31)

In

to-

wit: Lot NumberedThirty- Three

Addition Numbered One (1) to Van Den

Berg's Plat, accordingto the recorded plat
thereofon record In the office of the Register of
Deeds for said Ottawa oonnty.
Dated Holland, July 29, A. D. 18)6,

Lvbbmtjk Van Kahpkn.
aud testament of Evert Van Kampen, de

any

Ban.

Best goods, best prices

Executrix of the last will

ceased, and sole residuary legatee
therein named.
G. J.

Diekeva

Sl-lSw

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

Attorney for Executrix

Have you tried Bangs’

Soda?

26 tf

To but.

A bouse on Columbia ave, opposite
Lincolo Park. Inquire of Mrs. G.
W. Hopkins.
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giving a

use of ease and contentmind. The streets all
| gravelled are at all times scrupulously ciean. The walks are even
and upon a surface grade without a
step throughout thccity; the lawns,
private and public, are cultivated
with as much pride and taste as
those ol the best parks: the homes
are neat, prettv and kept in repair,
all of which is evidence of local
loyalty, neighborly fellowship and
an indiudual interest in the entire

ment

HOLLAND.
In tlie

Front Rowol me Gallery

ot Smaller Cities o!

me

m

Wolverine State
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Tne

Home

ol

Eiairt

temed HaDDy ane Prosoerous Peoole-

IMP- OK HUE INDfSTKIKS AMADVAN AOKS WHICH HAVE CON-

RES

l

TKIBUTED lO I IS PROSKEKI I V, lOGETHER WITH LEI STRA >N^ AND
PEN SKETCHES OF ITS BL'SINESS
MEN, SHOWIMG WHO THEY ARE,
I l<

I

WHAT THEY
LI

I>‘>

AND

WHY

IHE\

YE HERE.

In writing o( the Hollami of today one’s thoughts naturally turn
to the days when the sturdy Hollanders, seeking a haven from political and religious oppression,
braved the hardships of pioneer
life, the dangers of the forest and

m

to the

commnmtN

.

(ioVI RNMKN'I.

TliousatidGon-

LT'-

1,

m.

m

The government of the city is
and has b* en of such a character
that the public improvements have
been m ulr m a manner consistent
with tlm home enterpriseof the
citizens A sewerage system about
to be adopted. Bure water is obtained from wells and distributedj which furnish employment to thouTHE L ATE DU A ( V A N K A A L I E. I) I)
all over the city, by works that are sands of men, women and children,
one best adapted by nature for his of iKyi.and the panic of 1S73.it has owned and operated by the munic- 1 Illustrations of some of the more
important ones are found in this isobject. Being a man of superior outlived them all so that to-day the ipality.
sue. Woodworkingis the chief intalent, and fine educational ability, city of Holland is one ol the most
The Bnu. u; Schools.
dustry — from the heavy manufache founded shortly upon his arriv- prosperous and substantialcities of
Holland is abreast of any city of ture of hardwood lumber to the
al an educational institution, which its class in the United States.
production of furniture, baskets,
sash, doors and blinds. Flour is
shipped to all parts of the world,
and thus the city is enabled to more
than consume the cereals raised in
this immediate vicinity. With a
few exceptions, the factories have
developed from native energy and
capital, and their success lias provI

m

fell
V

II

* 3

iy.’.

i

m
V
O. J.

DIKKEMA.

wrath of the Indians. Their
strugglesto obtain a foothold in
this section of Michigan, their lives
and habits, have often been chronicled by the historian, and it is not
our purpose at present to follow
the

them through these

offered inducementsto remove

elsewhere. Those

opportunities

will be offered to others outside to

locate with us. Holland means
business, and the sentiment is not
confined to a few, but to the entire

community.

HOPE COLLEGE.
Hope College is the product of
emigration from the Netherlands to
this country since 1846. These
sturdy Hollanders, like the original

en an incentive to reach outside for settlers of New York and New
more of them. There are natural Jersey, put a high estimate upon
advantages offered by Holland for religion and education. Among
the employment of diversified labor, them the church and the school
unsurpassed in any other city in the house stood side by side, and the

United States.

EX MAYOR

induced factories to come and stay
with us, although many have been

L-OteW
jtv

mm,

privations.

And best of

all,

preacher

and the teacher were

the sentiment of the people is such equally indispensable.Soon after
that any acquisitionsare welcomed their arrival in this country, as
with a hospitality and good senti- these Hollanders settled in western
ment not met with in every com- Michigan, and in parts of others of
the north-western states, they
munity.
The fire protectionis ample and found an ecclesiasticalhome with
secure. Society is of a high and the Reformed Church in America,
cultured caste. The city is also the oldest church organization on
well lighted by its own electric this continent. As early as 1851,
light plant including 28 miles of when they had but barely learned
wire and 49 atch lights, which is in to make inroads upon the primeval
charge and under the management forests, and when life meant but
of Mr. Fred Fairfield, an able and little more than a struggle for exhighly qualified electrician,who has istence, they already turned their
had years of practice and is one of minds to higher education. In
the most proficientelectriciansin 1853 the General Synod of the Reformed Church took this pioneer
the country.
Unsurpassed shipping facilities, school under its fostering care, and
both by land and water. Having a in 1853 organized it as Holland

through line to Chicago, may be Academy. This school grew in
They were sturdy $ons of toil, and was the nucleus of what has since Substantial stone and brick struc- its size in the State in the matter of
had via, either the Chicago & West power and influence, and , in 1865
had a firm belief in the future great- developed into Hope College. The: lures, adorn the principal streets: public schools, besides having withMichigan Railroad, or over Lake was organized as Hope College.
ness of their adopted country. magnificent structure, which adorns (and modern dwelling houses, which in her borders Hope College, a
Michigan by the Holland and Chi- F rom it more than 200 have since
Their faith was not misplaced and the first page of this twenty-fifthare nearly all owned by their occu mention of which is made elsewhere
graduated,of whom 66 per cent
cago Transportation boats.
they have bequeathedto their chil- anniversary issue, is one of the pants, go to make up the present in this issue. The High school
have entered the gospel ministry.
United States Mails.
dren a royal inheritance.
buildings located in the campus. handsome city. The broad aven- completes an excellent education,
The alumni of the preparatory deTime has wrought many changes.
With a population of nearly 8,000
The mighty wheels of progress
Holland has a mail service that
k
have rolled over and obliterated alplaces its postoffice on a par with
most every vestige of the original
many cities of nearly double her
village of Holland, thus named by
population, and we expect soon to
‘Si'i
the late Dr. A. C. \ an Kaalte,
lie placed upon the free delivery
(whose excellent portrait adorns
system, and Holland has in the
: •;
the top of this page), and who may
person of Mr. C. DeKeyser a most
• ,
.V*r Nr
be termed the pioneer of Holland.
capable man for postmaster.
. ' i
The city to-day stands conspicuous
Features 01 Society.
among the growing municipalities
Nearly every citizen owns his
of the State of Michigan.
own home, which cultivates a trait
It is the duty of a newspaper to
for the home circle, developing inaccuratelydescribe passing events,
to societies of all descriptions.
as from its files are obtaided the
There are more than a half a score
facts for fvture literature and nothof churches, as many beneficiary
ing can be of more importance than
ml
societies, clubs and reading circles;
a general statementof the condian opera liouse (so called) which
tion of the whole city. When,
s
furnishes a place for amusement
PRES. O. J. KOLLKN, I.L. D.
therefore, we state that Holland
derived from plays, concerts, lechas superior natural advantages
J
tures, etc. Law and order prevail partment count more than 500.
and attractions, which constituteit
at all times. For summer pastimes The feeble academy of ’55 has since
of more importancethan its sister
there is good fishing in Black Lake. then grown into a Theological Semcities,we propose to bring facts to
Many Holland people have cottages inary, a College and a Preparatory
prove it.
at both Macatawa Bark and Otta- Department, wherin are found
Holland is located in a most ferwa Beach, both of which resorts more than 200 students, of both
tile section of Western Michigan,
I.
may be reached by boat leaving sexes, taught by 15 men of recogthe lands stretchingeast and south
the city many times during the day nized ability. A property and an
for miles, being the most producand are almost within sight of the endowment amounting to more
tive of any the sun shines on. The
than $250,000 have been accumucity.
fine buildings,the well kept stock,
lated. Owing to a competent fathe modern farm machinery, the
In Conclusion,
culty and a faithful and industrious
well dressed farmer, all give evi
It is the design of this brief
studentry, the college ranks high
dence of a prosperity substantial
sketch to form simply an introducamong her sister institutions.Her
and abiding. The City proper is
; Tory to that which follows in this
diploma is honored by the leading
located on the eastern shore of
edition of the News. By carefully
Universitiesin the land, and admit
Lake Michigan, too miles distant
perusing the columns, it will be
her graduates to post-graduate
from Chicago, 180 miles from Defound that the conditionsunder work for higher degrees. Hergradtroit, 80 miles from Milwaukee, and
which the city has .prospered in the nates are found all around the
directl. East of that city, and 25
miles from Graud Rapids, and con
pa^St^ilX'ltLa.Gd
*u0nt;.n!!ei° globe, and everywherereflect great
exist permanently in the future. credit upon their u/rnu mater. The
tains within a radius of fifteenmiles
That which has made the commun- institution is pervaded with a strong
'Mi
over thirty thousand people. BegSE
OK'
ity desirablefor happy and contenChristian atmosphere.It is the
sides being excellent farming lands,
ted homes, for prosperous indusaim of the authoritiesto make it a
the soil nearest the Lake and city
tries and business enterprises, is
safe place for young people
are more particularly adapted for
Ffvcheerfullyextended to the world.
where by hard study and plain livfruit growing, celery raising and
A hearty invitation is extended all
ing they can acquire a liberal edumarket gardening.
to come and see us; individuals,
cation at a very moderate expense.
As is mentioned above this seccorporations and capitalists.
For catalogue apply to registrar,
tion of Michigan was founded by
Those who desire to establish
colonists from the Netherlands,
Prof. C. Doesburg,Holland, Mich,
factories in the commercial center
and for further imformation to
Europe, headed by the late Dr. A.
of .the world, just outside of ChicaC. VanRaalte,who settled here in
FACULTY OF HOPE COLLEGE.
President G. }. Kollen, LL.D.
go, are first urgently requested to
the year 1847 when the present site
The town and surrounding coun- ues whicn intersect each other at and prepares the student for a uni investigate the opportunitiesoffered
of the city was a densely wooded
The News is the official paper of
by Holland, before locating elsetry made slow progress for a few right angles, are relieved by wide vershy course.
forest, and after a careful examinaCitv of Factories.
where. No natural gas exists here the city, and with the exception of
years, but still substantial, and lawns. A forest of maple trees ention of the lands, and natural adnotwithstandingits many draw- velopes the city in a magnificent
The prosperityof Holland is due but there are other opportunities one year has always beea.designavantages, decided upon the spot
backs, together with the great fire foliage, beautiful to the eye, and largely to its successful factories, of superior advantages which have ted as such since it was founded.
where the city now stands, as the
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chant tailoringestablishments,as
men who patronize such institu-1
tions are. as a rule, fastidius in
their tastes. Holland is certainly
well favored with a large number,
but none deserve more credit than
the above named gentleman.His
business here was establishedin
1S94. The premises occupied consist of a one-story frame 22x35
feet in area. He does repairing as
well as custom work. Employment is furnished one man the
year round. All work turned out
by him is guaranteed satisfactory,
and faultless as to workmanship

Ies&p^

of the Republican party, and

and style.

STANDAKD UOLI.KK

HOLLAND TEA COMPANY.. troduction of

the employment ot the best
skilled labor to be obtained in the
trade, there has been established
an enterprise, in Holland, that
which no citv can show one with a
better and more satisfactory record
for the time it has been in existence.
The trade territory of the house extends to all parts of the United
States ami foreign countries. Mr.
Van Ark is a native of the old
country, but has resided here for
many years. Mr. Van Putten, the
secretaryanil manager, is a native
of Michigan, born in Holland in
1859. He was postmaster for four
years, from i.SNb until 1S90; was also city treasurerfor one year. All
members of the firm are enterprising and progressive business men
of Holland.

Dealers in teas and coffees,apices,
extracts,and baking powder: ,iU"

THK CAPPON A
LEATHER

Treasurer. Simultaneous- crockery, glassware, and silverIv with the incorporation of the ware. Store in the new Citv HoBertsch,

Hl-RTSCH
CO.

(

Werkman is a

tivc of Michigan,

j

concern, enlarged facilities were se- tel block, Eighth - street,
hie of
Manufacturers of superior Pnion- cured, and increased effort put the most conspicuous among the
Tanned Harness and Shoe leather. forth with a view of extending the business houses on Eighth street
Tanneries are located on West Company’s trade. The wisdom of is that of the Holland Tea ComEighth street and the other on the this step was soon apparent. Bus- pany, whose transactions in teas
North side of the cit\ . The offices iness relations being extended, a and coffees during the past two
of the Co. are located in the Eighth notable increase of production fol- years have steadily grown and exstreet tannery. Many establish- lowed. and at the present time, the panded, particularly in the past
ments find employment in the hand- Company can lay the claim to be- year, during the short time the
ling and manufacture of leather ing the largest and most successful business has been under the profrom the time the skin leaves the leather manufacturers in Michigan, prietorship of Mr. Philip Tanis.
back of the animal in the shape of if not the entire west.
and under the management of his
The extent of the plant owned
raw hide, to the period when it is
manufacturedinto shoe or harness and operated by the Cappon A
Bertsch Leather Company is a matter of just pride to the founders of
the industry. The area of the
ground covered by the tanneries,
factories etc., is over fourteenacres
M ART IN & HUIZINGA,
in extent. The buildings in which
Dealers in drugs, books; students’
the various products are prepared
1 supplies always on hand; store on
for market, are substantial in struccornerof Eighth and River >treets.
ture and handsome in design and
Successors to 1\ \Y. Kane. S. A
appearance, being also equipped
Martin and G. H. Huizinga prowith every description of machinprietors, This enterprising and
erv necessary to the productionof
progressive drug store was first esleather. Over 270 hands are emtablished by Yates A Kane, who
ployed in the premises under the
conducted it until about tour years
supervision of J. J. Cappon, the
'ago.
The business was then purcapable foreman, all of whom are
j

MII.I.s.

valuable machinery, employed. Mr.

and

I

i

born

in

na-

Holland

in 1S49. He is a tinner by trade,
but has u orked at this business for
many years. He started with a
small capital but has steadily increased his business, and by economy ha> built up his present

mag-

,

Hope College, and a
the board of education
of the city of Holland in 1895, and
was appointed by Gov. Rich as one
of the three members of tne Michitrustees of

member of

nificient trade.

WALSH-DEROO

TH E

in

the conventions of this county he is
a leader. In 1892 he was honored
by receiving the nomination for
attorney-generalof the state by his
Republicanfriends, and at the election had for his opponent Mr. Ellis of Ionia, who was the nominee
on the Democratic and the People’s
ticket, and owing to this Mr. Diekema was defeated, though he received one thousand more votes
than the Republicancandidate for
governor, who was elected by thirty thousand majority. His career
in the political arena has been one
of honor, and he is no less distinguished as a lawyer, for he is a
forcible,eloquent and convincing
speaker, logical in his reasoning
and always deeply in earnest. He
is a director of the h irst State bank
of Holland. In the cause of education he is deeply interested and
is at present secretary of the board

MIL-

LING COMPANY.

gan Municipal Commission, of

A

history of Holland's various which he was selected as president
enterpriseswould be very incom- by his associates. He is a promiplete without special mention be- nent and influential citizen.

ing made of the Walsh-DeRoo
Milling Company's plant, as un-

questionably to this industry more
than other is due the city’s present
growth and reputation as a manufacturing city. This mammoth
flouring mill proper was founded
away back in 1882, and was incorporated in 1887. It is located on
River street, and has direct connection with the C. A \Y. M. railroad. The present officers of t|ie
company are: I. Cappon, president; II. Walsh, vice president,
and C. J. De Roo. secretary and

i

A. Yegtcr, proprietors. This cigar
business was established in 1895,

by Mr. Erank De Later. Soon
Yegter was admitted as
partner. Both members of the
firm are competent cigar makers
and fully understand every detail
of the business. The firm manufacture the celebrated"Snag” ciafter Mr.
a

£ar’

a'so

spacious four-story and hr0(K's aru'

a

CO..

Manufacturersof fine havana and
domestic cigars; E. De Later and

The premises occupied “(iriP-" a*l

treasurer,

include

SNAG CIGAR

I4, and the
"hich are 5 cents
capital sellers. They
Med

d

^

basement mill 50x270, with a four- employ four hands. The building
story elevator40x30 feet in dimen- oecupied is a two-story frame,
sions. The various departments 1 he firm occupy the upper story,
chased by Swift A Martin, who are fully equipped with the latest : 20x5° feet in dimensions, and are
paid good wages and live in comconducted it for about six months, improved Roller process machinery rll"-v equipped with all adequate
PAI L TANIS.
fortable homes. The product of
when Mr. Swift retired, Mr. Hui- and appliances known to the trade. machinery and appl ances for the
this Company reaches the formidISAAC CAITON.
able sum of 100,000 hides and 30,- son, Mr. Paul Tanis. It is one of zinga buying out his interest. The Here 32 skilled hands are em- conduct of the business. Both
twin name
name was
was then
then changed
changed to>
to 1 piove(j '' anti tjie machinery js members of the firm are young
000 skins annually. Sole, harness the most popular houses in the firm
ployed, and the machinery is
and sole leather. In this connec- and saddle leather, are the princi- trade in the city, and has achieved Martin A- Huizinga Ihepremi- (|m'on ' by a superior 200 horse- men a,u' wc'"
b>' their many
driven by a superior 200 horsetion, we desire to make special ref- pal manufactures, and four travel- a wide reputation for the superior ses occupied comprise a two-storv pc)wer steani en,,me together with l)atrons throughout the city and
------ .... of
_r.i
----l- in- brick 25x50 feet in area, which is
!countrv
erence in this anniversary edition ling men dispose of these without character
the
goods, which
, J
11 cm a boiler capacity for a 175 horseof The News, to the old establish- difficultyin the leading cities of the cludes the finest importationsof mcelv arranged and well
• 1 *
r
„ power engine, besides a 50 liorseed and representative house of United States, the quality of the green and black teas from India, with a fine line of drugs, patent power boiler, which may be used
WILLIAM D. HOPKINS,
the Cappon & Bertsch Leather Co., goods turned out by the Company China, and Japan; the choicest medicines, chemicals, perfumes,
' 'n c
, 1u
1 in cases of emergency. I he firm Photographer, Eighth street, up
whose tanneries are the largest being of so fine a grade that they coffees from Mocha, Java, and etc., of all kinds, school books and
have also a cooper shop, where stairs in the Ranters Block. Among
manufacturing industries of the are always in demand by dealers ii» South America; fragrant spices supplies,writing material, etc.
,
they manufacture their own barrels. those who have kept pace and folkind in the State of Michigan. The this class of material. Taking the ! from the tropics;and the choicest contributes essentially to the de-,.^ mj||s proper are built of brick
lowed closely all the improvements
foundation of this business dates Cappon & Bertsch Co. as a repre- 1 tropical and domestic fruits. The mands of^ a large and expanding |
corrugated iron, rendering
that have been made in the photoback to the year 1857, when, with sentativeindustry of the State it is company sell onlv their own ex- uau'-- 1 ms mum. 11 wu a luuuuK 1 t|iem
almost fire proof. In the graphic art. there are probably
but meager capital, though pos- one of which Michigan has good cellent brand of 'bakinj; ponder with the best
.11111
11.
] |i
in its
line in the city,
* 1j mj||
ill are
o r*r» »-? doub|e
«1/-viilxlo sets of r0„Si and
none so well known as Mr. William
and their
their patrons comprise
sessed with a wealth of experience, reason to feel proud.
and pure extracts, etc. I heir store. jlnd
comprise he its dai| ,/ it is 6o0 barrels 0,
D. Hopkins. He is a photograpluck and energy, the present heads
has become familiarly noted for leading familiesin Holland. Miss
flour and 50 tons of feed and meal. pher of ripe experience, and is alof the establishment, Messrs. Capfine teas and coffees, and is con- ! Martin, the senior member of the
principal brands produced are ways successful in producing the
WILLIAM BENJAMINSE. ducted in such a capable manner hrm, is thoroughly competent i The
pon and Bertsch, embarked in the
t4Sunlj ht „
‘Michigan,” “Elec- best and most brilliant effects, and
,, "pn’ri
Prominent among the early res- that a large business, both in the (-!ru"&‘st- •''he is a registered | trir
tric,” “Purity,” “Daisy," “Morn- is practical and proficient in all
idents of Holland is the above citv and country, has been built pharmasist. having taken a course ling Star," “Idlewild,” “Diamond”
branches of the art, which has been
named gentleman. He is a native np' A special business is made of from the Chicago college of phar- and “Magnolia." The specialties acquired by close application and
of the Netherlands, born March china and glassware for every-day j niacy, and was formally in the
in Big Rapids, are Graham Mour, Wheatena study. His work has been brought
4, 1831, and is possessed of all requirements, and also ornamental drug business in
Flour, Buckwheat Flour, Rye into direct competition with that of
those qualitias of industry and goods in this line, such as lamps Mich. Mr. Huizinga is a native Flour, Rye Meal, Pearl Barley,
the most accomplishedphotograph
energy so characteristicof people vases, statnetts, etc. All pur- of this city, and has resided here Wheat Grits. Rolled Oats, Bolted
artists and has invariablybeen proof his nationality, more particu- chasers receive a present ot iome- all his life. His parents are among Meal, Fenl corn and oafs) Meal,
nounced superior. He has been
larly those who first settled in this thing useful or ornamental, and the earliest settlers, and are highly
and Mill Feed. These brands are establishedin business here since
section of Michigan and developed every care and attention is given respected citizens. He is study- unrivalled for quality, purity, and
1891, his first location being on the
it into what it is to-day. Mr. Ben- to customers. Both the Mr Ta- ing the drug business,and expects
uniform excellence,and are general ground floor near by his present
jaminse came with his parents to nis' are natives of Chicago. 111. shortly to receive his necessary favorites with the trade and public
America in the year 1847, "hen a The senior Mr. Tanis is a large credentialsand become a full wherever introduced. Orders are
boy, and for four and a half years real estate owner, and but very fledged pharmaci-t.He is a very promptly filled at the lowest ruling
was a resident of New York city. little time is spent in Holland, populer young business man, and market prices, and the trade of the
From there the parents removed while his son attends to the busi- well liked by everybody. The house extends throughout all secto Grand Rapids. In that city Mr. ness here, and during his short firm have the finest soda water tions of Michigan, and the states
Benjaminse grew to mature years, business career in the city has met fountain in the feitv, w here car- east of the Mississippi,while large
bonated drinks and ice cream arc
and received his education,and with a brilliant success.
quantities of the company’s
JOHN HUMMELL.
served. Employment is furnished
splendid flour, 11 exported even to
three assistants to attend to the
HOLLAND
FURNITURE
CO.
Europe.
business of tanning hides and skins.
want> of their numerous customTo trace the early struggles and exManufacturers of Chiffoniers, ers.
periences of the sturdy founders of
GEKRIT J. DIEKEMA.
Chamber Suits, and Side- Boards.
AYS
this industry would be but to reOffice and Works on River streets.
Prominent among the leading atHENRY
D.
WERKMAM,
count that of most successful men,
This enterprising and progressive
tornevs of this locality is the above
who, commencing at the bottom of
manufacturingindustry was * stab- Dealer 111 dry goods, groceries, named gentleman, who has met 1%
the financial or commercial ladder,
lished in Holland in 1893, bv the flour and feed; 46 and 48 River
with signal success, as a lawyer
have by dint of unwearying pafollowing well known businessmen street. Holland, Mich This gro- and politician, and is one of the
tience, indomitableperseverance,
as officersand directors: Herman eery and dry goods business was
most noted men of his profession
and natural business sagacity,sucYan Ark, president; Edward Yau- established many years ago by M. in this section of Michigan. Mr.
w. I). HOPKINS.
ceeded in surmounting all obstapell, vice-president;
Jacob
Yan Jonkman. Mr. Werkman bought G. J. Diekema, whose portrait
cles, finally attaining the summit
Putten. secretaryand manager. out the business eleven years ago, adorns the first column of this
handsome quarters,which are well
of success. The growth of this inThe company was organized under and has successfully conducted it special twenty-fifth anniversary ediequipped and provided with all the
dustry having reached such protion, is an ex-mayor of the city of appliances known to modern phoportions as to render the handling
Holland. He was born in Holland tography, and his facilitiesare per¥
of the business difficult under old
township March 27, 1859, a son of fect and complete for obtaining reconditions, it was determined bv
W. Diekema, and was reared and sults of the very highest order of
WILLIAM BENJAMINSE.
educated in the town of his birth. excellence. Mr. Hopkins makes a
I
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Lilli

learned the printer's trade, He
was an apprenticefor four years
and afterwards a journeyman.
About the year i860, he came to
Holland, Mich., and worked at the
printer’s trade until 868* w hen he
assumed the editorshipof "De
Hollander,” which was at that
time the oldest Dutch paper in
the United states, and in later
years merged into "De Grondwet,” a thrift) and prosperous
paper which is still printed in this
city by Mr. L. Mulder, the father

$

m
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H
HOLLAND Kl UNITfBE

FACTORY.

the laws of the state, with a capi- lever since. The premises occupied
of the proprietors of the Holland
tal stock of $100,000. The premi- comprise a two-story frame buildCitv News. Mr. Benjaminse was
substantial ing 24x36 feet in dimensions, and
engaged in the newspaper busi- ses occupied are
three-story brick and basement, an onc-story frame building 16x36
JOHN J. CAITON.
ness in Holland for thirty-three
built in the form of a letter L, with feet in area with an archway conyears. He is a member of the
the proprietors to convert it into a
a frontage on Riverstreetof 80x125 necting the two stores. A capital
Holland Christian Reformed
stock company. This was done in
feet and 50x125 feet on Sixth stock of between four and five
Church and is an active worker in
1875 when a corporationwas formed
street. It is one of the handsomest thousand dollars is invested in the
church affairs and an honorable
factoriesin Holland, and among business and a fine line of goods
under the name of the Cappon
worthy citizen.
Bertsch Leather Co., the officers p'
the most complete in organization^ are constantly carried. His trade
equipment, and facilities for the is among some of the best families
now being: Isaac Cappon, PresiJACOB
manufacturingof furniture. The in the city, besides a large and exdent; J. Hummell, Vice-President;
J. J. Cappon, Secretary and superThe best sign of a thrifty com- quality of goods manufactured are panding country trade. Three
ntendent of the works; and John munity is a large number of mer of the best possible. With the in- clerks and a delivery wagon are

a

&

KLOOSTKRMAN.

Having received a good common specialty of platino work. He also
school education, he entered Hope does landscapes, interior and exCollege in 1873, and after taking a terior views, etc., and is always
full classical course, graduated in successfuland with but few excep1881. He then took up the study tions all the photographs from
of law, and two years later gradu- which the cuts are made for this
ated from the state Universityat twenty-fifth anniversary edition,
Ann Arbor. He then began the were photographed by Mr. Hopprastice of law in Holland, andjkins. He also does all kinds of
immediately entered upon an ac- painting, crayon work, water colors,
tive legal business which has con- pastel, India ink, etc., etc. The
tinued to grow ever since. With trade territoryembraces all over
his popularity as a lawyer, and the the western part of this State. He
interest taken in political affairs, he^’has neat handsomely fitted up parsoon became a leading figure in the lors, and well equipped operating
Republicanparty of this section of rooms, and makes a fine display of
Michigan. In 1884 he was elected beautiful specimens of his handiby that pa-ty as superintendent of work in portraiture, landscapes,
schools, for two years; in 1885 he etc. Mr. Hopkins is a native of
was elected to the state legislature, Holland, Michigan, born in 1870,
and this positionhe filled for eight learned his trade with a Mr. Munyears. In the session of 1889-90, roe of St. Louis, Mo., and opened
he was speaker of the House of up business for himself. He is an
Representative, and presided with enterprising and hustling young
good judgment and wisdom in this business man and has made many
responsible and trying position. warm' friends.
He is usually on the committee of
resolutionsin the state conventions The News $1.00 per year.

are 22x44 feet, which he built expressly is a native of Holand, he is an expert
for the business;they are nicely arraug- ami practical horseshoer, and he also
ed and equipped with all the latest and understandsevery detail in the wood
most approved fixturesand appliances, working line. He is a stockholderin the
includinga refrigerator chest made from Holland Furniture company, also a stockthe finest Georgia leaf pine, and mauu- holder in the Holland Transportation
factured in 8t. Louis, Missouri, with a company and also the Carriage Bending
cold storage capacity of several hundred works.
square feet. The counters are marble
ROOT & KRAMER,
top and the fixtures are* furnished iu natural wood, and the market is a model Dealers in dry gbods, groceries,etc.,
of cleanliness. Mr. Van Der Veere Eighth street. This old and reliable
maki*s a specialtyof handling home business house was established by the
dressed meats of all kiuds, uud he does above named gentlemenIn 1870. They
bis own butchering, buying his stock occupy one of the handsomest stores In
from the farmers iu the surrounding the city. The front of the store is built
country.
also manufacturestine with Waverly stone and presents a very
sausage and head cheese and he prides handsome appearance. The building Is
himself of having at all times the choic- two stories high and basement, 25x80
est lard that may be found in the city. feet In area, and is well filled with a
Employment is given two assistantsand choipi, assortment of groceries and dry
a deliverywagon is kept.
goods selectedfrom the best sources, all
of which are fresh and clean. The firm
WILL Z. BANGS,
Manufacturingchemist,returned to Holland after an absence of about seven
years. Mr. Bangs, the well-known

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK.

year round. Mr. A. B. Bosman was
The Holland State Bank, a worthy horn in Europe, while his brother,John
representativeof the modern system of Bosnian, was born in this city. A. B.
banking. This institutionwas incorpor- was an alderman for the Third ward
ated in 1800 under the state banking last year. Both brothers are prominent
laws. It has a capital of $50,000.00, in business and social circles, and have

l

-v'-'

hosts of friends in the city and surroundwith a surplus of $7,000.00. Its list of
ing country.
officers is as follows: D. B. K. Van
Raalte, President; Adrian Van Putten,
B. 8TEKETEE,
Vice President; C. Ver Schure, Cashier,
__ _________
_ well-known
___________ business
_______ Dealer in dry goods, groceries and crockwith the
following
men and capitalists as "directors:C. Ver cry. glassware, lamps, etc., Eighth and
Schure R. VeneKlasen, John C. Post, River streets. This enterprising and
n n
Van Raalte
H. Beach, A. progressive dry goods and grocery bumPut.™ j
M.
wa, .Publishedin 1«B b, .hu
Putten and P. H. McBride. Its manage- M. ketee brothers Messrs. I uter am
nent have ever been characterized by Hastman Steketee, who conducted >t as

L

W
Van

K

Van

interest, and

he ha.

He

since

These are among the great factors that conducted it alone. The pre ts
a handsome two-story brick
produce a sound and healthy bank. The
the corner of Eighth
Holland City State Bank does a regular building near

^

legitimatebanking busine.. in deno.it., “j^’^'entJance'.To”,* “uee.a He
Ipans, collections, etc., rece
carries every line of goods ordinarily kept
of manufacturers, merchantsand others
1((i8lde8many Wlir,.s

ves

pharmacist bus recently opened up a
neat and tidy drug store uu Eighth street,
next door to Bosnian Bros, clothing store.
When formerly in business iu Holland
Mr. Rungs may be remembered as the
junior member of the drug firm of
Kremers & Rungs, prior to this he was
also employedin Mr. Walsh’s drug store.
Mr. Rungs is the proprietorand manufacturer of “Pine Cones,” "The White
Pine Specific,”"White Pine Pile Remedy, "White Pine Salve," "A. S. A.The Little Folks’ Remedy," "La Grippe
Little Black Pills," and "Bangs’ Magic
Celery," the popular headache remedy.
Mr. Bangs is a registeredpharmcist,
having years ago sold out his business
here to take a course at the Illinois Colaged breweries in Uetroil, and also in lege of Pharmacy. He was at one time
an alderman of Holland and is well liked
Jackson, Alien., beloie coming to iioi
as a business man.
laud.

leaned the premises fur three years, huv
on the most favorable terms, remits colfabricsnot usually found outside of in the same line of business,but only as
mg iMJiigm out
Air. .’sell, aoout nine
lections at lowest rates, and renders .
Ht,)res The stock includes retailers, quitting manufacturing.After •••*
- .........
... ...... — ”
thorough satisfactionto tdl customers. ^ ^
)(lH 8Udl aH groceries,conducting a retail store for about eight moiatus ago. i ins change Has ocm. ioiThls bank has one of the strongeststeel- (,rv ,r)M((ls notions,table covers, bedding, rears with his father he bought out
"> lm'sl **uccvs»iui results,amt
lined vaults, with burglar-proofsafes in^pceiallv showing rare good judg- latter’s interest.Mr. Reidsema is a vet- l“e 1^’1 lnrl “uW pfoouccu is in ewi)
side, that may be found in the state of (.utl(iryVhina. and glassware, the latter cnin of the late war, and enlisted in
l“, ^'al lunK'u
uui in uie stale. .Mr. ftclu* mtu can
gtock especially showing rare good judg- in the 2nd Mich. Cavalry, serving his
mew
atiuut Unny-tivebarrels at one
incut in selection. In the L fronting three years’ enliirtiiieiit.
He then retnrntime. .1 lull} -norse power engine is useo
river street the grocery department is ed home, and after remaininga short
JAMES A. BROUWER,
in the eoiKluelol
business..ur.
conducted,
and
every
staple
and
luxury
time
again
enlisted,
this
time
as
a
vetDealer in furniture, carpets, wall paper,
acUoenun is a native of tietiuuu). ne
may
here
be
found.
The
store
proper
is eran, and got back into the same comlace and chenille curtains,window
was raised in 11k- business, ms turner
shades and baby carriages, west side a double one, connected by an archway. imny, where he served until the close of was a mew er in the old eountt). ne is
the war. He was captured by the rebels
a iso a graduate irom lUe brewers senoot
and put in Libby prison for five months, at Worms, tier many, uud graduatedus
and also in the Coholwi prison, Alabama. mew master eighteenyears ago. Ai
In the latter place he was discharged at though he was sixteen years ol age, ne
the close of the war.
is now in his 51st year, lie bus man-

^

,

^ uf

the

1861

^

-

Michigan.
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TYLER VAN LANDEGEND.

Plumbing and steam fitting,hot air, hot
water and steam heating. All kinds of
1.. 1-.. \ A.N DULZi’.K,
sheet metal work. tin. slate, iron and
Propruior ol the popular restaurant
gravel roofing, wood and iron pumps,
bearing his name at .\o. fAgutn street.
pipe, sinks, etc. Second building west
i here is no branch ol tuei'cuutileindusof Holland City State Bank. Van Lantry ot more importance Unin mat w mcp

mm*

dogend. the proprietor of this business,
applies to tUe- daily necessities ol the peois a thorough, practicalman in every deple, aim in tins connection the caterer
partment of the profession. He
estab- is deserving ot prominent mention. One
‘J5 '7""”
lished himself here in 1875. Ihe nnsn- oI llu. lnl8l glluWU caterers in this city
Mr. U L. Van Divzer, who has been
ness consists of plumbing, steam and hot
water heating, natural and artificialgas

Sr^,«^

hose, sewer pipe, pumps, tin. slate, iron of 21xOU feel, and include,besides the
River street. Among the pioneer retail Each deimrtinent being a separate store and gravel
He
office room, u handsomelyfurnished cate
furnituredealers of Holland is Mr. as it were, containing a different line of pies a two-story frame, divided off into lU1q lunch parlor, having
seating
James A. Brouwer. His business was goods, of which all classesof customers store and shop. The front part, or store, Capuciiy of about sixty-hve. Mr. Nan

roofing.

founded away buck in 1872, shortlyafter may Iv accommodated. Employment is
the, big tire Uiut destroyed the city of funiishedfive clerks, besides two delivery
Holland in 1871. The originalname of "agons are kepit busy. Mr. Steketw is
n native of Michigan, and was horn in
the firm was II. Meyer & Co., and they
Grand Rapids in 1855. He was city
eouiucted it for some time when a son
of Mr. Meyer was admitted into the councilman one term, in '8(1 87, is u stockholder in the First State Bank and the
firm, and the name changed to Meyer,
Holland and Chicago Transportation Co.
Brouwer & Co. In 18SX) Mr. Brouwer
bought out his partner’sinterest and has
since vorj’ successfullyconducted it ou
his own account.Today it is the leading
house of the kind in the city. From
small beginnings this house has grown
to its present mammoth proportions. It
occupies a double store 64x75 feet in dimensions,which is well tilled with a
nicely selected stock of furniture of every
style and grade, carpets, oil cloths, window shades, wall paper, pictures,baby
carriages, and house furnishing goods;
also lace and chenille curtains.

STILLMAN,

C. L.
Boarding
house, Ninth street. Among
Tailors and clothiers,store on Eighth
street: A. B. Bosnian and John Bosman. ihe leading and most popular
proprietors. We desire to direct atten- houses in Holland Is the above illum’d.
tion in this commercial review of Hol- Air. Stillman aims to keep none but the
land to the flourishingmercantile house very best classes of boarders, uud furof Bosnian Bros., the well known mer- nish a tube with the best of everything
chant tailors and clothiers. Its founda- Unit money can buy. The moderate
......................
......
.. it was estah- rate uf 3.09 per week is charged for table
tion
dates from 1869.
when
fished by the father of the present pro- board, and where rooms ure required an
advance of from 50 cents to $1.00 per
week extra according to room and loculion. Accommodations can be furnished

BOSMAN BROS.,

for

show-room.etc., which

--

from 15

20 day boarders. The cooking
home cooking, or in
other words, the patrons receiveall the
comfortsof a home, which cannot be
obtained iu either an hotel or restiutrauH.
Thereforewe cull the attention of the
traveling public, and citizensgenerally
to the above named boarding bouse us
one that wc cun recommend as being
first-classin every respect.

••£v

to

is lirst-cliiHs
and is

a

22x80 feet 8aupiy par exeelleuee,and are always

over twenty years ago by the above
mimed gentleman. The present premises
occupied is one-half of a tine two-story
brick building 18x60 feet in dimensions,
y arrangtKl ami aim to kWp
well adapted for the jewelry business, to the standard point of

mmm
of

ShTv^‘—

excellence,

He

ged

before coming to this city in 1873.
the highest market price for farmers’
has been consta n !y enga
(,(,uc0 nro headquarters for goods
line ever since, with the exceptions
of this kind. They also carry n fine line
nl>out three years, while he lived In Zeet

H(,

commodious,are handsomely furnish-

...

'rul ar( ,im JY

and

B

n

0e

.

oil their

in dimensions.Employment is furnished civau, nvat and inviting, clean linen in- (^1, and while the stock carried may not u"'‘ roB <M
... . j nnrents
five hands the year round, and one wagon eluding more particularlynapkins, are be quite so large, it is well selected
r. oo ca
pa
to Holland when but three years of age,
is kept busy. Mr. Van Landegend is a served to patrons at every meal, which llH choice as any in the city
and
Mr. Kramer came here In 1847.
native of Michigan, liorn in Kalamazoo fact of itself will insure the patronage

He

1865. He

has lieen in the furniture buslneM and
DANIEL BERTSCH.
other lines before engagingin hia presSuccessor to M. Herold, denier in fine
shoes and rubber goods. East Eighth ent lino. He has been an alderman aevstreet. Tins businessdates back to 1856. eral years, and is now a member of the
Established by E. Herold. Mr. Herold board of public works.
two years ago was succeeded by bis

West

of the people. He bus also a lunch counter in the front purl of his store, where
delicious tea, coffee, coca or milk is served with short lunch counter orders,and
Ins bill ot fare is always invitingto a
hungry customer. From five to eight
assistantsare employed. Mr. N un Drezer
supplies and enters to weddings, balls,
parties,banquets, receptions,etc., and
serves dinners, breakfasts, suppers,
iuuelieous, etc., in u very superior manner at moderate figures, he caters to the
best classes and to transientpeople, and
Ins restaurant Is one of the finest in OtMichigan Seating Co., and a man of most inwu county. Mr. Van Drezer is a unlive of Michigan, born in Grand Haven
progressivebusiness methods.
about thirty years ago. He was mail
clerk on the Chicago A West Michigan
J. 11. NIBBEL1NK A SON,
railroad for some time before establishProprietors Ninth street livery, board ing his presen l business.
and sale stable-.Among the most popular and representative business men of
ii0iiUIUi uri. tffe above mentioned
^ ^
mt.Ui w|10 ure t|lt.proprietorsof the
‘ L
jewelry store on
kuuwn livery,boarding, hack uud sale ., . . j'
W. R. Stevensonis
filubU.H) |(K.HU.(ioU Ninth street are the rj‘Kmu
m ,lu. eily Mr jacobUt,H. Nibbe- :i graduated optician. He makes a specialty of tilling glasses to suit all delink is a native of Holland, in the old
fects of vision, exercising the greatest
country, born in the year 1835, and came
care in properly testing and fitting the
to Michigan over thirty-fouryears ago,
eyes. Physicians’ uud occulists’preand in the year 1870
established the
. . .
.. script tons ure filled correctly ou scienpmeut bttMwn, m whKh » »
pH»ciU«. A full »tock i. kept on

in

boarding

..

is

n. wvKiirizEN,
PractioaJ watchmaker and jeweler,store
Number 52 Eighth street. This old and
reliablejewelry house was established

is

a stockholderin the

------

gentlewell-

^

°

^

,

, w™

,

who
firm, is a

,,

U

11.

BNVU1SU,
Murkel

is the junior member of the
native of Michigan,born iu
this city in 1870, and was admittedas
a native of New Jersey, but has resided 1 ' /‘V’
;8 8t(M.k of ladies’ more able exponent in the city of Hola partner iu the business in 1886. The
in Holland with his father since 1887
, children’sand misses’ boots, land or in tact in Gituwa comity, th^n
premises occupied were built expressly
He is also a practical watchmaker
,
t nuumu the very l“ ll‘''i»ersou ot Air. L. 11. Snyder. Ifils
for the business. It is a substantial jeweler, having thoroughly learned the
.
tl , ()f Ulv gUlu*. He gentleuiunhas but reeeuUy come to this
J. J. HADDEN,
two-story frame, 36x100 feet iu dimeu'V n n^rV-nv* iiv,rv sale UV°-8toryI
111 TVU' ,radt‘ 'vith
wl‘° iB considered h
hase.nent brick, city and oi»ened up bis business that of
Proprietor of Holland Uty bve - ^ p, siouh am conUuil8 ffi-sides a large drive- one of rh, m0Ht expert jewelers in Ot- o J - Tn
scicuui.c horseshoer in the above named
and board stables, corner ot Seventh ami Wliy and storage-room for vehicles,,awa eounty, or. in fact, in Western Jr^, it ^touahtou’s of Boffion Mass, place. AH. Snyder bus hud many years’
Market streets. This business^ as
grain and fml bins, hay loft, etc fifty MlchiKHI1. lik<. hiH father,is honorB ook Bms ’ of experience ... the business,having leurutabl.shedby Mr. Hadden in 1802 on the 8tuilH for the ac’c-ommodationof horses. ubU? aUl| uprijrht in ftl, hiH doalings,.u.d V''
v
ffiL’ line shoes Em- *-d Ins nude u» horseshoer in Grand
opposite corner and removed to the pres- The hrm have ten single rigs ten double is very IK>j,ular with hl8 many 1MltroU8 , *
tWo aHHistants.Rapids, Al.ch., with Mr. William Wilson,
ent location in December of lust year. rig8i 0ne Rockawny coach and one hand- nn(, tb(1 ;.itiyari8
\|? Bertsch
native of Ohio born Ue afterwards carried ou business in AlThe premises occupied comprise a sub- 8ulue hearse, or funeral car, for funeral
in iH42. and came ere
uml wn,
stantiul frame structure 36x66 feet in purposes. The firm are also undertakalso In
VISSERS A
f,(r 25 years engaged in the dry goods
dimensions and fully equipped and well era and embalmers,and ure among the
place he came to this city. Mr. Snyder
Dealers iu fine groceriesuud provisions; business. He has been alderman two
fitted
.men up
up for
ko, the
ue purpose
po. pose- for
.o. which
, u, u it
c is
. leaders
leauera in
...this
n.s liue
.me in
in the
cue city. They
xue,
fruite and
tab,^ ln 8eagon) and |milgi 1(4 ntockholder in Transportation has made the subjectof the horse’shoof
intended, with a» single stalls, uud 11 occupy nieelv arrangeilrooms for undervl.
„ o,
a study and he makes a specialty of
shoeing race horses uud high bred slock,
and guarantees perfectsatisfaction.He
nos gained an enviable reputation
some hack, and one- moe bus m u««l to con.tant y enrm^, and cal .arc
Thig bu8inM, wa,
light and heavy farm throughout this section of the stale and
carry passenger, to and from the rad- ly attendc-d to e.ther by night or day, and
lug| in
lh above
, truck8, drays, tnrnltureand is considered one of Uie most expert
horseshoers in the country. Mr. L. U.
road station, boat docks, etc. Mr. Hud- their charges are very moderate.
.
, i..iu„ (i„nUr in
den tn&kes a specialtyol hiring out rigs memlsrr, ot the firm are well liked
^am,. 3oS 1>f« '“Jrea, rond'earts.sleig'hs. etc.; general jobbing: Snyder is a native of Fenton, Ohio, bom
for weddings, funeral, private and pie- Inghly respected bus, ness men, and al- whicli
k t ot,at, c.lea[1 a„d or_ „,,,airillga,„i hor«'shoei„g; ollice and lu 1862 and bus been iu Michiganfor 20
me parties,etc., all ftrst-clnss rigs at ways take an active interestin
0|1[1
stockwl „.ith dg
work, „„ North River street. Always in years. He is a prominent member of Uie
Maccabees.
reasonable prices. Three competentand thing iM-rtainingto the welfare of
clerks are employed to attend to the the van of progressionin this sectionof
capable stable men ure constantly em- city.
wants of their many customers, besides
JAMES HUNTLEY,
ployed, and rigs are always kept in
three delivery wagons are kept busy.
Contractor, builder uud manufacturerof
prietors, Mr. J. W. Bosman, the two sous class order, neat and clean and in
HOLLAND CITY BREWERY,
Mr. Yissers.the senior member of the
bard wood interior finish. From a small
succeeding him five years ago, and have repair, Mr. Hadden is a native of Put- Corner of Maple and Tenth streets, firm, is a native of the Netherlands, born
beginning as a contractor of local rennm
County.
New
York
State,
was
born
George
Schoeuitli.
proprietor.
.The
Holvery materiallyextended the operations.
in 1831, came to Holland, Mich., In 1847.
pute, the operationsof Mr. James UuutThe building occupiedis
two-story in 1853, and came to Holland in 182. land City Brewery is a large three-story He served the city al alderman of the
ley have expanded to great importance
brick structure.60x100 feot in surface
brick, 24x134 feet. The front presents
Fourth ward for two terms. The firm
and embrace the erectionof buildingsat
a handsome and attractiveappearance.
also ('(induct another store of the same
a distance from Holland. Mr. Huutley
The show windows are of plate glass,
kind at the comer of Twelfth street and
commencedoperations iu this city upwhile the interiorof the salesroomis
First avenue.
wards of a quarter century ago, uud
arranged with an especial adaptability
loday bis establishment is one of the
for all purposes, and besides the
JOHN VANDER8LU8,
most important of its kind iu Ottawa
ornamental fixtures, is provided with
Dealer in staple and fancy dry goods,
eounty.
The manufacturing plant is
electric lights, which at uight make the
notions, lioisery, wrappers, corsets, etc.,
embarced in a large two-story brick
establishment bright uud cheerful. The
store on Eighth street. The proprietor
building on South River street, 110x125
store is divided into departments, each
of this progressiveand reliable business
feet in dimensions, with other auxiliary
complete within itself, uud in charge of
house has but recently establishedhimbuildings,including planing mills, yards
<-oihi>etentsalesmen, who are under the
self in Holland. The store was opened
for storinglumber, warehouse, etc. The
immediate direction of the proprietors.
to the public in 1895, and from the first
whole being fully equipped with all necesIn 'that department devoted to cutting,
day trade has been on the increase,it is
sary machinery and tools, operated by
titthig,and making tine custom clothing,
one of the leadinghouses in the dr}- goods
a 75-horse power steam engine. One
a most excellentdisplay meets the eye
line in the city. His stock of goods Is
hundred skilledworkmen are employed
of the visitor, of choice imported and
all new and clean and of the very highiu the several departments, which emdomestic woolens, suitings, trimmings,
est character. The building occupied Is
brace all kinds of planing, mill work,
etc4 and a general line of tweeds,
two stories high, 24x61 feet in dimenstair building and hard wood interior
cheviots, overcoatings, vestings, cussion. The salesroomIs Oilmirably arfinish, and the erectionof all kinds of
sinfcres, broad cloths, etc. Scientific cutranged and well stocked with goods of a
public or private buildings, and also
ters are employed, and no goods are alvaried character, embracing everything
architect designing, etc. The interior
lowed to leave the premises unless perSIMON
RBIDSEMA,
dimensions, three stories high and base* in the line of importedand domestic
and hard wood finish required in buildfect as regards fit and workmanship. In
Dealer in furniture,carpets,oil cloths, ment. The equipmentof the establish- staple and fancy goods. Employment Is
ing contracts is manufacturedhere. The
the ready made department a wide range
in all styles wall paper, curtains,baby carriages,hi- ment embraces all the newest and best furnished to three careful and obliging the state. Everythingturned out by stately First State bank block, besides
voutha boys and cycles,etc. This business dates from improved methods and applicances for clerks. Mr. Vandersluis is a native of this house bears the stamp of genuine- a score or more of the private residents
in monv resnects
when it was establishedby Reid- the production of a superior quality of Michigan, born in Jackson in 1860. He ueMt aud the material and workmanship in Holland, also cottages at Macatawa
tn matom made and are sema Brothers. The brother sold out lager beer. Three men are employed, was employed with Voigt, Herpolsheimer
of the very best possible. Mr. Kole Park and Ottawa Beach. Mr. Huntley
I nJwLnwi an reoresented’the his interest to the firm of H. W. Ver besidesone beer wagon is kept busy, and & Co. of Grand Rapids, Mich., for 16 establishedhis present business in 1890. is president of the Ottawa Furniture
rUI fumiahtnir irooda denartmontcon- Beck & Oo., consistingof Mr. Ver Beck, between 1,200 and 1,500 barrels represent years, and left their establishment to The premises occupied are a blacksmithcompany. He owns more than one-half
l”?n 8-ii noi fnahinna nml novelties John Kramer and^ S. Reidsema.The the annual output. The superior excel- come to Holland. He is a stockholder and wagon shop 26x60 feet, warehouse of the $100,000 stock of the firm. He
, “Vt dreasinas scarfs,’ ties four-in- new firm then commenced the manufac- lence of the product of this establish- in the West Michigan Beating company. 18x22 feet, with office and warehonse is also identified with the electric light
and ’fine white dress and ture of furniture,and continued as part- ment has given it & wide popularity, and
16x50 feet in area, with large storage plant,, He has served the city in many
Knlnrpd shlrtu vests underwear gloves, ners until the big fire of 1871, when the the trade extending throughout the city WILLIAM VAN DER
yards in the rear for surploa stock and ways, and is one of Its most staunch
hnaierv susne’nders and everything that business was destroyed.Mr. Reidsema and county, and represents an annual Dealer In choice meats, salt pork, etc. repair work. Five hands are constantly and influential and reliable business men.
hMnnM to this branch of business. Em- at that time retired from the firm and business of most prosperous volume. Mr. This well-known meat market was employed the year round. His goods are He is a prominent member of the Elk
payment la furnished 21 assistantsthe entered into partnership with hia fcther Schoenith, the prerent proprietor, has founded in 1883. The premises occupied reld hi all parts of the atate. Mr. Kole lodge, B. P. O. E, No. 48.
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customers at extremely low prices. The many years paat> and will, for many
new Parisian, London and New York years to come, be inseparablyassociated
styles are introduced as soon as brought with and suggestive of tine jewelry and
out in those cities. Millineryis made to precious stones in the minds of the citiorder at short notice, and from three to zens of Holland. Of the several engaged
four are employedin the store. Mourn- iu this line of business in this city, none
mg bonnets, hats, nnllmery, etc., receive nre better known than is Mr. Stevenson
prompt attention, and wedding outfits are He is the most popular dealer in jewelry’
furnished at shortest notice. They go watches and silverware,whose flourishto Chicago twice a year, where they re- jI1K establishment is located at the above
main for two weeks, trimmingat Edson address, and is one of the attractions
Keith s milHnery emi>onum, one of lip*
largest houses of the kind in Chicago.

HENRY KREMER8, M. D.
Among the learned professioniu Ottawa county no belter representative of
the medical professioncan be found than

the subject of this sketch. Dr. Henry
Kremers was born in Zeeland township,
Ottawa county, Michigan, July 15, 1850.
His father, Mr. William Kremers, was
lorn in the Netherlandsin 1820, and
came to the United States in 1840. In
1847 he moved into Ottawa, county, and
the following year took up land in Zeeland township and began *tillingthe soil.

THE FIRST STATE BANK.

also sausages, etc. In fact all kinds of
meat products. Everything displayed is
of their own manufactureand killing,
and in addition to the large retail trade
enjoyed in the city, Mr. Kuite does an
extensive steamboatand vessel trade,
supplying many of the boats touching at
this i>ort. Mr. Kuite occupies a twoin 1880, with a capital stock paid in o;' story frame structure, 28x05 feet in an a,
$50,000, and has a surplus fund of $5,100 suitably arranged and well adapted for
The officers of the First State Bank are the business. A specialtyis also made
the following well-known business men of home dressed beef and lard. Employand capitalists, viz: Isaac Cappou, Presi- ment is given to four competent and capdent; John W. Beardslee,Vice President; able assistantsthe year round.
Germ W. Mokma, Cashier; Isaac Marsilje, Assistant Cashier. The Directors
BENJAMIN VAN RAALTE,
are Isaac Cappou, J. W. Beardslee, H.
Dealer in farm implements and buggies
Kremers, G. J. Kollen, J. W. Garvelink, suid all kinds of machinery, corner River
G. W. Mokma, G. J. Diekema, I. Mar- and Ninth streets. A striking example
silje and C. J. DeRoo. The bank is
of energy and enterpriseand what may
located corner of Eighth and Market
In* accomplished by honorable and fair
streets, iu its own substantialthree-story
red brick building,built expressly for
the business, which is nicely furnished
with polished glass windows, including

The city of Holland has in the First
State Bank a substantialand successfully conductedinstitution, which, by its
sound and liberal methods,has largely
aided the developmentof the various
mercantile and manufacturinginterests
of this community. It was incorporated

He married Miss Annie, daughter of
Lucas Heins. Six children were horn on Lighth street. Ihe premises occuto them-Dr. Henry Kremers. Harrv, a |,uh1 coinl,ri8t>a two-story brick, 20x40
minister in the Presbyterian church; Lu- fet‘, ,u dimensions, richly and elegantly
cas. a farmer in South Dakota; Alice, ,,tu*d u0 Wlth “‘tractiveshow windows,
Jennie, and one that died in infancy. 111 whlch art* displayed to the best ad- trowsers, vests, etc. The line of men’s
The father of this family lived a useful 1vnn,a^ specimens of the valuable and furnishings is one of the most complete
heavy stock contained iu the store. A to be found in the city, and embraces
s|K*cialty is made of diamonds,diamond neckwear in all designs, dress, colored
settings,solid silver, etc. In the latter and flannel shirts, collars, cuffs, underthe house has always maintained an ex- wear, gloves, hoisery, hats, caps, etc., etc.
cellentreputation for the unrivalled ex- This popular establishment is made concellenceand moderate rates. The trade spicuous by the tidy manner in which
extends throughoutthe city and sur- tiny keep their excellentshow windows.
Here may be seen the best and most
rounding country, and the patronageis
fashionable styles in hard and soft felt,
first-classand very influential. Mr.
Charles A. Stevensonwas born in England, Highbury,London, 56 years ago,
but has resided in Holland since 1887.
He was employed in the American watch
factory at Waltham, Mass., for three
years, but he learned the watchmaking
bttsiiH'ws in I/ondon, England. He is
s«*oreta ry of the Ottawa Building and
Loan association. He is energetic and
enterprising,and has by these qualities,
as well as by his uniform courtesy and
geniality, made himself universallypopular in all circles of Holland City life.

I

...

modern fixtures, lighted by electricity,
heated by steam, etc., ets. The bank
is amply provided 'with improved tire and
burglar proof safes and vaults, and so
managed as to give the greatest possible
security. It is a bank of issue and deposit, discounting approved commercial
l>aper, negotiatingloans and engaging
all

,

.

.
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H. TAKKBN,
Manufacturerof wagons ami carriages,
delivery and dairy wagons and peach
trucks: also job work and repairingof all
kinds; East Eighth stn*ot. The carriage
building house of H. Takken was founded in this city in 1802, and has since
developed from comparatively small 1m*ginnigs to a commanding positionin the
front rank of the trade In Holland. The

and also straw hats, all of the very latest
styles and finish. A specialtyis made
of custom tailoring, and none but the
very !>est cutters and drapers are employed. At the present time from ten
to twelve skilled hands are employed.
The firm is popular throughout this section and enjoy the very lH*st class of
city and country patronage.

I’.

ants. Mr. Stratton is a native of Kalamazoo coiiimy, Mich., born in 1851), was
in the millingbusiness for nine years at

Bedford,Calhoun county and was for
seven years traveling salesman for the
McCormick HarvestingMachinery Co.
He is a member of several secret orders.
II. DE KRUIF, JR.,
Dealer in implements, carriages and machinery, location in Holland and Zeela ml. This enterprise has but recently
Isen <ntablished in this city, with a
capital stock of $25,000.00. The premises
occupied, four in number, two in Zeeland. is a substantialtwo-story and basement brick building ,'MxlOO, warehouse,
40x100. one story, and 28x85 and 24,100;

A. KLEIS,

iValer in provisions, groceries, dry goods,
notions, flour, feed, etc., corner of
Eighth street and Columbia avenue. He
has a handsome store 22x65 fet iu area,
well fitltd up throughout, and a large,
well assorted stisk is always on hand.
It consists of choice fancy and staple
groevries.and iu necositios of housekeeping. eating ami dressing line. He
also handles fruits, vegetables, butter,
eggs, choice fancy groceries, flour, fetal,
fariiMTs’produce, etc., etc. The trade
done is extensive,ami three clerks luwl a
delivery wagon are kept busy. Trices
are reasonable ami goods are sold at

premises occupied comprise a two-storv
of his years were spent. He atbrick 22x46 f<*et in dimensions, with a
tended Hope College and then entered
the medical departmentof the Michigan
universityat Ann Arbor, from which he
was graduated with the degree of M. D.
in 1876. He began the practice of his
professionin the neigh Imrhood of ids old
ami in Hollum) the main building is a
in all transactionsthat are a legitimate
home, where he practiced for six years,
mie-story frame 36-130 feet in dimenpart of Its business. Special and praiseand
then took up his residence in Holsions. All of which are well filh-d with
worthy attentionis given to the security
land City in 1.882, and soon built up a luvehicles and farm implements of all
of all loans, while the same time keeping
crative practice, which he has had ever
kinds. .Mr. DeKruif. Jr., handles and is
in view the dispositionto accommodate
since. The doctor owns a fine residence;
.'pecial agent for Ottawa county for the
ever)’ worthy applicant and to extend
also a fine business block, where lit* concelebrated McCormick and I leering harevery aid consistent with safety and
ducts a drug store, with a handsome
necessary precautions. A commendable
vesting machinery, which is so well and
suit of offices overhead: other fine city
enterpriseIs tempered by a judiciousand
favorably known throughout the United
pro|M«rty is also owned by him. He has
conservative policy that peculiarly fits
States,being the standard machineryfor
held the officeof Mayor of Holland, ami
the house for the prosecution of a safe,
the puriMises used; also of the Gale Chillreliable business; while commercialand 'lealing, is afforded in an account of the now a member of the board of educaed Plows. Employment is given 12
iudustrialinstitutionsfind in the First alsive named house. Mr. Van Raalte tion. He was one of Hit* organizers of
hands, and five wagons are kept out on
State Bank a staunch friend and sup- has lieen in business in thus city for the the Ottawa County Building and Loan
the road sellinggoods. Mr. DeKruif
porter,all Its influencebeing exerted in past fifteen years. Originallyhe started Aasociation.ami its first president:is a
also handhs all manner of farm implefavor of their extension. A valuable and in the agricultural business, handling director of the First State Rank, and
ments and tools; also repairs of all kinds,
increasinglist of patrons is drawn to its farm implementsof all kinds, on his also of the Holland & Chicago Transthe Gale chilled plows and other manucounters,the ability of the management farm, three miles east of Holland, in the portation Co. He is also connected with
factures. and a trade of from $40,000 to
and the high standing of the officers and fear .1866, he removed the same to Hoi- the Michigan State Medical Association,
$.»<
s h ) worth of busim*ss is done andirectorsgiving every guaranteeof the land fifteen years ago, and has been in the American Medical Association, and
nually. He is a native of Zeeland, this
intelligent conservation of all Interests the same line of business ever since. The the Grand River Medical Association,
slate, and has reshh-d in this part of
committed to its care. Its investmentspremises occupied were remodel express- and is one of the examiningsurgeons of
the state all his life. He is a live busiand operationshave been so satisfactory ly for the business by Mr. Van Raalte, Hip United States pension board estabness man and popular.
that the above named snug surplus has and is a sulwtantialtwo-story rod brick lishod at Holland. He is a popular citibeen accumulated, and the growth of the building. 85x135 feet in dimensions, and zen and a phvsician of marked ahilitv.
J. A. VAN DER VEEN.
institution has been commensurate with n iarKP assortment of tin* above
—
Successor to E. Van Der Veen, dealer
the energy and progressive spirit of its KOO(,8 nro (.nnHfnnt|v kpDt in Htock H(i
miphtp \v arrow T
in general hard wan*, nails, glass, stoves
direction. The President. Mr. Cappou. hlw Pm.te<1 in the ‘build ng a Post ele- ^ ^
*
fraule
^ ^ wlllel1uri‘ rock bottom figures. Mr. P. A. Kleis is
, - ,
,
used in the conduct of the business. A a native of the old country; was born in and tinware; store, corner River and
and the Cashier, Mr. Mokma, are thoroughly trained financiers, whose opinions
.'.r, ' !"
i 'n
.Opposite<,,,avva !'"niiture Factory, capital of $15,000 is investedand a trade 1842, and came to Michigan when but a Eighth streets. Manufacturerof copper,
weigh heavily in banking circle*, while
1 in^ l,‘nv.vPt^ws North River street. The great improve- twice that amount is done annually, child five years of age, and has grown tin and galvanized iron work a specialty.
the board of directorscommand the re- ° ,lia<‘ "t1' r-v
10
p 18 meats that have been made in the limn- Employment is given several expert and up with the city. He establisheda meat This is one of the oldest business houses
in the city of Holland. It was establishBpeet and confidence of the entire comcompetent workmen the year round. Mr. market on Eighth street in 1872, and
ed ‘away back in 1847 by the father of
munity.
Takken, notwithstanding the enormous continuedin that business until going
the present proprietor. From small begnumber of carriages which are manufac- into his present business,about eighteen
ginings the foundation of this was laid.
JOHN NIES,
tured in Michigan and this vicinityby months ago. He is a member of the fire
The business has steadilyincreased unDealer in general hardware, builders'
machinery, relies wholly upon the appre- department,and has been for fourteen
der the present managementsince Hie
hardware, tools, iron and steel, house
eiation of discriminating buyers and years. For seven years he was foreman
year 18!Mt, when he came into possession
furnishinggoods, Emery wheels, bicycles,
sticks to the old-fashioned methods of of Calumbia Hose Co. No. 2.
of the store. The big fire of 1871 deetc., etc. This extensive hardware busimanufacturinghis vehicle* wholly by
stroyed the business, and at that time
ness was establishedin the present locameans of skilled hand labor, using no
L. A. STRATTON,
and left the founder without a dollar,
tion on Eighth street in the year 1803
machinerywhatever in his works, and it (Formerly E. J. Harrington's) popular but with his accostomedpluck and
by the above named gentleman, having
is a pleasant commentary on the wisdom livery, sale, boarding and feed stables.
energy the store was rebuilt and concome here three years ago from Saugaof Mr. Takken to Ik* able to state that Northwest corner Market and Seventh tinued on up to the present day. The
tuck, Mich., where he had been engaged
his carriages are in constantlyincreasing st reels, phone No. 41. Mr. L. A. Strat- premises occupied at the above address
iu the same line for about twenty-seven
demand by the trade and consumers ton is a |M»pulnr and painstaking livery- is a substantialtwo-*tory briclf and baseyears. He occupies a commodious double
throughoutthis section of the country. man and occupies a very commodious ment, 25x80 feet in dimensions, which
stow* room in a handsome two-story
Mr. Takken is a native of the old coun- building at Hu- above address, which is was built expressly for the business.
brick, 46x80 feet in dimensions, the lirst
try, born in 1831), but came to Michigan especiallyadapted to bis business. The Mr. Van Der Veen occupying the lower
floors and basement being utilized in the
in 1861. He first settled in Grand Ha- dimensions of the stable are 50x132 feet, floor and basement for the conduct of
business. He carries an extensive asven, was there for six years, and from
sortment of general hardware,builders'
there went to Saugatuck and remained
and blacksmiths' supples, also all kinds
for eight years. He then came to Holof stoves and ranges, tinware, garden
land. when*' he litis liv*d ever since.
tools, paint, putty, glass, nails, etc. The
general stock here displayed is large
ijur*u
varied, and the siiecialties in some
WILLIAM BRl SSE &(’<),.
ticleH an* of such a cluiradrr for
VAN HAALIE'S AGRICl I/I l RAL
lothierH. tailorn and nu*n h niifliut»rs;
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business is large and influential in city 1 ' M' <>8boru ^ Lo- barv^““g Sachin- last few years are well illustrated by the tabhshed in this city about twelve years
and country. Four hands are employed.
Chi)led l',,l^rPn8t‘of Mr. Martin Betikema, who ago. The premises occupied comprise a

a"df

na

H

Hi! ' old country, and cam e here oVt‘r $-6,000 is invested in the business, ped and most reliable laundry estublishyears ago. He was a memlier of with aiulUttl »aR‘s amounting to upwards meats in this section of Western Michof $25,000. Employment is furnished igan. The business was founded about
two hands the year round. The trade five years ago by Messrs. Moose & Swift,
territoryis in the city and surroundingSince Mr. Betikema became the owner he
country. Mr. N an Raalte also conductshas greatly extended the scope of operaand owns a large farm three mile* eq*t Hons until today the trade territory emfrom the city. He is a native of the bract** not only the city and the Holland
Netherlands,but came to Michigan A: Chicago Isiat line, but a large ex pa ndrnany years ago with his parents, when ing country trade is maintained,with
but a child. His father, the Rev. Dr. several outside agencies.The plant loVan Raalte, was the pioneer and founder ea ted at the above address is contained
of Holland City. The subject of this iu a one-story brick building and a onesketch served in the War of the Rebel- story frame building,each 40x75 feet in
lion. Company I. 25th Michigan Infantry, awn. The laundry is equipi>ed with a
and is now a prominent member of the steam engine and boiler and all the latG. A. R. and an honored and respected <**t and most approved machineryknown
citizen.
to the trade. It bus the largest mangle
in Western Michigan.

ve'of*

many
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BENJAMIN SISTERS.
Millinery store, on Eighth street, beCHARLES A. STEVENSON,
tween River and Market streets.Misses Practical watchmaker and jeweler,
Jogie and Cornelia* Benjamin, proprietors.
The most prominent millineryemporium
iu Holland is that owned and conducted
the school board and the villageboard, by the above named Indies. The businnd a member of the supervisors when ness was establishedin 1893, at the preshe lived in Saugatuck,and is also a ent location. The premises occupied, in
member of ihe school board in this city, the Y. M. C. A. block, are 25x60 feet In
He is n highly respected citizen and a dimension*, nicely arranged and well
live business man. He served several filledwith a fine line of all kinds. The
substantialtwo-story brick building at
years in the American rebellion.
store is lighted by electricity, afid the
the above location, which is 24x80 feet
interior is finished in natural wood, with
in area and well stocked with a fine line
ECONOMY MEAT
large plate glass windows, which are alof clothing and gents’ furnishing goods.
May be regarded as occnpilag
ways nicely decorated with hats and bonMr. Brusse has had many years’ experieminent positionand exerting a marked nets, all of the latest styles and patterns,
ence in the clothing trade, and is one of
influenceon the trade. Centrally located, The Benjamin Sisters carry a heavy and
the most expert judges of cloth and furthis house possesses every facility for choice stock of millinery and millinery
nishings in the city. The stock of goods
the sucessfulprosecution of its large and goods, trimmed hats, bonnets, plumes,
handled is attractively arranged, and regrowing trade. Everything in the line of feathers,artificialflowers, sUks, velvets, Eighth street, oppositeWalsh’s
‘twreltS*
fresh, fait and smoked meat, is carried, ribbons, laces, etc., which are offeredto store. The name of Stevensonha. for drZ and busineS? suRs ^vercofts!

MARKET

drug

giving plenty of ventilation. Mr. Stratton lias fourteen horses of his own, all of
which are valuable animals and well
kept. There are twenty-five horses including boarders. He makes a specialty
of single and double rigs, and has ac-

commodationsfor one hundred and fifty
horses. He has six single rigs and four
double rigs, besidesa bus and one carryall. He meets all trains and steamboats, besides be has calls from fishing
and private parties. Employment is furnished four thorough and .apable assist-

the business. He is an extensive dealer
in hardware, stoves and house furnishing goods, twine, cordage, wooden, zinc,
tin, sheet Iron and copperware, hollowwure of all kinds, etc. EverythingIn
the line of sheet metal work is executed
here, several skilled hands being employed. Jobbing and repairing of all
kinds are neatly done, while tin roofing
and gutteringare a siieclalty. The telephone call is 5. Mr. Van Der Veen has
resided in Holland all his life and is
noted for his sterling business methods.

A. C.

RINCK&CO.,

sundry other articles, too numerous to mention. The building occupied is built out of the Waverly
stone and presents one of the finest
fronts of any store in the city, with
large plate glass windows. The

Dealers in furniture, carpets, and
wall-paper; also lace and chenille
curtains, window shades and b 'by
carriages.Store on Eighth street.
Among the most important and prointerior is finished in natural wood,
gressive furniture houses in Holhas electric lights and all modern
land is that of the above named
conveniences. The store is under
firm. The business was established
the able management of Mr. H.
in 1889, by Messrs. Walsh & GilKiekintveld, who is well
more, who conducted it until 1890,
acquainted in the city having lived
when it came into the posession of
here for the past twenty years. He
the present firm. The premises
is a native of Michigan, born in
occupied comprise a three-story
Kent county. He is a hustling
and basement brick building, 24X
young business man and is in charge
1 to feet, on cast Eighth street, the
of the business, which was left by
company occupying the lower floor
his father now deceased.
and basement. The first floor is
used for salesroom and office, while
|
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THE WEST MICHIGAN FCKN ITU RE CO.,

A.

STEKETEE,

president of the Holland TransporDealer in Dry Goods. Groceries tation Co. He is president and
and Provisions. Double brick- member of the School Board and a

Wholesale Manufacturers of Chamber Suits and Sideboards, office
and works on River street. ‘ Among
the extensive manufacturingenterprises in this section of Western
Michigan, which, by their modern
methods, complete facilities and
resources and commendable ener-

Eighth street. This is one member of the Board of Health
of the largest general stores in and Park Commissioners, and an
Holland. The business was es- honored and respected citizen.
store

tablished in 1865, by Doornink,
DR. M. J. COOK,
& Steketee Bros., and continued by
them for about two years, when the Dentist, gold fillings, crown and
present proprietor bought out his bridge work a specialty; over
partners' interest and has since Blom’s Bakery, Ffighth street.
gy are contributing largely to. the
conducted it very successfully on The science of dentistry has kept
reputation of the state as a source
his own account. The premises steady pace with the progress of
of supply for superior furniture.
occupied comprise a substantial the age in all branches of the libThe West Michigan Furniture Co.
two-story and basement brick store, eral professions, and American
occupies a position in the first rank
38x90 feet in dimensions. Here
This enterprisewas established in
may be found a large and well se1890, by the present company, and
incorporatedunder the laws of lected stock of general dry goods
Michigan, with a capital stock of and groceries.The stock of goods
two hundred and fifty thousand handled are all fresh and clean,
and sold at remarkablylow prices,
dollars, and is officered by the folconsidering the quality of the goods
lowing well known business men
and capitalists,viz: F. Metz, handled. In dry goods and furi

1

'

|

,

president; F. W. Hadden, vicepresident; G. P. Hummer, secretary and manager. 1 he manufacturing plant, including piling
ground for lumber, covers about
five acres of ground and is connec-

nishings it is particularly complete,
while the grocery department and
food products are kept up to a high
standard in point of the quality and

VAUPELL,

Manufacturerof Harness and Dealer in all kinds of Horse Clothing
and Stable Supplies. Trunks and
OKO. V. III MMKU.
satchels,Robes and Brushes; store
goods to all parts of the city. Mr.
on Eighth street. This old and reFan Dyke is a native of Chicago.
liable business house was established in the year 1859, by Mr. H.
III., born in iSfij.came to Holland
three years ago. and shortly afterVaupell, father of the present prowards established his present busprietor, who conducted it until the
ine's. He is a stock holder in the
time of his death in 1882. The
West Michigan Seating Co., and a
premises occupied comprise an elelive voung business man.
gant two-storv brick, 26x90 feet in
area, which is nicely arranged and
fully equipped. It has large plate
glass show windows, is lighted by
electricity, and is unquestionably
the finest finished and neatest store
the basement is well filled with surof its kind outside of Detroit. Mr.
plus stock and duplicate goods.
Vaupell makes a specialty of the
The stock of goods handled is of
superior quality and workmanship,
including parlor, dining room and
bedroom suits; also single pieces,
such as sideboards, rockers, tables,
wardrobes, and in. fact everything
in the furniture and upholstered
goods line, necessary for the comfort of a home. The company also
handle linolium, carpets and oilcloths, in great variety of patrons
and qualities; pictures, comprising

engravings, photogravures,etchvariety. The dry goods and groings, chromos, and pastels;as well
cery departmentsare kept entirely
as wooden and willow ware, basseparate, each one being complete
kets. easels, bamboo work, wallted with the railroad system of the
in itself. Mr. Steketee is a native
paper, baby carriages, toys, etc.
city by side tracks, which enter the
Two clerks are employed to assist
premises and afford the most com- of the Netherlands,born in 1840,
and came with his parents to Michin the work, and their trade is not
plete receivingand shipping facilionly in (he city alone, but a large
ties. The factory and warehouses igan in 1847. He is an honored dentists are everywhere recogand highly respected business man nized as the most skillful in the
country trade is maintained. Mr.
are embraced in large and subworld. It requires in the higher
stantial brick buildings, the main and citizen.
Rinck is a native of the old country,
branches of the art years of study
factor)’ being two stories high and
but has resided here for many years.
and practical experience, and an
basement, 200x250 feet in dimenHe is a live business man and good
R N DE MERELL,
extensive collectionof mechanical
citizen.
sions, connected with the warecontrivances particularly adapted Dealer in granite and marble monhouse which is 60x300 feet in area,
to fine intricate work. Dr. M. J.
and which is a substantial frame
uments and headstones. Office
\Y. D. SECORD & CO.,
Cook is eminently qualified for and works on Seventh street. The
structure,The mechanical equippracticing dentistry in all its bran- monumental industry in this sec- Dealers in General Merchandise
ment embraces all the latest imches.
He is a graduate of Ann tion of western Michigan has an and Flour; also Groceries, Dry
proved labor-saving machinery
Arbor
Dental
College, or Michi- old and well known representa- Goods, etc., East Eighth street.
known to the trade, which is oper;

I
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ated by a 400 horse power engine,
and even- operation in connection
with the manufactureof the products that may be accomplished by
machinery is thus executed. Notwithstanding this latter fact employment is given to three hundred

and fiftv skilled workmen, which is
an evidence of the extent of the
output. To facilitatethe economic
and rapid production of the products, an immense stock of lumber
is

kept maturing,

and

perfect sys-

tem and order reign supreme in all
the departments of the establishment, The products of the company are principally chamber suits
and side boards, made chiefly from
ash and elm. 1 hey are made in a
variety of handsome and attractive
styles, are thoroughly well-made
and finished, and are in great favor
with the trade throughout all sections of the Union. New and

•

original styles are constantly being

introduced, and the company has
earned a high reputation for being
fully abreast and in advance of the
times with artistic novelties in their
line. In all valuable elements the

Holland. Mr. R. N. De This old and reliable business finest grades of goods in his line.
Merell established his business m house was established about sixThe workrooms are in the rear of
the year 1880. and has ahvays been teen years ago. by Mr. E. J Harthe store, where three competent
rington,
and
conducted
In
him
unforemost in the adoption of adand experienced harness makers
til 1895, when it came into possesvanced accommodationsfor supare constantly employed. The
plying patrons with artistic monu- sion of the present proprietors, and
bridge work. He has the most ments and cemetery work, with has continued to grow in personal stock of goods displayed is thorcompletely equipped parlors in the result that an annually in- favor ever since. The premises oughly complete. It consists of
the city, and his work will com- creasing trade has been established occupied comprise a three-story all kinds and styles of harness, saddles, bridles, horse-boots, robes,
j)are with any in the country. He
W. H. BEACH.
that extends generaliv through- brick building, 22x65 feet in diblankets and general horse-furnishis particularlyexpert in the finer
out Ottawa and Allegan counties. mensions. The stock of goods
Wholesale Dealer in Grain, Mill
ing goods*; also the finest line of
branches
of dentistry,and in diffihandled
is
dry
goods,
groceries,
The building occupied is his own,
Feed, Seeds, Baled Hay and Protrunks, sample cases, satchels, and
duce. This enterprise was estab- cult and delicate operations is not 22x60 feet in dimensions, and provisions,flour, feed, etc., all of traveling bags in Holland. The
excelled. In artificialwork he is built expressly for the business. which are new and clean and sold
lished in 1878 by Beach brothers
careful and exact, and is thorough- It is well filled with a fine stock of at extremely low prices, consider- harness shown is of Mr. Vaupell’s
and continued by them as a firm
ly familiar with and practically granite and marble monuments. ing the quality of the goods hand- own superior manufacture, in which
for about four years, when Mr. \Y.
proficientin the crown and bridg- Mr. De Merell makes a specialty led. Employment is given three nothing but the very best materials,
H. Beach bought out his brother's
ing system, his splendid work and of designing and building all kinds clerks, one being the old reliable trimmings and mountings are used,
interest and has since conducted it
and which are widely preferred by
artistic skill in this direction givof cemetery work, and especially James Westveere, who is head
on his own account. He conducts
horsemen for their uniform exceling him a wide-spread prominence.
clerk,
and
one
delivery
wagon.
Mr.
fine artistic monuments of the
one of the largest enterprisesof its
He also makes a specialty of reg- largest and most statel\’ character, Secord is a native of Ontario, born lence, fine finish and durability.
kind in this section of the country,
Popular prices prevail, Mr. Vauand has long been favorablyknown ulating teeth and of the treatment either as family memorials or com- (in Niagara County in 1854, and pell is a native of New York state,
of children'steeth. Dr. M. J. memorative of the patriotism and came to Holland in 1895. He is a
to farmers,grain growers, and agriCook, the. subject of this sketch, is heroism of communities. The member of the Naccabees, and is a Livingston County. He came here
culturists in this section of the State
with his parents in 1859; was city
a native of michigan, born in AllehighclassofMr. De Merell’swork prominent business man.
as a thoroughly reliable merchant
marshal seven years and sheriff of
gan
in 1S69. He studied his proand is well known by farmers
Ottawa County four years. He is
fession one year with Dr. C. F.
living within a radius of from twena stock holder in the Holland FurHanchett
of
Allegan
and
three
ty to twenty-five miles from Holniture Co., highly progressive,and
land. The trade of the house is years at Ann Arbor, and removed
a
live business man.
to his present location in Holland
mainly confined to buying and sellabout one year ago, having pracing grain. Up to the year 1881,
II. \Y. HARDIE.
the transactions of the firm were ticed for one year and a half in
gan University, of the class of 1893.
He has since given his attention
to modern methods of preserving
natural teeth, and the most approved processes for making artificial teeth, including crown and

tive in

products are attractive and salable,
and therefore are just what the
trade wants. The central location largely in the same line, and sever- Allegan. Since coming here he
of Holland, the unsurpassedship- al elevatorsanil store houses were has made main’ warm friends, and
ping facilities afforded here, the controlledand operated in the firms is bound to win success through
complete manufacturing plant of interest. After purchasing his presisten endeavor.
the company, and the progressive| brother’sinterest,Mr. Beach demanagement of the business, all cided to add to his trade by estabcombine to enable them to offer in- lishing a general produce and shipducements and advantages to buy- ping business, and his efforts were
ers that invariablyinfure continued successfulin this direction. He is

'

business relations. The active the most extensive dealer in all
management of the business is kinds of produce, grain, hay, seeds,
vested in the hands of G. P. Hum- fruits, in this section of the State,
mer, who is a practical manufactur- his shipments tending throughout
er and a progressive business man, Western and Northern Michigan,
in the prime of his usefulness, and and comprising many points east
one who takes great pride in turn- and south. Hay and grain are the
ing out the best goods of the kind specialties of the house, these bein the market. Aside from being ing bought and sold in carload lots.
the secretaryand manager of the
W. G. VAN DYKE,
Mr. Beach is a native of New
West Michigan Furniture Co. Mr. York state, born in Mount Morris,
Staple and Fancy Groceries; corHummer is a stockholderin the Livjngston County, in 1851, and ner Ninth and River Streets. This
First State Bank, President of the came to Holland in 1878. He has
highly progressivegrocery busiSchool Seat Furniture Co., Presi- been at the head of nearly every
ness was established by Mr. Vandent of the Buss Machine Co., Di- movement calculated to promote
Dyke about two years ago. The
rector of the Holland TransferCo., the welfare of the community. He
premises occupied comprise a
a stock holder in the Building has held many public offices, hav- two-story frame 26x80 feet in diWorks, and interestedin other in- ing been Mayor of the city for three mensions, which is nicely arranged
terests. He is a native of New years, and a member of the school and well stocked with a full line
Jersey, was born in. 1856, and came board for twelve years. He is of staple and fancy groceries. He
to Holland about fourteen years President of the Holland City Im- makes a specialty of fine teas, cofago.* He was mayor of the city in provement Association and to his fees. and spices. His stock is
1893-4, and was instrumental in active and progressive lead, much fresh and clean, and he sells at
putting in the electriclight plant of the present prosperityof the city very reasonable prices. This store
He was superintendent of the pub- is unquestionably due. He is also is also headquartersfor fresh butlie schools for seven years, and is a directorand stockholder in the
ter and eggs. Employment is
an honorable and highly respected Holland City State Bank, also a furnished four enterprising and
citizen, alive to everything pertain- stockholder in the Grand Rapids &
obliging clerks and one delivery
ing
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Holland is fortunate in possessing a number of first-class jewelry
stores. Brominent among the
that of Henry W. Hardie, on east Eighth street, although perhaps a little less pretentious in appearance than one or
two of its competitors. This house
enjoys a flattering patronage,and
one which is constantly increasing.
Mr. Hardie, although having been
in the jewelry business in Holland
but little over three months, has
built uj> a lucrative business. He
carries in Mock a full and comprehensive assortment of watches,

number is

KIEKINTVELD 1IL(H K.

clocks, jewelry, silver and plated
ware. sterling silver goods,
bronzes, cut glass, novelties and
bric-a-brac.Special attention is
given to the repairing of watches,
and no work is allowed to leave
the establishmentwhich is not
first-classin every particular. The
premises occupied are one-half of
a drug store, on east Eighth street,
20x60 feet in dimensions. Mr.
Hardie also does engraving in all
its branches, and is considered one
of the most expert engravers in the
city. His charges are moderate.
Mr. Henry W. Hardie is a native

is to be found in the principal
M. KIEKINTVELD,
cemeteries of the towns and villages throughout this section of Dealer in Books and Stationery.
the state. He is a direct importer Fancy Goods, Importer and Jobber, etc., Eighth street, H. W.
of Scotch granite for monuments,
and no house is better prepared Kiekintveld, manager. This popwith facilitiesfor promptly meet- ular book and stationeryhouse was
ing the demand for foreign and founded in this city in 1883. It is
American granite work. He owns recognized as a leader in its line
the block in which Botsford’s gro- and ranks among the city’s more
cery is located, which he erected enterprisingand progressive commercial institutions.The- large
in 1895. ^ is built with Waverly
salesroom,
23x60 feet in dimenand Lake Superior red stone. His
sions, is replete with everything in of Michigan,was bom in the vilis the ..only monumental works in
the line of books, stationery, lage of Allegan, in 1873, and has
Holland.
school supplies, novelties,writing been eight years in the jewelry
The population of Holland has paper, pens, ink, fancy goods, etc. business. He was a student for
increased one-half in the past five This house is also headquarters for one year at Hope College, before
sporting goods, fishing tackle and embarking in business for himself.
busy, delivering years.
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enterprising and progressive por- of every description,that is usually
trait enlarging business was estab- found in any first-classstore of this
lished by the present proprietor, kind, including almost every useful
Mr. M. Tromp, in the ye^r 1888, article used in the household deand during the time elapsed Mr. partment, both useful and handTromp has enlarged by painting in some articles. These are sold at
crayon, ink, water colors, or pastel, lo\v prices, so as to gain for this
it is safe to say thousands of por- concern the title of “the cheapest
j house in the city.” At
present a
and surrounding country have been | leading feature with the house is
enlarged by Mr. Tromp and in ev- the sale of the sumfner holiday
ery case the best of satisfaction has goods, etc., and during the winter
been given to his many customers. | holiday season from two to ten
He is the only portrait artist in salespeople find emyloyment .in
Holland that does the work of en- 1 this store. Mr. Crandell is a nalarging pictures from the small live of Massachusetts.
was
card to that of either crayon or born in Berkshire county, in the
water colors, life size. He occu- year 1836, and came to Michigan
the dental organs and restoring
pies a one story frame building 22.x many years ago. He lived in Big
them to their natural condition
40 feet in dimensions,suitably ar- j Rapids, Mich., for a number of
and of fine crown and bridge work
ranged and well adepted for the years, and while there he was apand also the care of children's
teeth. During the one year of business. Mr. I romp is a native pointed assistant post master, a poof Michigan, born in Holland in sition he held for eight years. He
Dr. Gilmore's practice here, a rep1869, and is a progressive young was also elected city treasurer in
utation has been gained by his
business man and well liked by the the same citv and held the office for
excellent work and skill as a denbusiness men generally.
came
tist. Dr. A. C. V. R. Gilmore is a

traits, for the citizens of Holland,
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ALFRED HUNTLEY,
l

i

PracticalEngineer and Machinist,
Castings in Brass and Iron, Office

md Works on
Ip
li

i

ri.
a.-:.
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Seventh

street.

This enterprisewas founded about
fourteen years ago, and from its
inception,with steady strides, its
resources and facilitieshave been

augmented,new machinery in-

grandson of the late Dr. A. C.
Van Raalte the founder of Hol-

vented by the proprietor has been
added to its mechanical etjuipment,
the scope of its trade and production extended, and the concern
placed upon a footing equal with
that of its contemporaries,wherever located. Mr. Huntley’s manufacturing plant is embraced in a
commodious one-story frame
26x40, store room 16x26, black-

equipped with every modern
JOHN PESSINK,
improvement, they are perfect in
Proprietor of City Bakery, Eighth
every detail, and sewed in a manstreet. This old and reliable baner that makes them absolutely
kery was first establishedin the
strong. The greatest care is exeryear 1866, by Mr. L. Pessink, the
cised in the selection of materials,
father of the present proprietor.
and only such are used that withThe former store was destroyed
stand the most severe tests andean
by fire in 1871, and was rebuilt by
be safely recommended for their
the present proprietor on the same
wear-resistingqualities. While the
ground in 1S72. The premises ocmake, fit, finish and materials are
cupied are a frame structure 22x90
far superior to any others, the Mrs.
feet in area, two stories high. The
Jane Hopkins clothes cost no more
lower floor and basement are oc
than inferior goods. The Company
cupied for the bakery. Mr. Pesalso handles a superior quality of
sink handles in connection with
gents’ furnishing goods, hats, caps,
his bakery goods, fruits, nuts,
canned goods, cigars, soda water,
ice cream, and oysters in season.
Special attention is given to parties. When a large amount of baker’s goods are required this house
has the facilities for supplying
them in any reasonable amount,
and on the shortest notice. Mr.
Pessink does an extensive wholesale business in confectionery
goods. He is also agent for the
fully

Riverside Yeast

and

Crystal
is a
native of the Netherlands, born in
1S49, and came to Holland with
his father in 1865. He was city
treasuier of Holland for two years

land.

Cheese Factory. Mr. Pessink

WESTYELD

BROS.,

Practical Horseshocrs.Special attention given to interfering and
horses with bad feet; satisfaction

stockholderin the WalshMilling Co. . He has the
only ice cream parlors in the city,
and a very handsome soda water
fountain, where ice cream and corbonated drinks are daily served.
He is a live business man, and
well liked by everybody.
and

is a

De Roo

smithshop 18x40, boiler room
30x40, with a six-horse power engine. The buildings are fully
equipped with all the necessary
machinery and appliances for the
conduct of the business, and employment is given to six experienced and capable workmen the
year round. The products of the
concern embrace a full and complete line of the latest improved

OTTAWA FURNITURE

P.

CO..

GLEASON.

Holland in

1887, and established
etc. The entire stock of goods has
Mr. J.P. GleaManufacturersof furniture, Hol- this business.
been selected with the greatest of
son,
formerly of
land, Michigan. While the manucare. Aside from the Mrs. Jane
H.
VAN
Grand
Rapids,
facture of furniture is not repreHopkins star make of children’s
Michigan;
is a
machinery, from a small marine ensented in Holland by a large num- Maker of high grade cigars, 68 clothing, the Company carries an
practical
Watchgine up to and including a thirtyber of different enterprises,a no- Eighth street, Holland city. Ci- excellent line and suits in cheviots,
maker and Jewhorse power. Mill repairs, casttable and prominent reputation gars manufactured by this house tweeds, casimeres, worsteds, serges
eler, having had
ings in brass and iron, etc., constihas been secured by the Ottawa have become widely known, con- etc.; neckwear, underclothing, hostwenty years extute no small part of the business.
Furniture Co., for the superior sideringthe very short time they iery, gloves, umbrellas, canes, hats
guaranteed.
Ralph
and
Jacob
perience at the
Mr. Huntley is an expert practical
quality of their furniture special- have been in the market. Mr. Van in endless variety and the finest
bench in both city
engineer and machinist. All kinds Westveld, proprietors, shop on ties, that is not excellee by any Tongeren first started in the cigar
furnishings.The store is elegant- country towns,
south River street. The mention
r.Cileason
sold his
of repair work and machine work
other house in the trade. This and tobacco business in this city ly fitted up, and fully equipped
of the name of Westveld Bro’s
business
in Grand Rapids July 27,
is done on the premises, and each
company was founded many years about two years ago, having for- with all modern fixtures and appli1895, and located here in the old
part partakes of the same high among horsemen and the general ago as the Workman Furniture merly conductedthe same business
ances for the conduct of the busi- bank building on Eighth street,
character, resulting in a finished public carries with it a degree of Company, and was conducted un- in Zeeland for about one year, beness.
Two clerks find constant October 11, 1895.
keeps a
whole of the most substantial and prestigeand confidence enjoyed in der that name until about five fore coming to Holland. Mr. Van
employment
the
year
round.
Mr- | stock of Watches, Jewelry, Silver
a
greater
degree
by
none
in
Hd'lyears
a„e
when
the
present
stock
perfect mechanism. Mr. Huntley
Tongeren buys nothing but the (ioldman,the manager in charge,
was form.df wi[h
,
and Plated Ware, Clocks, Spectais a native of England, born in land. Besides being practical and
finest products of tobacco, both for came here from Kalamazoo, Mich.,
experienced
1 orseshoers, the ta, ^tock ()f
and
cles, Eve (Basses, etc., and makes
1848, and came here many years
three years ago, where he clerked a specialtyof testing the eyes and
ago.
was superintendentof Messrs. W estveld are thoroughly :cercd ^ (o|lws: James HuntleV,
for H. Stern & Co. of that cit\.
j(|ent ,
jieards|eei V1C'.
adjusting glasses, always giving the
the city water works for 5 or 6 (amdiar w, h the anatomy and
rx
tlxo
/"\ 'r* foot,
/-xz-xf havD o r
He is a gentleman of large experi- most perfect lenses and the best
struction
of
the
horse’s
years and for 7 years chief of the
president; A. V isscher, treasurer;
ence and highest business qualifi- goods for the money. Having
ing both i ade the subject a thorfire department. He is a promiland George W. Browning, secrecations. This, combined with fine made this a study and important
ough
study
from
books
devoted
to
nent mason, and good citizen.
tary and manager. (Mr. Beardssocial qualities,makes him well feature of his jeWelry business for
the anatomy of the horse, written
lee. the vice-president, is also a
liked in Holland.
by different professors.
many years, he is considered one
^y a'e , mernber of the faculty of the Wesof the most expert in this line of
-Ar°™. tern Theological Seminary.) Since
. /.
HAGY & BOGE,
their practical experience in the art
work in this section. He also
' 'i of horseshoeing. They devote the organizationof the prssent
keeps an assortment of jobbing
The
reliable
shoemen,
under
the
company it has enjoyed an annustones for rings, pins, etc. and is
tower
clock,
on
River
street,
second
ally increasing demand for its proj
'SW
door from Eighth street. J. H. prepared to reset old mountings or
ducts, and has grown from comHagy and T. Boge proprietors. manufacture new to order. You
paratively small beginnings, to
The firm have also a large boot and make no mistake to go to Gleason
‘4
present commanding proportions.
,3
shoe store in Grand Rapids, Mich. for repairing, as he can repair
company's manufacturing
Although but recently established Chronographs,horse timers as well
plant is embraced in a substantial
in Holland, these gentlemen have as the more common time pieces;
three-story and basement brick
worked up an extensive business in also Jewelry, Clocks, Music boxes,
factory and a two story brick
warehouse, in addition to which filler as well as the leaf, which are the boot and shoe trade of this city, etc. Prices always reasonable.
are large yards used for storing manufacturedinto the finest grades and are considered the leading
lumber. The factory is 50x100, of domestic cigars, and are sold house of its kind in Holland.
MARKET,
fire room 30x50, and warehouse to the trade throughout the city and Both are experienced shoe men and Steamboat and vessel supplies a
loo.xioo feet in dimensions.The surrounding country. He has a immediately assumed a leading pospecialty, 37 Eighth street. Jacob
factory is equipped with all the large sale with some of the leading sition in this branch of the comKuite, Jr., proprietor. By careDR. A. C. V. R. GILMORE.
latest improved machinery neces- houses of (irand Rapids, and other mercial life of the city. The stock
ful examination of the commercial
Too much precaution cannot be
sary for the business, is operated adjoining places. The premises oc- carried comprises everything known
facilities enjoyed by this place we
exercised in the care and preserby a 60-horse power steam engine, cupied are a two-story frame, 22x50 to a full line of footwear for men,
find that among its contemporaries
vation of the teeth. During the
and furnishes employment to one feet in dimensions, suitably ar- women, youths, misses, and chil- this house ranks as one of the most
their personal attention to the buspast few years rapid strides have
hundred and twenty-fiveskilled ranged and well adapted for the dren, both in leather and rubber
important. This distinction is aciness, and this fact has done much
been made in the dental profesworkmen. The company confines business. The front part of the goods. For the purposes of show- corded not only from the fact that
to develop the first-classpatronage
sion, and the pain attending the
its operations to the manufacture building is used for store purposes. ing off their extensive and nicely
it is one of the most reliable of its
which they enjoy. Westveld Bro’s of sideboasds,suits, fancy dresextraction or filling of teeth has
Aside from cigars and tobacco, he selected assortment of goods, they 1 ls. in this section of the city, but
have shod many high-class road sers, wardrobes, and fine extension
have selected the most desirable K,n<1
been greatly alleviated. The
carries a fine assortment of fishing
in the magnitude of its operations
and track horses for trainers of tables, and the facilitiesare such
store and location in the city, in
subject of this sketch, Dr. A. C.V.
tackle, sporting goods, etc. The
acknowledged superior ability that the very best possible grade
what is known as the new Tower and the spirit of its business policy.
R. Gilmore, is a graduate of Michrear part of the building is used for
throughout the state, and they are ol work is turned out and at the
igan University of Dental Surgery
the manufacture of cigars, where Clock Building,which they have
well known for many miles around lowest possible prices consistent
MRS. M. BERTSCH.
at Ann Arbor in the class of 1894
from 10 to 12 expert and capable fitted up in a most attractivemanHolland, although they have only with quality. All the furniture
ner
with
everything
that taste can
and has also taken a post graducigar manufacturers are employed.
Dealer in Fine Millinery; corner
been in business since 1890 at their manufactured is made after new
ate course at Detroit. The Dr.
His special brands of cigars are, dictate or capital can supply. They Eigth street and College avenue.
has been located in Holland, for present location, both having and original designs, finished in “Star Green,” “Spanish,” 5 cents; carry the most complete stock of This old and reliable millineryemworked at the trade for about 14 the best manner, and is in activeabout one year in his present loca“PeninsularState,” a 10 cents ci- goods in this section of the state. porium, which is the oldest in Holyears.
They occupy a building demand by the best class of lurtion. His dental parlors are locatgar; and the noted “H. V. T.” 5 Mr Boge attends to this store, while land, was established away back in
ed on Eighth street in the new 24x53 feet in area, fully equipped niture houses in all parts of the cents cigar, which is a great favor- Mr. Hagy looks after the Grand the year 1858 by Miss L. Van den
Vaupell block, having four rooms with every device known to the United States, as well as to same- ite and big seller Mr. Van Ton- Rapids store.
Berge, who conducted the business
elegantly appointed and hand- trade. Employment is furnished extent in Mexico. The members geren is a native of the old country,
for twenty one years, when it came
somely furnished,which are spa- three assistants the year round. of the company, are all prominent but has lived in Michigan a number
KRAMER,
into possession of the present owncious and commodious,and suit- They arc both natives of Holland, and influential business men >d of years. He is a progressive and Druggist, store on River street. or, Mrs. M. Bertsch. The premably arranged into a handsomely Michigan. Ralph W. was born in I Holland.
hustlingyoung business man.
The drug house of Lawrence Kra- ises occupied comprise a substanfurnished reception room, and la- 1861, and Jacob W. was born in
mer is one of the best known in the tial two-story brick 20x60 feet in
dies’ parlor, and an operating
S. R. CRANDELL,
THE
CLO. city. The business was established dimensions, and is fully equipped
room, and labratory where all
in 1872 by Dr. Van Putten, who with all the latest and ipost apCOMPANY,
CITY PORTRAIT Bazaar goods of all kinds, Eighth
manner of difficult work is perconducted
it until the fall of 1892, proved fixtures, electric light, large
street. This highly progressive bnsformed, all the latest improved
Clothing, Furnishing Goods, Hats when it came into the possession of plate glass windows, etc. The
COMPANY.
iness was first established in this
scientific and mechanical appliand Caps. Although Holland has Mr. Kramer, who has successfully stock of goods handled are all of a
M. Tromp, Artist. Pictures En- city in the year 1887, by the above
ances known to the profession.1
a large number of clothingdealers, managed it ever since. The prem- superior quality, and are purchased
larged in Crayon, India Ink, Wa- named gentleman. The premises
The Dr. does cast aluminum crown
none are more favorably known ises comprise a two-storyframe from some of the leading houses in
ter Colors, and Pastel. Also Pic- occupied comprises a substantial
and bridge work, and is prepared
than the above named firm. The 26x70 feet in area, with a ware- the country, including a fine line of
to execute all branches of liebusiness was established in 1893, house in the rear A general drug all the latest novelties in ladies’
business from the filling and
in the Ward block, and their pres- and prescriptiontrade is done and head-gear, hats
bonnets,
cleaning of teeth to the most difent handsome quarters in the Hall in addition he handles a fine line of trimmed and untrimmed; laces,
ficult adjustmentof artificial sets.
block were built expressely for them druggists sundries, dyes, etc.; also velvets, ribbons, jets, pins, etc.
Anaesthetics, in combination with
one year ago. It is the finest store novelties, perfumes, soaps, toilet The store is tastefully arranged,
electricity administeredby him
of the kind in Ottawa county — a articles, patent medicines, and with workrooms in the rear, and
have been very successful in alhandsome two-story building, built everything usually found in any several expert designers and trimleviating pain in the extracting
jout of the celebrated Waverly first-class store of this kind. A mers are employed, special attenand filling of teeth. Filling destone, 30 x 75 feet in dimensions. specialtyis made of physician’sand tion being given to mourning millicayed teeth with gold, platinum,
The firm occupy the lower, floor surgeon’s supplies, surgical instru- nery and wedding outfits. A fine
silver or compositionis executed
jand basement, the first floor for ments, Ahl’s adaptable splints, assortment of millineryis here disin the most skillfuland correct
store and office, and the basement crutches, etc. A specialty is also played, while the prevailing prices
manner, while special attention is
for the storage of goods and dupli- made of compounding physician’s are in keeping with the superior
given to the difficult branches of
cate stock. The Company carries prescriptionsand family receipts. quality of the goods. All the new
crown setting and bridging.. His
a full and comprehensive stock of Mr. Kramer is a native of Holland, styles in millinery, as soon as
productions in artificialteeth,
Clothing, Furnishing Goods, Hats, born in 1867. He studied the drug brought out, may be obtained at
whether single or in sets, are eviCaps, etc. A specialtyis made of business with the late Dr. Van Put- Mrs. Bertsch’s.and ladies who wish
dences of rare skill and artistic
the Mrs. Jane Hopkins star-make Jen, and afterwards bought out the to follow the fashions closely will
I
taste, giving a complete and nat- ture Framing, satisfaction guaran- 1 two-story frame building,24x50 feet of youths’ and boys’ clothing,
business. He is highly respected find it to their advantage
_,w to visit
ural appearance to the wearer. A teed. Store on South River street, in dimensions, which is well filled which excell all others in fit and by the citizens generally and a live her establishment when about to
specialty is made of preserving Martin Tromp, proprietor. His' wi th a fine stock of bazaar goods finish. Being made in a factory young buslness^man"
purdhase.
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